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ABSTRACT

The Industrial Revolution created sweeping cultural and technological changes in 19th

century American society. During this era, nursing evolved from an unskilled to a skilled

form of work. Changes in manufacturing, communication, and transportation occurred

differentially in America, which favored the growth of different regional economies.

Sectionalism erupted into the first modern war in American history. The Civil War

created the conditions in which nursing, medicine, and the hospital formed organizational

structures, roles, and boundaries that would later form the template for the modern

healthcare system. The purpose of this research was to study how the context and culture

of mid-nineteenth century American life affected the evolution of nursing during the

Civil War, and the later affect it would have on skilled nursing knowledge, roles,

education, and practice. The overall goal of the work is to contribute to the body of

research on parallel historic processes that had an influence over the formation of early

skilled nursing practice and the evolution of the nursing role. The effect of parallel

processes associated with the Industrial Revolution and the advent of modern warfare on

the development of skilled nursing were the particular focus of this research. A social

history methodology was utilized to examine texts and discourse from the Civil War

period. It was found that advances in transportation, communication, and manufacturing

were both integral to the advent of modern war and modern nursing, and that the advent

of these was highly integrated. It was also found that the industrialization of the hospital

in response to wartime was highly influential on the development of skilled nursing

programs later in the century. The role that nurses would take in the postbellum hospital,

however, reflected the mass media image of nursing generated during the war rather than

actual wartime practice.
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CHAPTER 1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

“Yet the compensations of calamity are made apparent to the understanding also, after

long intervals of time.” Ralph Waldo Emerson, Compensation

The Civil War is commonly thought to be the turning point that propelled 19th

century America toward modernity, a cataclysmic event that sparked a rapid period of

social, cultural, and economic transition, irrevocably transforming American identity. It

also marked the transition of nursing from an unskilled to a skilled form of work for

women. By demonstrating the value of skilled nursing to governmental policy makers

and a large segment of the civilian population, Civil War nurses helped set the precedent

by which modern nursing practice and nursing roles would later develop.

Embedded within an alluvion of accelerating societal and economic changes

associated with the Industrial Revolution, mid-19th century nursing developed in response

to the context of evolving industrialized warfare. The American Civil War was not the

sole catalyst for the development of trained nursing in its modern form. However,

organizational roles and social hierarchies typical to Civil War hospitals later contributed

to the development of nursing and nursing roles as we think of them today. A further

examination of the intricate relationships between technological changes associated with

the Industrial Revolution and the organizational roles and hierarchies within the wartime

healthcare system may reveal patterns and assumptions that still affect modern nursing

roles and practice. The focus of this study is an investigation of the development of

professional nursing knowledge and roles as related to the context and culture of
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American life in the mid-nineteenth century. The first chapter will open with a discussion

of 1) the background and significance of the war era on the formation of nursing identity

and practice later in the century; 2) the effect this may have had on modern nursing; and

3) why this issue may be relevant in the continued evolution of nursing into the 21st

century. It will include a discussion of the philosophical perspective of the author

regarding the use of 19th century sources, as well as the author’s personal and

philosophical perspectives regarding both historical research and nursing. The conceptual

framework for the study is introduced, and contextual issues of gender roles and beliefs

about health and the body are given to provide the reader with a cursory background from

which to read the text.

Background

Nursing as a skilled form of paid work for respectable women did not exist in a

form familiar to the modern reader prior to the closing quartile of the nineteenth century.

During the 1860s, the status of bedside nursing was elevated from a form of unskilled

labor to a form of skilled (but often unpaid) work. Much of this transition from a working

class form of wage labor to a respectable occupation for middle class white women

occurred within the public arena of the Civil War military hospital and camp, and is

directly attributable to largely volunteer efforts by women during the war. During the

period, the service of a middle class female nurse was equated in the popular press to that

of a military hero (Massey, 1966/1994; “Mrs. Major Reynolds,” 1862). Their practice,

influenced by sanitarian theory and the popular work of Florence Nightingale, defined

skilled from unskilled nursing during the era. When hospital training programs opened
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less than a decade later, the vision of nursing practice and the nursing role in the minds of

many Americans (including the people responsible for developing nursing education) was

that of the Civil War nurse, an image generated in the collective consciousness from

empirical experience as well as mass media. It is likely that the first generation of trained

nurses, young women who entered nursing during the 1870s, were molded in this image

as well.

Significance

Studies into nursing history are significant for three reasons. Nursing, unlike other

forms of skilled health care work that developed during the late 19th century (such as

psychology), is still occupied with the task of defining its core identity and bounded roles

in relation to other academic and clinical disciplines. Whether nursing has yet reached the

status of a profession remains a matter of some debate (Johnson, 1974/1997, p. 393). The

elusiveness of a cohesive collective identity has arguably contributed a switchback or two

in nursing’s road to professionalism. Shared discourse and interpretations of the events

and experiences that have formed a group over time are a vital component of the

formation of a collective identity (Tosh, 2002, p. 3-6). A professional discipline is

characterized by “collective knowledge development among persons within a common

interest area” (Chinn & Kramer, 2004, p. 50). The lack of a professional identity may

have been a contributing factor in the evolution of contemporary difficulties in policy

areas such as defining standards of practice and minimum acceptable educational

requirements. Study of the contextual factors present during the American Civil War may

enhance our understanding of the wartime transition of nursing from an unskilled to a
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skilled form of work. Adding to the body of modern discourse on this pivotal period in

nursing history may help other nurses connect to the past, and in that process it is hoped

that someday a common ground will be found from which to make strong advancements

in the development of the profession.

The second reason why this study is significant to nursing is less abstract. The

lives of everyday nurses in everyday settings have been understudied in early nursing

histories. Nursing has a need for a usable past rather than a series of studies on the lives

of exceptional women from privileged backgrounds. Studies that place an emphasis on

trying to recreate common nursing practice and nursing knowledge within the economic

and social context of the period are just as intriguing, and may be even more informative

when one is trying to recreate the lived experience of nursing during the period. In

addition, the ability to identify one’s everyday clinical practice with that of nurses from

another period can be a tremendous source of psychological satisfaction for the individual

nurse, not a trivial outcome during a period when nursing is struggling to survive in

today’s beleaguered healthcare system. Sometimes, remembering that the everyday nurse

is a hero is enough to keep going another day.

The third reason that this study is significant is that to study the past not only

helps to define nursing; it also helps us become cognizant of how processes in society

have shaped the nursing role. This is particularly important in light of some of the

changes that are going on in contemporary nursing. Nursing is integrated in a healthcare

delivery system that is in turn embedded in the events and economics of a larger society.

Changes in the social and technologic fabric of society cause changes in healthcare needs
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as well as affecting how a society responds to those needs. Those responses set a pattern

that in turn affects subsequent practice. Although we cannot directly extrapolate from the

past to the present, a thorough and thoughtful examination of the genesis of nursing as

seen within the context of the day may provide insight into practice issues that remain at

the heart of nursing one hundred and forty-five years after the first battle of Bull Run

(Sweeney, 2005, p. 62).

Purpose

The purpose of this research was to study how the context and culture of mid-

nineteenth century American life affected the evolution of nursing during the Civil War,

and the later affect it would have on skilled nursing knowledge, roles, education, and

practice. Parallel historic processes can exert strong influences over each other. Historic

processes concurrent with the development of nursing as a form of skilled work exerted

varying influences over the development of nursing practice and nursing knowledge. A

sympathetic social ethos evolved within the context of war that facilitated the

development of nursing as a skilled form of work in late nineteenth century America.

The overall goal of the work is to contribute to the body of research on parallel

historic processes that had an influence over the formation of early skilled nursing

practice and the evolution of the nursing role. The effect of parallel processes associated

with the Industrial Revolution and the advent of modern warfare on the development of

skilled nursing is the particular focus of this research.

The Civil War remains an important topic of analysis, one that still possesses a

great deal of symbolic and emotional power to the American people. It is a vast subject,
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with a staggering amount of data and commentary of varying degrees of quality. Modern

discourse tends to designate the American Civil War as the cataclysmic event in the

transition of an industrial capitalist economy over an outmoded agrarian-based pre-

capitalist economy. Within this vortex of parallel processes, nursing made its transition

from an unskilled to a skilled form of work.

This study will include a broad examination of how the evolving culture of

women, war, technology, health science, economics, class relations, race relations, and

gender relations in mid-19th century society affected the later development of nursing

knowledge, roles, and practices. In particular, the influence of technology and

manufacturing during the Industrial Revolution on women and nursing will be examined.

Personal Philosophy and Evolving Theory of Nursing

This section provides an overview of the author’s personal philosophy and

general perspective regarding ontologic, epistemic and ethical issues central to nursing.

The goal of inquiry was to formulate an evolving theory focusing on thematic elements

unique to nursing, which might also focus on continuities between Civil War and modern

practice. The fifth and sixth chapters of this dissertation will reprise some of these issues.

Theory development in nursing commonly builds on previous work while

continuing to borrow from other disciplines (Newman, 2003, p. 241). Philosophical

assumptions from several nursing models, concepts borrowed from other disciplines, and

personal experience converge in the author’s perspective. Several disciplines, particularly

philosophy, psychology, anthropology, and neurobiology, are represented.
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In order to study human behavior in health and illness, one must recognize that it

is within the relatively limited realm of human perception and cognition that lived

experience (and by extension conscious nursing intervention) occurs. While the general

term “healing” may be described as a quantum phenomenon (Chopra, 1990), human

perception bounds the experience into formats more compatible with the limitations of

human cognition.

We do not tend to experience illness as a boundless, simultaneous,

multidimensional phenomenon, but rather as an experience with a beginning, a middle,

and some type of resolution. We tend to experience changes in health states as part of a

life narrative, one that is rewritten over and over again as the self adapts to living in the

world. In philosophy and theology, the term “metanoia” is used to describe rapid shifts in

worldview, inspiration, and religious conversion. Modern authors have likened the

experience of metanoia to a kind of mutation in the metaphoric pattern of the individual’s

semantic universe (Pearce, 1971, p. 8). To differentiate perceived (bounded, processable)

from natural (boundless, not directly knowable) phenomena, the term “metanoic” will be

used to describe the lived experience of adaptation to rapid change associated with illness

and recovery. The term quantum will be used to describe natural rather than cognitive

phenomena; human perception does not allow quantum experience in totality.

Praxis occurs within an occupational setting that provides physical environment

and social context. The terms “clinic” and “hospital” thus possess both physical and

social referents, some properties of which are unique to the organization, and some of

which are common to all organizations. Nursing rituals and patient interactions are staged
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within this clinical setting. The term will “clinical” will refer to the aspects of the

environment that involve recognizable symbols of the sick role. It is a virtual rather than

a physical space. The term “environment” will be defined in this section as a substrate

where direct provider-patient interaction occurs, and includes group, dyadic, and physical

aspects.

Strong definitions establish substructures for subsequent concept development.

This is particularly important when modern concepts are applied to historic studies. The

central term of interest, “nursing”, might serve as an example of Gordian meaning. In an

attempt to formulate an ontology of nursing, it will first be defined as an occupational

structure, then as an action within the familiar quadratic objective function of the nursing

metaparadigm.

Work as an activity is nearly impossible to distinguish from other activities

(Shimmin, 1966, p. 195). It is a notoriously permeable, ineffable concept, and its relation

to nursing is particularly problematic. The Oxford Unabridged Dictionary lists multiple

meanings for the term, corresponding to three general categories: 1) that which applies

one’s attention; 2) a particular action or course of action in which one is engaged; and 3)

a mercantile pursuit (Oxford Unabridged Dictionary, 1997).

Although it has possessed some continuity of behaviors and actions over time, the

mercantile aspects of nursing have been highly variable. Most definitions of work include

the direct exchange of wages or services, which until very recently did not include the

majority of work done by women (Shimmin, 1966, p. 195-201). This is particularly true

in mid-nineteenth century America, when gender and class roles restricted female
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employment. Wage-based definitions of work also do not lend themselves well to work

done in Civil War hospitals by military orderlies and slaves, nor does it help differentiate

between the levels of skill and education that often divided conscripted and voluntary

workers (Schultz, 1992). In addition, sweeping economic changes during wartime shifted

the status of wage labor. Many women who had been adamant about their status as

volunteers at the beginning of the war were accepting wages at the end of it. Many Union

women who eschewed wages during the war fought for pensions later (Schultz, 1994).

As an occupational category, “nursing” will refer to a work-oriented, voluntary

aggregate social structure concerned with the healthcare of others, which operates from a

collective knowledge base. The occupational definition of mid-19th century skilled

nursing will therefore be “a chosen activity with proscribed roles and behaviors based on

current theories of health and healing, performed outside of the home, regardless of

commercial aspects”.

It is logical to characterize disciplines by their substantive foci (Reed, 1997, p.

76), but it can be challenging to find continuity in an occupation’s intrinsic domain

between relatively distant points in time. Conceptual stability is not the only challenge

faced; definitions often lack specificity as well. What was considered the substantive

focus of occupational nursing in mid-nineteenth century America differs substantially

from nursing at fin de siècle; both are distant reflections of current practice.

In addition, the boundaries of the particular area over which nursing operates a

particular level of occupational authority are permutative. Clinical work is based on

applied science, by its nature highly interdisciplinary and interdependent. This author is
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of the opinion that none of the clinical occupations can lay claim to possessing a unique

body of knowledge or a functionally independent practice. Although distinct educational

criteria and regulating bodies exist, in actual practice many provider roles and practices

are relatively interchangeable. In the face of such ambiguity, it becomes more useful to

define nursing by what it is rather than what it is not. The section below will attempt to

define the action of nursing as it functions within the context of its theoretical

metaparadigm. This model of the metaparadigm incorporates much of the post-Rogerian

worldview of nursing, while attempting to formulate a model that is stable over time.

Modern nursing theory typically embraces a concept of human being as

transcendent rather than summative, existing as multidimensional, simultaneous living

patterns without clear boundaries. Never static nor equilibrated, these patterns possess

order and structure. The human system as field phenomenon is changeable, permeable,

and adaptive, and an element of randomness (or “mutativeness”) is incorporated into its

order. Within this structure, constant, simultaneous processes of solution and dissolution

occur as we create and regulate perceived reality.

A paradigm that views human beings as both being and possessing a boundless,

multidimensional, and simultaneous pattern has conceivable advantages. For example,

this worldview arguably encourages a sense of connectedness. However, it does not

easily lend itself to articulating a dyadic interaction with clearly defined roles and

interventions, performed in a circular process of “assessment-action-assessment”. A

science of the human condition is based in lived experience. The significance of nursing

action occurs at a quantum level of abstraction, but what is experienced by the patient is
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perceived and encoded within the perceptual spectrum. This suggests that useful nursing

theory should be grounded at a perceptual rather than quantum level.

We exist as relationships, patterns and cycles, but also we also consciously

experience relationships, patterns, and cycles as events occurring internally and

externally to the self. Identity, or sense of self, is dependent on cognition, a filtering,

ordering, and use of perceptual stimuli. The mind tends to cognitively filter percepts and

organize them into regular patterns by the symmetrical combination of causal elements

into sequential formats (Metzinger & Gallese, 2003, p. 551-553; Sacks, 1992, p. 274).

This habit of perception leads us to see our individual lives (as well as aggregate social

structures) in terms of a linear narrative. That narrative is constantly evolving, although

we are not always conscious of this process.

We organize our lives into something usable and understandable through the

creation of personal narratives (Deacon, 1997, p. 22). This tendency, possibly unique to

the species, is so ingrained that we find it difficult to process experience otherwise.

Cognitively imposing a linear view on life processes is quite possibly epiphenomenal to

brain evolution. It is a clearly a useful adaptation; it is difficult to conceive of how

organized foraging, hunting, or agriculture could have occurred without the ability to

create a linear construction of reality. Thus, we have evolved a need to contextualize

experience within a life narrative, and tend to incorporate experience into chains of

meaning within an overarching metanarrative, although neither experience nor cognition

is ultimately linear in character.
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We tend to impose a linear process on the experience of regaining an ordered

state, an integrated whole communicated in symbol and language. Intrinsic to filtering

and ordering of perceptual stimuli is encoding of cognitively processed information into

symbol and language. Imagery and symbol are the way in which we cognitively interpret

the perceptual world and give it meaning (Deacon, 1997). Symbols are cognitive

shortcuts that evoke complex responses. Symbolism is innate, archaic, and universal, a

“primordial language of the body”, while the application of symbols is highly specific to

the individual and culturally bound (Sacks, 1985, p. 209). Lived experience is encoded as

strings of symbolic representations, organized into the complex pattern of the self.

Integration and contextualization of experience into narrative representations is

essential to integration of the self. Meanings are stored as symbols into long and short-

term memory, incorporated into components of complex, highly personalized

metanarratives, which tend to frame subsequent experience. Cognitively generated

narratives tend to be stored and accessed as clusters of symbols, which can to some

degree be reordered into new narrative structures (exhibit mutability).The use of symbols

in personal metanarratives has both fixed, universal, and generic properties as well as

aquired attributes. These symbols potentially evoke responses in primitive parts of the

brain involved in adaptation and survival. Responses are perceptually experienced

regardless of locus of the stimulus (internally or externally generated), and integrated into

existing personal narratives.

Thus, we find it necessary to incorporate experience into chains of meaning

within an overarching internal metanarrative, although neither experience nor cognition is
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linear in character. The evolution of this cognitive style, based on the coding of

experience into symbols, not only made language possible (Deacon, 1997), but also may

provide access to unconsciously mediated processes within the body (Sacks, 1992, p.

273-299). Symbolic representation is thought to a certain extent to represent

physiological processes as well as psychological ones. Language is an expression of

symbolic representation, a mode of thought considered unique to the species. (Deacon,

1997).

Patterns do not exist as irreducible wholes. At any given time, subsystems within

the metastructure are regenerating, dormant, or degenerating. The structure is mosaic

rather than unitary or unidirectional, with substructures operating at varying levels of

integration with the metastucture. Like the human pattern that it imperfectly reflects, the

cognitive pattern is highly responsive and adaptive to change. The person responds by a

repatterning process that allows the process to be experienced as an integrated whole.

Repatterning is experienced as an integration of internal and external perceptions into a

revision and reframing of the personal narrative. New clusters of symbols emerge as

reorganized narratives that incorporate old and new visions of the self as living in the

world.

Wellness, health, illness, and sickness all refer to varying subjective states without

a fixed reference point. Health and illness are relative terms rather than endpoints on a

single continuum. They cannot be described in a binary fashion. Illness can be

characterized as a disordering of pattern that creates change, but the relationship between

health and illness is not one of order versus disorder. Disorder, like order, is not a stable
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state; it is followed by a fundamental restructuring of pattern as the person moves from

one state of health to another. States of health also create change associated with

reordering rather than a steady state.

The earlier theory that cognition bears a relationship to physical structure has

given way to theories postulating that manifestations of cognition represent pattern

(Sacks, 1992, p 273-299).The relationship between pattern and person is analogous to

that between the energy of thought and of matter. The energy of cognition and body are

also likely identical, but not everything occurring is operating within perceptual range

(Pearce, 1971, p. 1). The human system is in a constant state of flux, but unless change is

rapid or high in magnitude, we are usually not aware of it. Even our limited perception of

repatterning is incredibly complex, experienced cognitively and physically. It is a

function that plays a dramatic role in the interconnected somatic and physical economy of

the individual. It signifies a reordering of the self, and a shift in the personal narrative on

which self is based. This restructuring does not tend to find its resolution incrementally,

but rather as an all-or-nothing rapid shift in consciousness, somewhat analogous to

quantum phenomena. Repatterning restructures the way that reality is interpreted, and by

extension the way that reality is perceived.

Human patterns can be defined in many terms, but the complexity of their

relationship with phenomena external to the self cannot be directly empirically known.

Each human pattern follows a general structure, but is probably unique in a way similar

to such familiar physical phenomena as snowflakes; which possess common atomic

structure and origin. Boundaries between sentient organisms (and between all forms of
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organic material) are permeable; all are integrated at the atomic level. The illusion of

separateness, like that of linearity, is a cognitive adaptation, part of an evolutionary

strategy that limits perception in order to simplify cognition as (Deacon, 1997). If true

boundaries do exist, it is because we have evolved to need them. This is not a novel idea

in nursing, but rather an extension of concepts put forth by theorist such as Rogers and

Newman, who do not draw strong boundaries between person and environment, or

between states of being (Newman, 2003, p. 240).

Person, nurse, and environment represent substructures within a metastucture.

Person and environment do not ultimately exist as separate entities, and there is no cause

and effect linear relationship between them. Both patient and nurse ultimately exist as

substructures within the same boundless energy field, but human cognition has evolved a

need to create an illusion of separateness and linearity. We create boundaries within the

self and between self and not self; boundaries of varying permeability, redrawn

constantly as we recreate reality. This process is usually unconscious, but events such as

illness can create crisis in which boundaries dissolve or shift abruptly, much in the way

that strong winds change the topography of sand dunes. Part of the nursing interaction

involves the redrawing of those shifting boundaries. It is therefore most appropriate to

think of the environment in this model as a virtual one with shifting boundaries, in which

the nurse interacts with the patient.

The narrative structure of identity can be threatened or disrupted by changes in

health status, particularly if changes are sudden and catastrophic. Personal narratives

become fragmented; stories without purpose or sense, reflecting crisis in pattern and
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energy field. Healing cannot occur until control of the personal narrative is regained, and

the person has incorporated present events into their life, regardless of whether a cure has

occurred, or is even possible.

Illness reflects disorder in pattern, a disruption of the body in relation to itself, as

well as a disruption of the person in relation to a social role. Rapid changes throw the

human system into a state of relative disorder, in which periods of rapid flux necessitate a

reordering of pattern, and by extension the self. Rapid change creates an overall system in

flux, subsystems moving in multiple directions, and a subjective sense of immenent

dissolution. The form of fear that can accompany rapid change, angor animi, is also

characteristic of organic disturbances, thus indicating how closely bound physical and

conginitve processes may be (Sacks, 1985). States of depersonalization, felt as an

ambiguity within the self, robs people of the power of action and conviction. Acute

illness in particular represents a transitional or liminal state, a state in which the life

metanarrative must be rewritten to make sense of change.

The principle actors in the nursing interaction (patient and nurse) have prescribed

roles and tasks, the most important of which is the collaborative reconstruction of reality

in response to illness (Metzinger & Gallese, 2003, p. 551-553). Created reality forms the

substrate of nursing action. Although nursing actions occur in multiple dimensions

simultaneously, it is perceived within the linear process or narrative that refines the self.

The nurse interacts with the patient on multiple levels, but it is the affect of nursing

interactions on the lived experience of the patient that makes nursing unique from other

occupations.
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The term “healing” does not necessarily reflect objective states of health or

illness. Healing is a subjective experience, a cognitive process that both reflects and

creates the evolving pattern. Although the body can be restored to a state of relative

health, the cycle of repatterning (and therefore healing) is not complete until the

experience has been incorporated into the semantic reality of the patient. The reformation

and integration of patterns disrupted by illness is the task of the patient in the nursing

interaction.

Nursing interactions, like human patterns, are incredibly complex and not

knowable in totality. Facilitating transition in a way that maximizes the healing potential

within the patient is the primary function of nursing action, and the ultimate goal of the

occupation of nursing. Observable and nonobservable aspects of nursing facilitate this

process, and support the overall goal of healing. The role of the nurse is to conserve and

focus the patient’s energy and optimize internal and external perceptual environments to

facilitate the transitive repatterning process. This in no way implies that the nurse has a

passive role; in the author’s worldview the nursing role is much closer to that of

psychopomp or midwife (both of whom act as conductors between states of being) than

handmaiden.

Nursing interventions involve the use of therapeutic presence and haptic

communication. The nursing interaction, or the interaction between nurse and patient that

results in an alteration of patient outcome, applies therapeutic presence along several

simultaneous perceptual dimensions, as well as observable tasks that serve a practical as

well as a symbolic function. Nurses create mimetic rituals at the site of the body, with no
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clear distinction drawn between symbol and meaning. These symbols are infused with

meaning by the occasion of their use and their valuation by the players. There is a ritual

creation of ordered space, which provides symbolic respite from the disorder of illness.

The patient role (popularly known as the “sick role”) is a social adaptation that

frees the person moving from one state of health to another to focus on this transitional

reorientation of reality. The lived experience of healing can be characterized as a process

of achieving metanoic thinking on the part of the patient. Metanoia changes fundamental

cognitive structures by retracing the original formative process of worldview

development, and a reshaping of the concepts originally formed (Pearce, 1971, p. 21).

Metanoia centers diffusing and fragmenting energy into a tight, potent focus (Pearce,

1971, p. 13). Two processes are associated with metanoia: 1) total attention; 2)

restructuring of attending mind.

While the foundations of healing rest in universal adaptive reactions, the

superstructire of repatterning may be construed differently by every patient. Human

cognition mediates processes of healing in concert with multiple regulating systems

within the body. Repatterning is not a simple reaction to physical or emotional stress, nor

is it a purely conscious or unconscious phenonmenon. The nurse interacts with the patient

in a way that helps the patient to focus a maximum amount of energy on the repatterning

process. The sick role is also by this definition not a passive one.

Pattern transition begins with a centering of the mind, with an idea that orients

patient and nurse around a single focal point of possibility. The point of focus groups into

orderly sequence the seeming disorder of reality, allowing the patient to survey alternate
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possibilities/potential realities, and choose. Nursing rituals function in a way that

encourages the patient to focus on the immediate experience of the transitional state,

while marking the parameters of that experience. These rituals also tend to focus the

patient on the body, and by using the body as a virtual metaphor of repatterning

encourages processes intrinsic to the patient that creates actual repatterning and therefore

healing. Much of the comfort measures and environmental manipulation measures that

are used by nurses serve a function of promoting reflexive experience, which in turn

facilitates the reframing/repatterning process. Nursing tasks create and mark the

boundaries of symbolic ritual space. Within that space the patient enters the sick role, a

role that gives both patient and nurse permission to transgress social boundaries. These

tasks also serve to help the patient focus on the body and use the body as an overarching

metaphor for transformative processes.

Emotional experience and its physiological counterparts are continuous and

coextensive (Sacks, 1985, p. 207). The common syntax, that of a personal narrative, is

shaped by both experience and the expectation of experience (Langer, 1988, p. 329). The

thematic focus is transitive and autocentric to the person. Processes of solution and

dissolution, characterized by rapid shifts, trigger complex repatterning. New patterns

consist of subsystems that may be evolving into higher or lower levels of complexity,

creating paradox within pattern and system. The patient responds to change by creating

mental syllogisms. Among the potentials of repatterning/resysthesis of current reality,

one possibility must be selected, heard as a question one might answer, seen as a goal one

might achieve (Pearce, 1971, p. 12). We then make an investment in that reality, with a
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corresponding sacrifice of other possibilities. These excluded possibilities will act as

counterpoints of discord until sufficient orientation to the new reality occurs.

The ontologic section of this chapter proposed that the defining characteristics of

nursing lie in the application of a specialized form of therapeutic presence, applied to an

interaction integrated with rituals performed at the site of the body. This interplay of

presence and ritual creates a unique healing intervention practiced by no other

occupation. This intervention enables nurses to take on the central goal of the occupation:

an interaction between nurse and patient that facilitates repatterning of health states. The

expert and creative application of this intervention defines nursing in the model, and all

phenomena of interest to nursing are connected to it.

The experience of consciousness through which identity is derived can be

described as an incomplete mirror of reality. Both collective and individual thinking

structures reality. Thinking is a shaping force in reality. We think and act as separate

individuals with separate stories and separate lives, but subtle patterning processes

generated by the individual, to some extent operating beyond perception and cognitive

control, may be altering shared patterns. A change of concept changes reality to some

degree, since concepts direct percepts as much as percepts impinge on concepts (Pearce,

1971, p. 11). This is not a magical or paranormal process. It is not thought overcoming

reality; it is rather that the experience of being does not fully capture the complex nature

of existence. Thought can overcome syllogisms of created reality, restructuring an event

not dependent on ordinary criteria. If pattern can be thought of as a reflection of reality,

then directed thought can to some extent direct pattern (Pearce, 1971, p. 6).
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We consciously and unconsciously affect human patterns at individual and

collective levels on a constant basis . If pattern can be thought of as a reflection of reality,

then directed thought can to some extent direct pattern (Pearce, 1971, p. 6). People have

varying levels of conscious control over reality, and many variables are latent. Actions as

simple as receiving or not receiving a flu shot might affect the health of the individual,

contacts of the individual, and patterns of flu morbidity within a population. Why that

person may have gotten or not gotten a flu shot is likely due to the interactions of a

multiplicity of interactions between the person and the environment. A change in the

structure of that person’s reality, such as what might occur due to contact with a nurse

who is educating patients about the importance of vaccination, might persuade that

person to get a flu shot, potentially affecting reality in the way that a pebble can create

changes in the surface of water.

Identity, which defines the self, is a passionate question in which humans

constantly engage. An acute illness or trauma often represents a rapid transition in pattern

occurring at the individual level of analysis. Nursing interventions involve a symbolic

interplay between nurse and patient that changes the way that the person relates to the

experience of health and illness. Ultimately, this symbolic interplay catalyzes

repatterning of the patient’s personal narrative, an evolutionarily mediated adaptive

mechanism that may be unique to the human species (Deacon, 1997). Perception and

response to transitions in health status have symbolic manifestations and ultimately

symbolic solutions for both nurse and patient, many of which operate independently of

seemingly logical or conscious process. This is likely due to the character of personal
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narratives themselves; because they reflect pattern they tend to be told in multiple time

frames and perspectives, particularly when the patient is still in the process of

incorporating change into the overarching metanarrative of their life.

A theory of global brain function is still evolving (Deacon, , p. ). Research on

human energy fields is progressing. However, the author feels that controversies

concerning the existence and physical characteristics of energy fields is not of interest to

clinical practice, at least not directly. What is more important to nursing is the nature of

change and the process by which humans adapt to change. The important aspects of

pattern are not revealed by seeking its boundaries or its individual variations as much as

seeking a fit between individual need and nursing interaction within states of transition in

health status. The important use of the energy field concept for nursing is that illness is a

disruption of the individual that creates disruption on multiple levels: disruption in the

body, the self, and the self in society. The nurse may be intervening at multiple levels at

once, no matter how simple a nursing intervention might seem. These interventions are

multidimensional, with symbolic as all as physical aspects.

Does it then stand to reason that the main focus of nursing inquiry be the

development of if not empirical methods for directly measuring pattern, then better and

better proxies for pattern? The author argues that the contrary is true. Whether human

phenomena can fit into metatheoretical reasoning grounded in physical science will not

revolutionize the way that nursing is practiced at the bedside. The particular domain of

concern to nursing inquiry is in human experience, adaptation, and response to actual or

potential changes in health states; for the sake of brevity this domain with be known
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under the umbrella term “healing process”. The role of symbolic expressions of pattern in

this healing process represents a largely uncharted area of nursing research, one that may

potentially offer a high yield of information usable information. It is the within the scope

of the general sciences to investigate the physical characteristics of field phenomena. It is

the task of the nursing as an applied science to investigate the applications and uses of

common phenomena in the virtual reality of health and illness.

Just as the concept of sanitarianism enabled nurses to lower mortality irregardless

of the “truth” of contagion, the concept of the human field can inform clinical practice,

irregardless of empirical validation. It is the character and power of the personal

narrative, the power that it holds in personal healing and the effect that the

metacommunication of personal narratives have on the health of the collective that are of

primary interest to clinical practice. These can be known, although their boundaries

remain impossible to accurately measure by modern standards.

Ultimately, the use of any proxy phenomenon to model a latent variable involves

a leap of faith. Can we base practice on this unsure relationship? Nursing theories have

been based on concepts that are far more abstract and less potentially quantifiable.

Concepts common to many nursing theories, such as “caring” or “resiliency” are far less

potentially quantifiable, and most importantly, are rooted in the reality of the nurse rather

than the patient.

The actions of nursing consist of the application of observable behaviors in some

combination with the application of therapeutic presence. There are therefore three

general areas of concern to nursing: the application of observable nursing measures; the
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application of therapeutic presence; and 3) the effect of the interaction between the two

on patient outcome. These variables are at different levels of possibility to be known, and

observable measures act as proxy variables as well as possessing an interaction effect.

They are treated differently, valued differently, and exist at different levels of ^ possible

to know. These nursing interventions are measurable, as is patient outcome from multiple

perspectives; although the model is underspecified, the latent variable of pattern can at

least be indirectly measured. Affective states such as caring and empathy have been well

articulated in nursing theory. Less explored aspects of nursing include the application of

presentational symbols in healing rituals, and the affect that these rituals have on

repatterning processes within the patient.

The basic phenomena of the discipline can be accessed and studied through the

investigation of both observable and nonobservable nursing actions and their effect on the

lived experience of the patient. Nursing tasks at the site of the body are rituals whose

symbolic power has been underestimated and understudied. The existence of pattern is

the realm of inquiry of the general sciences. Its relationship to cognition is the study of

the neurophysiologist. The process of cognition in healing is the study of the psychologist

as well as the nurse. Patient experience at the site of the body is the area of interest to

nursing, at the intersection of language and experience. It is not the existence of this type

of cognition, but the unique ability of the species to access this stream of cognition

through the evolution of the symbolic processing that underlies language that is of

importance to nursing. This author makes the extravagant claim that it is less important to
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define the relationship between pattern and cognition than it is to explore the role of

symbolic language in patient experience.

Although subspecialties credibly within the occupation of nursing may be neither

clinically based nor directly concerned with the patient at the individual level of analysis,

the study of nursing action is different from the study of large scale structures. Although

the author acknowledges that organizations can take on individual characteristics,

organizations are not to be viewed as individual beings with individual rights. The role of

macrostructural research concerned with the operation of patients or providers in relation

to the system at an aggregate level of analysis is an important component of healthcare

research in general, but is not nursing research per se. Neither are work studies of the

operation of nurses as individual actors within the macrostructure of society or the

healthcare system.

The various representations of the nursing paradigm articulate the nursing process

in any number of ways as a structural entity, but do not well articulate it as a social one

outside of the relatively dyadic relationship between nurse and individual patient. This

can be considered to reflect a definition of nursing that occurs at an individual level of

analysis, although most nursing theories mention the patient’s (but not the nurse’s) social

context. This in turn reflects a philosophy of nursing that is based on a consensual but not

necessarily reciprocal relationship between nurse and patient. The actions characteristic

of nursing as an occupation are thus based in an interaction between persons in a

unidirectional dyadic relationship existing in an open relationship with multiple social

forces acting as moderating and mediating variables. It is primarily in the situatedness of
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the dyad within the larger system that is the source of difference between most nursing

theories. To one person, the identity of nursing is set in its function within the collective;

to another it is seated in the interaction between nurse and patient; to some it is most

accurately termed science; to some revolution or religion; to some it can be reduced to an

essential spiral of being. The difference in expression is ultimately one of metaphor,

although the actions that will be most favored will be those that are congruent with the

metaphor of the unidirectional relationship.

Attitudes to work, like anything else in life, are shaped by individual variations in

cognitive style as well as personal and educational experiences. The author proposes that,

like Nightingale, nursing has dimensions that are based in the self-examination and self-

actualization of the nurse through involvement in the occupation. However, the author

assigns a level of active involvement in that process by the people rather than the task in

facilitating that process. The relationship between patient and nurse is ultimately

reciprocal, although not immediately or overtly so.

While the above section discussed epistemic issues of what constitutes nursing

knowledge, this section will discuss the conceptual framework of how nurses frame

knowledge; in other words, how general knowledge is incorporated into the practice of

nursing. The conceptual framework for this research will be used to provide an initial

perspective for understanding nursing knowledge and nursing practice during the period

in question. The framework used for this paper will employ the ideas of contemporary

scholars as well as Nightingale’s theory of nursing in order to help us understand as well

as possible 19th century nursing roles and practice from a 21st century perspective.
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The author’s conceptual framework for examining historical influences on the

development of nursing is based in part upon five models of nursing knowledge.

Whether there is evidence that these present-day conceptualizations of nursing

knowledge and practice can be connected to influences surrounding the historical period

of the Civil War will be investigated.

Nursing scholar, John Phillips (1977/1997, p. 446) has identified four general

models of knowledge from which modern nursing borrows and adapts theory: 1) the

medical model; 2) the psychologic model; 3) the public health (ecologic) model; and 4)

the social model. These associations can be traced to the Civil War era. Chapter four of

this paper will attempt to frame the contextual issues surrounding Civil War nursing

using this conceptual framework. They will be defined as follows:

Medical model: Refers to allopathic medical and surgical practice during the mid-

nineteenth century. The war occurred at a juncture in the evolution of modern medical

practice, and the war itself profoundly changed the medical practice environment.

Psychologic model: Although psychology did not exist as a distinct discipline

during the period, theories of behavior and theories of the body were very much a part of

bedside nursing care during the period. For the purposes of this paper, this model will

refer to the growing awareness of the positive effect of the therapeutic presence of nurses

in military hospitals, and contemporary discourse regarding this aspect of nursing.

Public health model: The sanitarian model of health and infection control had

already demonstrated its efficacy in controlling infectious disease, even during the era

prior to the advent of the germ theory. It is the model on which Nightingale based a large
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part of her theories on cleanliness and hygiene. For the purposes of this paper, the public

health model will refer to theories and practices aimed to control disease in large

populations and crowded conditions such as military hospitals and camps.

Social model: The social contexts of class and gender roles during the period are

highly germane to the evolution of nursing, hospitals, and medical practice during the

period. For the purposes of this paper, the term will refer to social relations in the larger

population as well as the microcosm of the hospital and practice environment.

Nursing model: In addition, the conceptual framework for this paper will also

include what could be described as a fifth model of nursing knowledge as a structure

unique to nursing. Beginning with theorist Martha Rogers (1970), scholars have

promoted a perspective of nursing as a distinct discipline and profession which possesses

a unique knowledge base. This perspective emphasizes human beings’ inner capacity for

developmental change and well-being (Newman, 1994; Reed, 1997) and for what Barrett

(1998) described as health patterning through knowing participating in change. Within

this model, there is the epistemological assumption that nursing knowledge arises in part

out of the context and practices of nurses (Reed, 1995; 2006). This is of particular

importance to the early history of nursing, when great need drove a concerned group of

people, largely without formal training, to create a new role in order to meet that need.

These early nurses, quite literally, learned as they went along, armed with the mid-19th

century belief in the value of empirical experience and an intrinsic need to help their

fellow human beings.
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Most of the ethical dilemmas in nursing derive from tensions between the

individual and collective narrative. Social contexts possess concentric as well as

aggregate properties. The individual patient exists with a society, with varying levels of

interconnectedness. The needs of the individual as perceived by the patient may be at

odds with the needs of the collective, as well as the needs of the nurse. This can be a

particularly difficult dilemma in areas where the boundaries of what is truly beneficent to

the individual are debatable, such as some of the well known issues with quality of life

that have been created by modern technology. The traditional individualistic perspective

often cannot offer guidelines for action in these extreme cases.

This author does not feel that a static guideline for action is possible, but that a

philosophy that is patient centered can usually also serve the needs of the collective. For

nursing, beneficence focuses on an easing of transitional states, a qualitative rather that a

quantitative issue. How this is expressed in action must be a constant source of dialogue

within the occupation and between nursing and society, and guidelines that form

standards of practice must always be cognizant of these issues. Although the ultimate

responsibility for right action rests with the individual nurse, any decisions that are at

odds with the stated values of the collective require review by the collective body. If no

collective body exists (as in the case of the historic period of concern to this paper),

standards must be extrapolated and justified from values prominent in society, as they

were in the journals of Civil War era nurses. This is not to downplay the role of

individual decision making; there are times that society is simply wrong, as in the case of

the “scientifically” based arguments that supported slavery in 19th century America. If
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societal assumptions clearly create aporetic situations with the ideals of ethical nursing

action (as they did in this case), then they are not consistent with nursing, which does not

imply that Confederate nurses were not supporting nursing by working in Confederate

hospitals. Not providing healthcare at all would have been far less beneficent, unless one

takes the purely utilitarian perspective. The important point is that to remain responsive

to the evolving needs of society, all guidelines must be seen as constantly evolving, and

their parameters must remain a constant source of ethical discourse and jural conception.

Many nursing ontologies possess the concept of “caring” as central to the

discipline, to the point that the concept has been identified as one that any philosophy of

nursing “ought” to address (Salsberry, 1994; p. 17). This author argues that the term

“caring” not only lacks potential for objective criteria, but it is a concept that is non-

occupational and organic to most living organisms. It is an emotion. Nursing

interventions are “caregiving”, an occupational role that is based on critical thinking,

shared and individual knowledge, and experience. Caring is part of caregiving, but

emotional response should not be the primary guide in nursing action.

It is the opinion of the author that the nursing interaction as defined by a unique

intervention taking place at the level of the human energy field is central to the discipline.

Caring in humans is an expression of empathy, a trait that is prevalent in persons that are

attracted to “helping” professions, healthcare occupations in particular. Nursing is an

active process that is usually carried out by persons who would tend to score highly on

assessments of empathy and caring. “Caring” per se is only one component of nursing,

and can never define the occupation.
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The debate over whether art or science holds hegemony in nursing is seemingly

endless. Unfortunately, the terms “art” and “science” are even more vague than that of

“work”, and are just as temporally unstable. Most forms of art require some form of

structured, analytical thinking and deductive reasoning; just looking at a sculptor’s two-

dimensional studies for a three dimensional work offers an easy example. Most forms of

science require, at least at some point, some form of aesthetic appreciation, as any

methodologist studying a graphic representation of data can confirm. Metanoic

experience leads both, as Carl Sagan’s cosmological insights while intoxicated might

indicate.

In the performance of nursing interventions, the nurse takes on the role of a sort of

“intimate stranger”, a person who is allowed to move in places associated with the

boundaries of the body that are considered to be taboo from ordered society. The nurse is

allowed a certain freedom from social constraint, but in return for being allowed an

intimate familiarity with blood and body fluids is expected to perform rituals to negate

their symbolic power. In modern Western societies, these rituals often create a social as

well as physical context of cleanliness, or at least with the negation of pollution states

that have spiritual as wee as physical dimensions. Given that a conflation of physical

hygiene with social morality was particularly prominent in the pre-modern sanitarian

model of health and illness (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985), it is not surprising that early

nursing discourse tended to focus on the “character” of the individual nurse. What is

surprising is that it has lingered in that discourse.
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Although there are instruments to predict persons at risk for any number of issues,

“character” is too nebulous a concept to assess. What constitutes good and right character

is so subjective that it has often served as a source of bias against social, religious,

gender, and ethnic minorities (Gilman, 1985). Nurses with minority viewpoints and

perspectives were present during the Civil War, but twenty years later it would have been

doubtful that Walt Whitman, Suzy King Taylor, Mary Bickerdyke, or Phoebe Pember

would have been admitted to one of the “better” nursing programs. For various reasons,

none of these people conformed to what were considered to be the “best” standards of

character by nursing discourse of the day. Minority status has subsequently not shown

itself to be a predictor of hygiene any more than it is a predictor of aptitude for

caregiving, responsibility or morally right action. “Character” cannot be defined except

after the fact; and good predictors are therefore impossible. Aptitude for critical decision

making, empathy, and active listening might be far more sensitive predictors of aptitude

for the occupation. They are far more easily operationalized and testable, as well as

possessing less potential for bias. They may also be more stable over time, as evidenced

by descriptions of nursing activities seen in the documents used in this paper. The author

asserts that finding better testable predictors of success in the occupation may be more

important than continuing a debate on the relative importance of an indefinable concept,

and that historical research may help to identify key predictors that are stable over time. It

is hoped that more research will be done in this area.

The action of nursing involves willingness to break boundaries and taboos of the

body within a socially defined framework. All “helping professions” involve the
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transgression of physical and social boundaries the provision of a therapeutic presence. In

this it is similar to other clinical disciplines such as medicine and psychology. However,

although its boundaries overlap with other so called “helping professions”, nursing is the

most tuned to the creation of therapeutic environments and the provision of care and

comfort.

Philosophical Perspective: Victorian Social History

This section will discuss the author’s views regarding the use of 19th century

sources in social history. It is the philosophic perspective of this author that all sources

must be open to critical reading, all conclusions viewed as directions for further research

rather than endpoints; and it must always be taken into consideration that 19th century

sources were generated in a world that in many ways operated differently from our own

(Burke, 2001, p. 3). In particular, the philosophical perspective takes into account the

Victorian worldview, which has epistemological and ontological implications for

addressing the purpose of this research. To further understanding of the Victorian

viewpoint, issues of both context and culture will be addressed. For the purposes of this

paper, culture will be defined as the training, development, and refinement of mind,

tastes, and manners that occurs as a sequelae of living in society; it refers to the

intellectual context of society. Context, on the other hand is a more general term that

refers to the physical as well as the social environment. This philosophical perspective is

also based upon a social history approach.

The Victorians placed a great deal of faith in the power of careful observation and

record keeping. They were fond of extensive recording of external percepts, tending at
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times toward a level of self-reflection so intense as to almost be an internal Panopticon (a

Bethamite concept in itself).

Victorian discourse often possesses sufficient surface familiarity to make us

forget that the Victorian way of living in the world was very different from our own.

Rapidly evolving technology, pervasive and sometimes trivial popular culture, and

shifting gender roles are only a few aspects of 19th century life that seem to echo our own

time, at least superficially. Like the Victorians, we are accustomed to social and

economic uncertainty in a context of rapid technological advance, and like them we have

created a national ethos of nostalgia for a past we perceive as simpler and closer to

nature.

Despite these similarities, the Victorian way of knowing the world differed from

our own both epistemologically and ontologically. The assumption of a linear

relationship between their time and our own is artificial; they are less our distant mirror

than we are like two eddies in rapidly moving water, separated by time. They preferred

theory derived from empirical experience, carefully documented and inductively derived.

To the mid-Victorian empiricist, art and science were never situated far from the

wellspring of faith: a faith in progress, a faith in the ability of technology to solve the

problems of humanity, and a faith in a universal law that might be secular or based in

religious ideals. The boundaries between science and religion and between science and

art were drawn on different lines than they are today; lines that were, despite the

Victorian penchant for categories and hierarchies, ultimately fuzzier than our own. While

we see science and religion and science and art as representing the respective endpoints
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on two continuums, the Victorian empiricist saw three ways of serving a unitary purpose,

regardless of whether couched in the lexicon of the Enlightenment or of religion.

Intrinsic to Victorian thought was a belief that phenomena possess nonreducible

essential forms that can be revealed through careful observation and reporting of nature.

This blending of empiricism, Platonic essentialism, and natural law is very much in

contrast with the vestiges of natural law that lingered into 20th century positivism. While

the Victorian strived to record all the variables of the natural world in intricate detail, and

then derive truth from them using descriptive and categorical methods, the positivist

strived to use deductive theory to construct a tightly controllable laboratory experiment

that limited contamination from the natural world, thus preventing extraneous variables

existing in nature from contaminating essential forms.

Trends in inquiry later in the 20th century were influenced by postmodernism as

well as post positivism. Philosophy of inquiry tended to swing the other way during this

period, stressing realistic settings and reconciling itself to the artificiality of the

assumption that the researcher’s presence and the context in which the research occurred

could or should be prevented from adding bias to findings. Perception has become

suspect, the deconstruction of assumptions and contexts ascendant.

The magnitude of our self-reflection may have actually reached the level of the

Victorians, but the role it plays in inquiry has changed. The mid-Victorians resembled

neither positivists nor postmodernists in the way that they saw and interpreted the world

around them. They set great store in the utility of direct experience in the acquisition of

knowledge. Their seemingly endless capacity for self-reflection was not psychoanalytical
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(a concept not organic to the era) nor contextual in the same way that we would define

the term. The Victorian passion for self-examination was more similar to a process where

the self was used as an instrument by which truth could be actively experienced, then

interpreted. If assumptions were purged, it was so that an evolving theory can be derived

from nature.

A simplified illustration of differential perception and cognition between the

Victorian eye and our own can be stated in terms of performance. When we are watching

a dance performance, the aesthetic eye will see the piece in a relatively synthetic way,

striving to perceive and process movement and staging as an integrated whole embedded

in a system of expanding wholes. The performance can also be seen with a critical eye, in

which movement and staging are broken down into component parts, deconstructed and

analyzed in context of a specific variable of interest as a component part of a system that

is in turn integrated into a larger system. The former can be considered a rough

approximation to qualitative research, the latter quantitative. We tend to see these as

different philosophies of inquiry necessitating different methodologies that ultimately

generate ways of knowing that cannot always be easily reconciled. In both cases, the

impressions of the spectator are considered to be in some ways inseparable from the

environment in which spectator (researcher) and performer (subject of research) are

embedded. The environments are overlapping, but reality between performer and

observer is consensual rather than shared. It was only in the late Victorian era, with the

advent of the Aesthetic movement in the arts and the positivist movement in the sciences,

that the perspective of empirical inquiry shifted to viewing the performance as able to
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reveal private truths about observer and performer as individual actors operating in a

common environment rather than as component parts of a single truth that in turn mirrors

a kind of universal truth or natural law, in which the identity of the individual is

secondary.

From the perspective of the Victorian empiricist, the merits of the performance

could be judged on the basis of its ability to reveal a collective, essential truth rather than

one that is individual and contextual. A successful performance, in this worldview, is one

that mirrors nature (and by extension natural law) so well that both observer and

performer will come to the same conclusion about the performance. The merit of the

artist is in his or her ability to mirror nature in performance, while the merit of the

observer judged on how faithfully nature as performance is reported, rather than on

individual impressions. This empiricist worldview was already in flux in intellectual

circles by the time that the Civil War began, but still dominated American writings

throughout the period, particularly in America (Schweber, 1981).

This section defines social history as the term will be used in this paper, and

outlines some of the characteristics that separate the perspective of the social historian

from of more classic approaches. In addition to the intrinsic differences in worldview

between our eras, the intricacies of the war, the Industrial Revolution, and the

development of the modern hospital cannot be explained in purely economic or scientific

ways (Lemon, 2003, p. 400). Gender roles, like wars, are extremely complex social

phenomena that cannot be easily explained by any single process of research. Nursing is

a form of work that is deeply embedded in gender roles and service to a larger society.
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The philosophical perspective of the paper is reflected in what has been called

“new” (Burke, 2001) or “social” (Carr, 1961/1986) history. According to Burke (2001, p.

3-6), the characteristics of the “new history” are as follows:

• It is concerned with every human activity; including topics (such as childhood,

cleanliness, and concepts of gender) not previously thought to possess a history.

• Reality is seen as socially constructed and relative rather than absolute.

• It is concerned with the analysis of structures rather than a narrative of events.

• It concentrates on the views of ordinary people and the experience of social

change rather than the deeds of the great and powerful.

• It draws from a greater variety of sources than traditional history, to include oral

history and non-verbal cultural residue as well as statistics.

• It focuses on the influence of the social environment on individual action rather

than seeing the historical figure as an individual whose actions are acontextual.

• Subjectivity in history (and the historian) is to be explored rather than suppressed;

objectivity is not considered desirable or even possible.

• History is interdisciplinary, and is best advanced through collaborations with

other fields such as sociology, anthropology, and economics.

Philosophical Assumptions of the Author Regarding Nursing History

This section discusses the perspective of social history applied to the study of

nursing. Historic texts cannot be directly extrapolated to modern structures. Even in the

event of the sudden development of a viable method of time travel, our own experiences

and habits would tend to alter our perception of 19th century events to make them quite
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different from that a citizen native to that era. We are limited to textual analysis from our

own perspective, and cognizance of essential differences between reality as experienced

by the Victorians and our own is paramount not only to understanding, it is essential to

the validity of historic inquiry.

If objectivity is neither possible (nor even desirable) in social historic research,

the assumptions of the author should be stated clearly to the reader. Reflexive thought is

integral to any form of qualitative enquiry, and the philosophic assumptions of the author

frame and order the cognitive processes necessary for reflexive thought. The following

list outlines key assumptions of this author, as they influence the focus and choice of

method for this research:

• Contemporary events in a given field of interest can be influenced by ideas and

events prevalent during a previous historic period.

• Records of discourse prevalent during a particular historic period can provide

quantitative and qualitative data with which to form interpretations of past events

and to formulate inferences about their influences on subsequent related events.

• The trustworthiness of historical research is dependent in part upon the breadth,

depth, and quality of the data used, including the utilization of extensive multiple

primary and secondary sources at each stage of the research process.

• Although written discourse is the most common form of cultural accumulation in

Western society, it is systematically biased against groups in society who tend to

engage in less durable forms of discourse. Whenever possible, the researcher
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should seek to identify and utilize sources that may help us to better understand

groups who have, for whatever reason, been excluded from mainstream history.

• Parallel processes in history create mediating and moderating effects that may not

be apparent except in retrospect.

• The history of hospitals, medicine, and nursing in the 19th century are highly

interrelated to the point that one cannot be adequately studied independent of the

others.

• The study of the relationship between hospitals, medicine, and nursing within the

context of parallel processes in history may reveal patterns within relationships

that are relevant to gaining further understanding about the evolution of

contemporary nursing.

Nineteenth Century Health Science and Nursing Practice

This section discusses aspects of 19th century social and clinical science that were

influential on the contemporary practice of nursing. Among the most important theories

were that of the miasmic theory of contagion and sanitarian theories of disease control.

After a brief discussion of these, an outline of the Nightingale model of nursing is

presented. As Victorian class and gender relations were important contextual influences

on the development of the nursing role, a brief discussion of these is also included.

The causes of communicable diseases were still very much in dispute in the

antebellum and war eras. Although Agostino Bassi’s landmark article postulating that

specific microorganisms cause specific diseases was published early in the century, his

theories were unable to answer questions regarding the transmissibility of organisms and
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individual susceptibility to disease, and his ideas were not widely discussed or

disseminated. The revolution in scientific medicine and clinical therapeutics awaited the

dissemination of Pasteur, Lister, Koch, and Reed’s respective publications in the closing

quintile of the century.

During this period, a general agreement existed that many if not all diseases could

be communicated by direct contact or contracted by environmental influences, such as

the excreta of a diseased person; these environmental influences were collectively known

as “miasmas”. Within the miasmic theory of disease were two relatively contradictory

theories regarding the origin of contagion: some believed that diseases were introduced to

the community from outside, while others believed that diseases were generated within

the surrounding environment. Available evidence was also contradictory, suggesting no

clear theoretical resolution.

Early in the century, humanitarian and philanthropic interests associated with the

religion-based Evangelical and secular Enlightenment-based Benthamite movements had

turned to the problems confronting the unhealthy conditions in rapidly industrializing

British cities. Commonly called sanitarianism, this popular movement combined miasmic

theory, empirical methodology, and the new science of descriptive statistics.

The public health movement in the United States dates back to early public health

organizations founded in port cities along the eastern seaboard in the late 18th century for

the control of communicable diseases (Fee, 1997, p. 11). Official health agencies were

sporadically moved to action during a large epidemic, but were no centralized attempts at

the federal level to control public health. Industrialization brought increasing
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concentrations of urban poor and indigent into the mercantile centers, which brought

societal issues less central to the public interest in earlier eras (such as the health and

education of the lower classes and control of infectious diseases) into sharper focus

(McPherson, 1997, p. 7-8). The sense of public responsibility into the private lives of

American citizens also altered. The public began to revise their assumptions of the role of

government in health and welfare issues. In the meantime, grass-roots organizations of

well intentioned Americans, primarily members of the middle and upper classes, began to

take on the social problems of industrialization at a more local level.

The concept that there was a causal relationship between “filth, poverty, and

disease” (Green, 2001, p. 204) was more than a social convention during the era.

Immigration and migration to urban areas had created cities where life began to

deteriorate into extraordinarily filthy conditions due to crowding, poor drainage, little

access to clean water for washing as well as internal consumption, and nonexistent refuse

disposal. The sanitation principles of the day, although based on a theory of disease

transmission that was later discarded, produced methods which led to a significant

demonstrable drop in the rates of many diseases by mid-century. The “miasmas” created

by refuse and open sewers didn’t cause disease though inhalation of foul odors, the

enteric pathogens that caused the odors spread disease via oral-fecal and skin

contamination, contributing to, among other things, the high infant mortality rates from

enteric illness seen during the period. Control of “miasmas” decreased the rates of these

enteric as well as arthropod borne illnesses (Green, 2001, p. 204).
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As the 19th century progressed toward mid-century, life expectancy increased, and

infant mortality declined (Green, 2001, 204). Fatalistic attitudes about health,

characteristic of the colonial era, slowly gave way to belief that good health was within

reach of each and every citizen. Assumptions that a person bore responsibility for own

health, the health of families within the community, the health of society at large grew in

popularity (Tyler, 1977, p. 490). This favored an increased public interest in both

individual and collective health, and underscored the concept prevalent in the dominant

Protestant church that people are responsible for improving the health of those “less fit”

(Tyler, 1977, p. 490). These shifts favored the growth of sanitarian health reform efforts.

British advances in public health were highly influential in the United States,

where the movement began to flourish in the 1840s (Williams, 1991, p. 64). The

sanitarian movement drew on miasmic theory regarding the role of air quality as a

principle cause of disease. The essential characteristics of the movement were that it was

a popular (lay) movement, specifically concerned with the health of the lower classes in

industrialized areas (Williams, 1991, p. 64). The disposal of decomposing organic

material and draining stagnant pools of water were particular targets of intervention

(Williams, 1991, p. 69-70). The focus of public health efforts and bedside nursing was to

prevent the accumulation of impure air (Williams, 1991, p. 69-70). In addition,

sanitarians and proponents of public education felt that the dissemination of the

contemporary “laws of health” regarding hygiene and sanitation to a broad sample of

society would optimize the health of the collective, making health education an important

part of any public health endeavor.
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It would be inappropriate to discuss Civil War hospitals and nurses without

considering the influence of Florence Nightingale along with sanitarian theory and the

contextual influences of 19th century society. Nursing theory and philosophy during the

antebellum period were almost synonymous with Florence Nightingale, although other

authors, particularly Catherine Beecher, also enjoyed great popularity during the period.

Nightingale asserted a profound influence on American women entering the public arena

as sanitarians, bedside nurses, and hospital reformers. Her exploits in the Crimea were

well known to American readers and she served as a role model for women who

volunteered as nurses in Civil War hospitals. Indeed, it is difficult to find a memoir

written by a Civil War nurse in which the author does not compare herself to Nightingale

in terms of strict adherence to sanitary principles (actions of nursing) and of

indefatigability and selflessness (character of the nurse). Her character as portrayed in the

popular imagination defined the character of who a nurse should be, and her instructional

text ‘Notes on Nursing’ (Nightingale, 1860/1969) served as a template on which practice

was based. In addition, her books profoundly influenced the design of military quarters

and both military and civilian hospitals. Therefore, she is both a nursing theorist of

profound influence and a contextual issue in the social history of nursing.

Nightingale is widely thought of as the first nursing theorist (Lobo, 1995; Reed &

Zurakowski, 1989). Widely read in many subjects, her work reflects the influence of

diverse topics such as Scottish Common Sense philosophy (popular in elite circles on

both sides of the Atlantic), miasmic theory, Utilitarianism, and the evangelical movement

in Protestant Christianity (Altholtz, 1967; Calabria & McCrea, 1994). Her work reflects
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the Victorian ontology of life as the imperfect expression of a transcendent reality, with

life as a goal-directed process of discovering the divinity of the self through direct

experience. This divinity was thought to lay both within the self and the world; through

observation, reason, and action one could gain knowledge of the divine through

knowledge of nature (Calabria & McCrea, 1994). The summative person was thought to

be part of a larger collective organism, which was seen as both the human collective and

a reflection of the godhead. Each person was thought to have the responsibility of

contributing to the perfection of humankind through finding and performing their own

unique task in life (Poovey, 1991).

In the Nightingale paradigm, nursing is by definition a calling rather than a

profession, with the work of nursing seen as a manifestation of communication with the

divine not separated from human service. This worldview dovetailed with the early to

mid-Victorian conception of science as a way to better understand universal law, with

science equated with universality and certainty rather than seen as a paradigm in direct

competition with religion. Her focus on inductive and empirical processes for the

advancement of knowledge is congruent with the dominant paradigm of science during

the era.

Nightingale has been criticized by some modern authors (Peplau, 1992, p. 49-50)

for having developed a nursing theory that is limited by its focus on the performance or

psychomotor aspects of nursing. This criticism may have some level of validity when

Nightingale’s theory is applied to practice in this century, but it does not take into

account that the Victorians did not separate performer and observer as we do, and they
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expected that a “doer” and a “knower” would come to the same conclusion. Therefore,

although other nursing theorists can help to inform our inquiry into nursing as it existed

during the era, Nightingale’s theory is most congruent with the worldview of the day.

Although the modern nursing paradigm did not exist in the era discussed in this

paper, Nightingale’s writing reflects the same phenomena of concern as expressed in

present-day metaparadigm: health, nursing, person, and environment. And indeed, this

metaparadigm derived in part from her pioneering ideas. Her work has been cited in

multiple modern nursing texts as meeting the criteria for a significant nursing theory

(Ellis, 1996; Fawcett, 1993). In addition, given that her theory possesses “an action

orientation that aims to shape reality…through conception of ends as well as means”

(Dickoff & James, 1968/1997, p. 106-107) nursing theory extrapolated from Notes on

Nursing meets the criteria for a theory of a professional discipline, independent of the

debate on whether nursing has achieved professional status or not, and independently of

whether nursing is performed for wages or not. Her conceptual definitions of the nursing

paradigm are significant to understanding nursing during the 19th century, and are briefly

outlined below:

• Health: although not specifically defined as such in her work, Nightingale viewed

health as part of a process of self-determination, with health and illness resulting

from keeping, or not keeping, the laws of nature (and therefore of God) (Calabria

& McCrea, 1994). Disease was viewed as a reparative process to correct a

problem rather than a direct punishment for breaking natural law (Reed &
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Zurakowski, 1989). In her work these universal laws are applicable to the ill

person, the healthy person, and the nurse (Nightingale, 1860/1969, p. 6).

• Nursing: to Nightingale, nursing was an action and a calling rather than a

profession. She felt that every woman with strength and common sense was

capable of applying the basics of nursing (as outlined in her writing), but that

expert nursing was a calling. For Nightingale, the actions of nursing were directed

toward the goal of providing a healing environment for the patient (Nightingale,

1860/1969, p. 75). This principle could be used in health promotion as well as

restoration of the sick.

• Person: the patient was regarded in a rather passive light in Nightingale’s writing.

For Nightingale, the patient was being acted on by the environment and the

actions of the health care provider. In this paradigm, the role of the nurse was to

provide an environment that enabled the patient’s own healing process to occur, a

logical goal in the era prior to the therapeutic revolution.

• Environment: the environment was the most significant phenomenon of interest to

the health care provider working during this period. The five elements of the

environment cited by Nightingale as being essential to health (clean air, pure

water, efficient drainage, cleanliness, and light) are congruent with sanitarian

theory (discussed in greater detail below), and are certainly the logical focus of

healthcare during an era when infectious disease represented the greatest

preventable threat to life (Green, 2004, p. 204).
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Mid-nineteenth century discourse was situated in a worldview based on a

complicated system of reified essentialist gender-based roles that divided society into

sharply binary categories, at least in theory. This well-studied concept, known in the

literature as the paradigm of “separate spheres”, proposed that just as society possessed

“natural” categories of class and race, these categories were in turn divided into naturally

occurring hierarchical binary gender categories (Kaplan, 1998, p. 581). This sharp binary

division was not well articulated until around the 1820’s, when discourse began to take

on an increasingly quasi-scientific tone (Schultz, 1992, p. 606). While we have come to

regard gender and gender roles as imperfectly correlated, fairly arbitrary concepts, 19th

century Americans reified concepts of gender to the point that females, like ethnic

minorities and members of the so-called lower classes, were treated as members of a

complementary, dependent species, separate from and in some ways threatening to the

dominant culture (Gilman, 1985). Drawing on metaphors of biological science, males

were viewed as competitive creatures, best suited to the jungles of politics and

commerce. Females were encouraged to limit their lives to metaphoric nesting behaviors

of reproduction, domesticity, and kinship roles.

Modern authors have speculated that this paradigm of rigidly binary gender roles

may have existed primarily as a social and literary convention created to provide a

comforting media image of stability during a historic epoch characterized by economic

and social uncertainty and rapid change (Plante, 1997, p. 69; Smith-Rosenberg, 1978, p.

S213; Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 86). Outside of the boundaries of home, the world was

rapidly changing and expanding. In practice, mid-19th century gender roles were likely to
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have been fairly permeable, with complex boundaries and a relatively broad range of

expression (Kaplan, 1998, p. 581; Smith-Rosenberg, 1978, p. S212).

In contrast to their educational gains, white middle class women tended to

experience increased social isolation in industrialized areas (Summers, 1989, p. 32).

Although some of this isolation can be attributed to increased mobility and a breakdown

of traditional family structure, the creation of the modern nuclear family as a middle class

convention was strongly reinforced as the ideal by contemporary media. A shrinking

world of home and kinship group was the ultimate theater on which the story of a

woman’s predictable and inevitable life of economic and social dependency would

unfold. Women were limited to two important sources of control: they could decide the

values on which to base their lives and marriages, and they could choose the proper

husbands (Theriot, 1993, p. 9-10).

Middle class women were barred from most forms of public life, but were

encouraged to perform acts of charity outside of the home. The paradigm of separate

spheres suggested that there were some types of work (often unpaid) that women were,

by their “inner nature” best suited; care of the sick being one of the prime examples.

Popular discourse of the day viewed nursing as the “perfect combination of femininity

and science” (Shuttleworth et al, 2001, p. 64). This served to legitimize women’s

authority in the home as health care expert as well as their presence outside of the home

into public and political arenas, given that the purpose was within their sphere. It also

implied that healthcare served as a legitimate way for women to conduct science.
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Virtually all women had to be familiar with identifying and treating any number

of illnesses and trauma, particularly in areas where physicians were scarce (Plante, 1997,

p. 178). Sanitarian theory was leading to a more systematic and modern approach to

preventive and restorative care in the home, and women were beginning to be expected to

apply a scientific approach to home management in general. As avid readers, these

women created a seller’s market for popular titles on self-help, home health and domestic

practices, which in turn led to an increase in published work by female authors.

With the boom in education for women, middle class women were expected to

apply their education in their role as the family health care expert. Soon they were

spreading the gospel of reform outside of the home as well, laying an infrastructure for

organization that would soon be applied to American life during wartime. It is not

surprising that women socialized by a worldview that possessed characteristics of both

evangelical Protestant Christianity and the Enlightenment would embrace an evangelical

approach to spreading sanitarian principles. Societal changes, particularly urbanization

and immigration, were driving the beginnings of a health care reform movement, framed

in sanitarian practices, inductively derived from miasmic theory, and supported with

descriptive statistics.

Research Question

The following question derived from the background of the problem and the

conceptual framework: What role did selected contextual factors of the Civil War

period/mid 19th century America play in influencing the subsequent evolution of nursing

knowledge, roles, and practices?
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CHAPTER 2 HISTORIOGRAPHY

This section will discuss what history is, and how the culture and context of a

society reflects what is considered to be the focus of history. This is particularly

important when one is discussing the history of the American Civil War, a war has been

examined from many perspectives, and remains an important watermark in defining the

American ethos. A discussion of trends in scholarship over time is included to illustrate

the evolution of Civil War history.

History is a selective system of cognitive orientations to reality. The ways in

which history has been recorded and interpreted has changed over time, and foci of

interest have changed in response to our own contextual issues. The Civil War has been

characterized as “our felt history-history lived in the American imagination” (Grow,

2003, p. 77). It is central to the American memory, the most studied event in our history,

and our enthusiasm for its study as not diminished over time. Our changing philosophical

perspectives on this war have reflected the evolution of the American collective self-

image. In particular it has reflected shifts in attitude regarding America and war (Faust,

2004, p. 376-7).

The earliest histories published after the war reflected the influence of de

Condorcet’s “theory of progress”. This view held that historic events were part of a

developmental process toward perfection, tied to the present and future in linear

progression toward a common goal (Condorcet, 1802/1965). This theoretical perspective,

also called natural history, greatly influenced intellectual life in the nineteenth century,
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and is evident in the earliest published histories of the Civil War, such Bancroft’s

‘History of the United States’ (Breisach, 1983, p. 260).

During the mid-19th century, historians began a Comptean vs. anti-Comptean

debate, with the German historian Ranke as the principle advocate of an empiric or

scientific history. Both schools of inquiry saw the Civil War as the first modern war, an

example of the providential course on which America steered. Histories published during

the early post bellum period tended to be quite partisan; typical of the period was a focus

not on “Why did it happen” but “Whose fault was it” (Breisach, 1983, p. 330).

Gradually, trends in published histories began to refer to a national framework

rather than a regional one. The war was defined and framed as an epic story, with a plot

that imbued its actors with purpose and meaning. However, despite the nationalistic trend

these stories reflected the bitterness characteristic of Reconstruction era discourse. The

victory of the Union was presented as the true and inevitable course of progress toward a

perfected nation by Northern writers, while Southern writers implicitly compared the

North of 1861 to the British of 1776 (Pencak, 2002, p. 217). By the 1870s (as Northern

troops withdrew from the occupied South), books and magazines began to present both

sides of the conflict, yet discussion of the Civil War remained firmly linked to the moral

issues and judgments of victor and defeated (Breisach, 1983, pg. 261). Typical to the era

was a tendency to locate victory not at the sight of battle but in the character of the

individual soldiers that in collective made one side naturally superior (Clarke, 2001, p. 1).

This moralistic and partisan view existed despite the increasing methodologic hegemony

of scientific history, which dominated the field until mid-20th century. Topics of interest
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remained centered on the battlefield, and continued to presume a sharp division between

civilian and military life (Clark, 2001, p. 3). Most published histories tended to

concentrate on the great battles of the war and the lives of the generals who led the

armies. Although regimental histories and war memoirs abounded in the latter decades of

the 19th century, books that attempted to detail the daily routines and experiences of the

common enlisted volunteer, such as Billings’ highly entertaining ‘Hardtack and Coffee:

The Unwritten History of Army Life’ (Billings, 1887), were extremely rare.

In the 1930s, Charles Beard published ‘That Noble Dream’, which historians

credit as putting an end to the positivist belief that Comptean objectivity is possible in

history. To Beard, the past could not be grasped as an external object; nor could it be

approached with impartiality; the multitude of events associated with a historic period

had no inner structure; and the past could not be intellectually conquered (Breisach, 1983,

p. 328). The post-positivists developed the current historiographic paradigm, which holds

that the existence of a body of essentialist historical facts existing objectively and

independently of the interpretation of the historian is “a preposterous fallacy” (Carr,

1961/1986, p. 6). Interest in the lived experience of the common soldier began to grow

during this period, although the “epic of war” focus did not radically change. Bell Irvin

Wiley’s highly popular ‘The Life of Johnny Reb’ (1943) and ‘The Life of Billy Yank’

(1952) reflected this new interest in the daily routine of the rank and file enlisted man.

Beginning in the 1960s, a shift in interests, methodologies, and source materials

occurred. Social history, an interdisciplinary field that encompasses sociology,

anthropology, and gender studies, began to use methodologies drawn from the social
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sciences to investigate the Civil War from the perspective of how the “common person”

was affected by the social and economic milieu of war (Green & Troup, 1999, p. 34).

McPherson’s ‘The Negro’s Civil War’ (1965) is an example of this approach. These

“histories from below,” while continuing to represent the minority of Civil War studies,

began to take over the field in the late 1980s, connecting home front and battlefield.

Important contributions in the field of social histories of the Civil War since the 1980s

have included: 1) the introduction of social history with particular emphasis on the life on

the common soldier; 2) the use of the community study as a window into the interplay of

war’s myriad effects and actors; 3) and the growing interest in the experience of women

and African-Americans (Faust, 2004, p. 374-5). Despite the overall broadening of the

field since the 1980s, military history still dominates, as does a tacit agreement among

historians to situate the war as the site and reason for the emergence of the modern state

(Faust, 2004, p. 378).

There has been a recent growth of interest in Civil War history, attributed by

some to be secondary to the crossover popular success of books such as McPherson’s

best selling ‘Battle Cry of Freedom’ (1987), as well as growing academic interest in the

wartime experience of populations that had been left out of traditional histories, such as

ethnic, religious, and gender minorities (Faust, 2004, p. 374-5). A strong reason for the

continued popularity of the subject among both general and academic readers is the

vividness of much of the recorded experience; independent of a given document’s

credibility as history, the authenticity and intensity of the wartime experience as recorded

by its witnesses remains riveting. War is a crucible that “produces unsurpassed
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revelations about the essence of historical actors and their worlds,” and the people who

witnessed this war felt a great need to record what they saw (Faust, 2004, p. 377-8).

Prior to the 1960s, writing on Civil War medicine tended to mention nursing only

in a very perfunctory way. Neither ‘Doctors in Blue’ (Adams, 1952) nor ‘Doctors in

Grey’ (Cunningham, 1958/1993) devote more than a few lines to nurses. Cunningham

notes that “Some women accepted full-time employment in the military hospitals despite

the prevailing taboo against their doing so, and there is certainly some relationship

between those self-sacrificing women and the rise of trained nursing as a profession” (p.

267). Adams (1952) was more dismissive, noting that “all too many ignored Florence

Nightingale’s prime rule: silent obedience.” (p. 182), although he does admit that “the

patients preferred the women nurses, especially when they violated Miss Dix’s

regulations and brightened the wards by wearing light-colored dresses” (p. 183). These

books focused on advances in medical knowledge rather than the lived experience of the

physician working within the structure of the Civil War hospital (Riley, 1985, p. 4-5).

They tended to downplay social and cultural factors as well as the working environment,

unless the environment was thought to be obstructing practice. After the 1980s, medical

histories became more cognizant of the importance of social, cultural, political, economic

and demographic considerations in explaining medical developments (Riley, 1985, p. 4-

5).

Past works on Civil War hospitals have tended to focus on the lurid aspects of

casualty care before the medical therapeutic revolution, with little work done on the daily

life and operations (Green, 1999, p. 1). Recently, there have been several dissertations
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and published works that look at the organizational structure of the hospital in relation to

other variables of interest. Schultz’ ‘The Inhospitable Hospital’ (1992) looked at

organizational structure from the perspective gender relations and their affect on the

evolving organizational structure of Civil War hospitals. Green’s ‘Chimborazo’ (1999)

looked at the organizational structure of the Civil War hospital and its affect on medical

practice, using a major Confederate installation as an exemplar. Schurr (2004) used the

19th century family as the organizational model in a dissertation on Confederate hospitals.

During the immediate post-bellum period, well-known nurses such as Clara

Barton, Mary Chestnut Boykin, Sarah Emma Edmonds, and Mary Livermore published

notable memoirs. Early published histories of nursing such as Nutting and Dock’s

seminal history, published in 1907, give accounts of the experiences of these most

famous American Civil War nurses (such as Clara Barton and Dorothea Dix) whose

experiences were likely to be non-representative of the general nursing population. There

were almost no published studies on the collective experiences of women during the Civil

War prior to Mary Elisabeth Massey’s Bonnet Brigades (1966/1994), the first critical

work on women’s wartime lives.

Nursing history since the 1970s has shown the influence of two evolving

academic fields: that of social history, and that of women’s studies. These historians have

tended to focus on the way that women’s wartime experiences were shaped by prewar

values and contexts (Clark, 2001, p. 3). In the 1970s, nursing histories tended to look at

the experience of Civil War nurses in terms of a power struggle between male physicians

and female nurses, and focused on the evolution of the modern medical subjugation of
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nursing and the need in society that it fulfilled (Hilde, 2003, p. 3). These histories again

emphasized notable or exceptional women and eschewed analysis of their roles and

relationships outside of the context of power and control.

In the 1980’s, histories of women and nursing during the Civil War period have

focused on separate spheres, gender roles, and role fulfillment. Nursing histories

published in the 1980’s, such as Reverby’s ‘Ordered to Care’ (1987) and Melosh’s ‘The

Physician’s Hand: Work Culture and Conflict in American Nursing’ (1982) tended to

view nursing as an embattled profession, and looked at nursing within the context of

institutions, power, and gender.

Since the 1990s, Civil War histories of women and nursing have focused on racial

and gender hierarchies, and reflect a growing interest in praxis and organizational

activities (Ott, 2003, p. 2-4). A tendency toward sectionalism has lingered; to this day

few studies look at women on both sides of the war comprehensively. Hilde’s (2003)

dissertation compared northern and southern nursing topically, pointing out where

women’s experiences overlapped and where they diverged. Recent studies on

Confederate women, such as Faust’s popular ‘Mothers of Invention’ (1996), examine

gender roles in the antebellum years and their effect on the evolution of women’s roles

during the war. Divergent areas of interest include the effect of slavery on gender

relations in the South, and the effect of industrialization and the Civil War on gender

relations in the North. Urban-Cordeau’s (2004) phenomenology of nurse-caring in Civil

War hospitals has made a laudable effort for looking at the action of nursing, but tends to

forget that the concepts of both nursing and caring may have changed over time.
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Histories of nursing tend to be situated in gender rather than work studies. There

is tendency in the literature to impose “military/industrial/medical” and

“female/homefront/nurse” axes, which may be is less congruent with 19th century life

than it is with post-Vietnam and post-feminist political boundaries, and is perhaps

another good example of how the way we frame the present affects the way we frame the

past. This has tended to leave the effect that the Industrial Revolution and the economics

and politics of wartime had on Civil War hospitals and Civil War nurses relatively

neglected. The theater in which the initial organization of American nursing took place

was situated ultimately in the maelstrom of what was generally acknowledged to be our

initial experience with modern war. Although only a handful of physicians and orderlies

(and no female nurses) brought a traditional military culture to the wartime hospital, the

structure and ultimate authority of the hospital was military, and that influence remained

pervasive when nurse training programs were organized in the post-bellum period.

In addition, traditional works in nursing history have “described the impact of

religion on the progression of nursing in the pre-Nightingale era and have traditionally

asserted that the roots of nursing lie in Christianity” (Benson, 2001; p. 2). Such works

have stressed the involvement of white women in evangelical movements rather than the

evolution of women’s roles and the evolution of the healthcare professions within the

context of technology. Clark’s Sentimental Bonds (2001) took an interesting take on

benevolence by looking at how women’s wartime writing on the subject helped shape

popular culture during the post bellum era.
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There has been a dearth of work on how the lived experience of wartime affected

the evolution of nursing knowledge and nursing praxis during the post-bellum period. In

addition, most contemporary histories of Civil War nursing have focused on power and

gender relations, and have tended to ignore how and why nurses learned to do what they

did, and the actual praxis of doing it. There have been, to the knowledge of this author,

no studies within nursing that attempt to associate the evolution non-medical wartime

technology with the evolution of healthcare. The pervasive effect of the war and of

technology on the later operation of civilian hospitals and the knowledge base and

practice environment of nurses has only begun to be articulated. This research will

attempt to contribute to this important area of nursing history.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES

Introduction

All forms of historical enquiry ultimately concern themselves with the same broad

area of interest: “the analysis of society, its changes, and its internal coherence over time”

(Adrian, 1990, p. 875). This chapter will discuss the application of the social history

method to the data used in this dissertation. The first section will open with a discussion

of social history methods in nursing. The discussion will include a general discussion of

some of the issues that must be addressed when using Civil War era sources. The second

part of this chapter will discuss primary and secondary sources used in this study.

Methodology

Different ontologies between social histories or “histories from the bottom up”

and more traditional forms of historic inquiry have been thought to force a difference in

the goals and methodologies of research (Lloyd, 1991). As discussed in the above

section, different scholarly disciplines (historians, economists, social anthropologists) can

differ markedly in what is considered the focus of historical research within this broad

area of interest. Within and to a lesser extent between scholarly disciplines there are

philosophical schools, each with ontologies and epistemologies of historical inquiry

developed to varying degrees of sophistication. None of these support a set methodology

for historical research. It is therefore not particularly surprising that the study of nursing

history has yet to develop a preferred methodology (Lusk, 1997, p. 355).

Recent nursing histories have begun by choosing a topic that is significant to a

certain time period within the history of nursing. This focus is congruent with the
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popularity of “new” or social history, which favors studying a topic of contemporary

interest as it has evolved over time over choosing a specific time period over for study

(Zinn, 1970/1990). “Topic within time period” rather than “narrative of time period”

supports the assumption that an in-depth study of the contextual issues surrounding

practice during a war, epidemic, or other historic event may increase the richness and

depth of understanding of how the profession was shaped by the changes associated with

that event (Lusk, 1997, p. 355). For this paper, the topic of interest is how nursing

developed within the context of societal changes associated with the Industrial

Revolution and the Civil War.

The goal of this study is to contribute to the body of research on parallel historic

processes that influenced the formation of early skilled nursing practice and the evolution

of the nursing role. This paper will take a generally structurist approach as the

methodology most congruent with this goals. Structurism does not represent a formal

school or single coherent approach to historic research, but is rather a broad category that

encompasses several schools of history and sociology, straddling several approaches. The

commonality is a focus on investigating the interrelationships between the person, action,

time, and society (Lloyd, 1991, p. 212-213). The tenets of the approach, articulated by

Lloyd (1991, p. 213) are as follows:

1. A central place is given to the conscious but decentered human agent who has

social structuring power.

2. Neither human agent not society has primacy-each is constituted in and through

recurrent practices.
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3. Institutions are structured social practices that have a broad spatial and temporal

extension. Structure as institutionalized relations is the outcome of the social

practices it recursively organizes.

4. Social conduct and social structure are fundamentally temporal and specifically

environmentally located.

5. The forces for social change have to be looked for in the causal interrelationships

among action, consciousness, institutions, and structures.

In a practice discipline, conduct and structure are integrated and cannot be

separated into discrete categories. The personal action and thought of nursing exists in a

dynamic open relationship with the social structure in which the person operates, with

both action and thought embedded within that structure. Therefore, from a structurist

perspective, modern nursing as a form of work is a social structure that has had a kind of

suprahuman existence since the 19th century. The focus of this paper is both the context

and object of action and thought in the era immediately preceding the formalization of the

social occupational structure, and how that action and thought has been reproduced in the

collective consciousness and action of nurses and society (Lloyd, 1991, p. 184).

Strong theory and empiricism may not be possible in historical research, but a

logical framework focuses the work, while offering a framework from which to explore

the presuppositions and assumptions that shape expectations and directions for future

study. In this case, the ultimate goal of the research was to increase the understanding of

how nursing functions within the context of society, regardless of whether the research

can generate strong theory.
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The research process consisted of textual analysis of data from a variety of

sources. Texts were searched for the following topics: evolving gender roles, evolving

nursing knowledge and practice, evolving hospital care, and evolving technology.

Selected topics identified in the literature were examined for common themes in

reference to 1) how nursing knowledge and practice was shaped by the environment, and

what relation the evolution of technology and modern war had on that process; and 2)

how nurses and nursing activities shaped the wartime hospital and wartime healthcare.

The following primary sources were used in data collection: 1) letters and memoirs by

Civil War nurses; 2) contemporary newspaper and magazine articles that describe nurses

and/or Civil War hospitals; 3) medical texts and available hospital records from the

period; and 4) government records. Common themes and metaphors were noted, and then

compared to descriptions of early nursing practice and education. The analysis attempted

to present a description of events in relation to common themes rather than attempt an

interpretation of them. The unit of analysis consisted of textual units, entire sections, and

phrases within primary sources that relate to the topic of interest. For the purposes of

analysis, nursing as a role was defined as a social construction evolving within the

context of the 19th century wartime hospital. Nurses and nursing were defined as women

and the actions taken by women who have taken on that role. The relationship of these to

modern warfare and the Industrial Revolution were the focus of the analysis.

Data was collected from selected primary and secondary sources. Data was

transcribed into a database using Microsoft Word. The database was then used to identify

and order themes. These findings were derived from these themes, and samples of
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primary data were pasted into the body of chapters 5 and 6 to illustrate and support the

findings. Although traditional APA editorial format does not specify that page numbers

be included in references, page numbers are included to improve the auditability and

credibility of the findings.

No data from the period can be considered adequate to reveal a true picture of the

lived experience of nursing in mid-19th century America, nor can they be directly

extrapolated to modern issues and modern nursing. Like all histories of nursing, it is but

another mirror in a hall of mirrors where each mirror possesses a unique level of

distortion, whose highest achievement is to reflect nursing from a slightly different angle

than has been done by other researchers. Although causal relations cannot be derived

from the analysis of the data, it is hoped that this work will contribute to an evolving

theory about key contextual factors and their potential relationships to the evolution of

nursing knowledge and practice.

Sources

Establishing criteria to evaluate the quality of historic research can be especially

problematic. The historical researcher cannot directly validate qualitative data grounded

in the empirical world of the subject. There is no context of replicability, and the popular

idea that “history repeats itself” is a groundless axiom. If the praxis of history is to

“construct interpretations of the past from its surviving remains” (Tosh, 2002, p. 83), by

what criteria can those interpretations be judged? Ultimately, we are limited to whether

another researcher, given the same body of data, might come to similar conclusions or at

least find the original conclusion logical and congruent with the data. Criteria for
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evaluating rigor must be appropriate to the research question and the type of

methodology utilized (Davis & Dodd, 2002, p. 280).

Replicability in historical research is limited due to the innate subjectivity of

person recording the data just as much as the researcher’s worldview. Reliability of the

research is therefore directly attributable to the quality and reliability of the sources, the

careful redaction, compilation, and analysis of data by the researcher, and the honest

reporting of findings to include the researcher’s a priori assumptions and biases.

Reliability of sources is not associated with finding one definitive and generalizable

source, but rather with utilizing data from as many perspectives as possible (Tosh, 1984,

p. 98). Accountability can be approximated with the addition of documented references

and list of sources that allows access to data, much of which is in public archives.

The characteristic Victorian engagement with the written word as well an

empirical worldview has left us with an impressive legacy of newspaper and magazine

articles, novels, and pamphlets. In addition, the Victorians recorded their private lives in

great detail in letters, journals, and memoirs. Although quantitative and qualitative data

from the era are voluminous, it does not necessarily follow that the corpus of data lends

itself to an accurate portrait of the period. This Civil War era data is characterstically

quite partisan and biased. In addition, historic data are often fragile, records often uneven

and disproportionately produced by factions within society possessing higher levels of

economic and social capital. It is likely in the case of the Civil War period that our

picture of American life is distorted more by a perspective preserved by a tiny and

relatively homogenous group of people rather than because of records that have been lost
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(Carr, 1961/1986, p. 7). To further muddy the situation, there have been shifts in meaning

between the categories that the Victorians used to describe the world and those familiar

with the modern reader. This is particularly notable in clinical records that predate the

medical therapeutic and psychiatric revolutions. More subtle shifts can be found in

common language, particularly in regard to class, ethnicity, and gender. All of these

factors must be taken into account when data are analyzed.

Numerical measurements generated during the 19th century are especially limited.

Statistics was an evolving science in its infancy during the mid-nineteenth century. Only

descriptive statistics had been developed, and there was no general consensus on

categorical definition. War is as hard on the systematized preservation of data as it is on

the people who are recording the data. Data management from the period likely reflects

to some degree biases introduced by the expediencies of wartime. There are systematic

biases introduced by the act of winning or losing a war, being a mobile invading versus a

more stationary defending force, and the size and organizational level of the institution.

The amount of data available on the environment in which nursing occurred

varies greatly along several lines. A great deal of nursing during the war occurred in

small local facilities set up in barns, churches, and especially private homes. These

“wayside” hospitals were often nurse run institutions, and were common in the South.

Unfortunately, almost no records of the daily life of these institutions survive. Field

hospitals might or might not have left records that were mostly regarding triage,

disposition, and supply. On the other hand, we have extensive surviving records from the

larger general hospitals on both sides of the conflict. In addition, we have records kept by
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organized civilian groups such as the United States Sanitary Commission, which worked

alongside the military and often provided women and men with opportunities for

volunteer skilled nursing.

Hallett (1997/1998) identified four possible data sources for early nursing history:

1) didactic treatises designed to teach nurses how to do their job effectively; 2)

moralizing works designed to offer advice to women on how to perform nursing duties;

3) medical works which comment on the role of nurses; and 4) general works which

comment on nursing. This study will add the personal reflections of nurses in letters,

journals, and memoirs. For the purposes of this paper, data regarding nursing in Civil

War hospitals can be divided along two overlapping general lines, that of structure and

that of action. Data from the level of structure include formal and informal hospital

records, government records, and records kept by the Sanitary Commission. Data from

the level of action and thought include newspaper and magazine articles: personal diaries,

letters, and memoirs.

Typically, research on Western history after the Middle Ages is based on primary

sources in the form of written discourse, usually the most abundant source of surviving

data (Tosh, 2002, p. 56). The author acknowledges that the use of written sources on

Civil War hospital life introduces a strong class bias into the analysis. Primary sources

articulating the inner lives of working class common paid bedside nurses and lower

enlisted military orderlies are almost nonexistent due to, along other things, the

correlation of class and literacy level during the period. Their own voices either absent or

distorted by the stereotyping of the lower classes common to the writing of the day
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(Gilman, 1985). They have tended to be reduced in period texts to the level of an

inarticulate mass whose life experiences can now only be uncovered indirectly through

the voices of the upper classes, whose view of the poor was often patronizing (Adrian,

1990). The group cannot be seen on its own terms.

However, identification of strong bias in data does not negate all research on the

data available. The level of verisimilitude achievable can be optimized through using as

broad a base of written primary sources as possible. For this study, the operational

definition of a primary source was divided into that of action and structure. At the level

of action, a primary source included documents by people who participated in or

witnessed an event (such as diaries), and documents that were common to the people who

witnessed the event (such as magazine articles) (Lusk, 1997, p. 355). Letters, dairies,

newspaper articles, contemporary literature, and records from the period are abundant

and used as much as possible, although still examined in context.

There has been a tendency in traditional histories of the 19th century to discount

letters and memoirs of the period as overly sentimental and emotional, particularly if

written by women. It is the opinion of this author that to dismiss Victorian private

discourse as sentimental is to deny the role that sentiment takes in shaping human reality,

particularly when one is dealing with health and illness. Therefore, private discourse was

considered especially useful.

Primary sources at the level of structure included hospital, military, and Sanitary

Commission records as well as journal articles concerned with the structure of the

military or of military hospitals or camps in relation to skilled nurses. A lag between
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primary sources at the level of structure and at the level of action is to be expected. Public

record keeping does not always accurately depict private life.

Primary Sources

1. Online sources:

Complete issues:

Historic copies of the following periodicals are available online through the

University of Arizona library: Harper’s Weekly, the New York Times, the London

Times, the Richmond Gazette, Washington Post, Atlanta Constitution.

Selections:

o University of Virginia, “The Culture of Uncle Tom’s Cabin”:

http://www.iath.virginia.edu/utc/sitemap.html

o University of Michigan, “Making of America” Journals:

http://www.hti.umich.edu/m/moajrnl/

o Duke University, Digital Scriptorium Project

http://www.scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/collections

o Early American Newspapers: full text sources of various period

newspapers

http://www.americanantiquarian.org/digital2.htm

http://www2.lib.udel.edu/database/ean.html

2. Major archives, public:

o National Archives

o National Park Service
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o Furman University, Library of Congress.

3. Major archives, academic:

o University of Virginia

o Louisiana State University

o University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

o Duke University

o University of South Carolina

Published works:

Collections of letters, newspaper articles, speeches, and documents:

o Bowman, J. (Ed.).(1983). The Civil War almanac. New York: World
Publications.

o Commanger, H. S. (Ed.). (1950/2000). The Civil War archive: the history of the
Civil War in documents. New York: Black Dog and Leventhal.

o Harwell, R. B. (Ed.). (1957/1989). The Confederate reader: how the South saw
the war. New York: Dover Publications.

o Straubing, H. E. (Ed.). (1993). In hospital and camp: the Civil War through the
eyes of its doctors and nurses. Harrisberg, PA: Stackpole Books.

Major diaries and memoirs:

o Ada Bacot: Bacot, A. (1994). A Confederate nurse: the diary of Ada W. Bacot.
Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press.

o Mary Chestnut: Chestnut, M. (1981). Mary Chestnut’s Civil War. New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press.

o Kate Cumming: Cummng, K. (1998). Kate: The Journal of a Confederate Nurse.
Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press.

o Cornelia Hancock: Hancock, C. (1998). Letters of a Civil War Nurse: Cornelia
Hancock 1863-1865. Lincoln, NB: University of Nebraska Press.
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o Phoebe Pember: Pember, P. (1954/1994). A Southern Woman’s Story. Marietta,
GA:
McCowat-Mercer Press, Inc.

o Suzy King Taylor: Taylor, S. (1902). Reminiscences of my life in camp with the
33rd United States Colored Troops Late First South Carolina Volunteers. Boston:
Self-Published.

Secondary Sources

Secondary sources are in turn biased, especially as the Civil War remains a

partisan and highly charged emotional subject in the United States. It is not the opinion of

this author that the passage of time has negated biases as much as shifted their

assumptions. The author has tried to use texts frequently cited by other authors (such as

Bell Irwin Riley) to maintain a common starting reference point with contemporaries.

Only general reference works regarding the war are mentioned here. A more complete list

of secondary sources is provided in the reference section.

Catton, B. (1988). The American Civil War trilogy: the Centennial history of the
American Civil War (three volumes). London, UK: Phoenix Press.
Volume 1: The coming fury
Volume 2: The terrible swift sword
Volume 3: Never call retreat.

Catton, B. (1960/2004). The Civil War. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Company.

McPherson, J. (1997). Battle cry of freedom: the Civil War era. New York: Oxford
University Press.

Wiley, B. I. (1943/1971). The life of Johnny Reb: the common soldier of the
Confederacy. Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc.

Wiley, B. I. (1952/1971). The life of Billy Yank: the common soldier of the Union.
Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc.
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CHAPTER 4 INTRODUCTION: SETTING THE CONTEXT

America at Mid-Century

The Industrial Revolution, a term first popularized by economic historian Arnold

Toynbee, refers to a process of societal evolution from an agrarian to a manufacturing

based economy rather than a bounded historic epoch. Industrialized economies are

characterized by mass production, mass consumption, and capital-intensive agriculture

(McPherson, 1997, p. 14-15). Changes associated with industrialization occur along

technological, social, economic, and cultural vectors. This process, begun in Britain in

mid-eighteenth century, spread to other societies at a differential rate, and is still

occurring in many parts of the world.

Industrialization emerged in the United States between 1815 and 1860

(McPherson, 1997, p. 24). Rapid growth and technological development associated with

the development of an industrial manufacturing based economy began to make a

significant impact on American life in the first quintile of the 19th century. These changes

were mosaic, polymorphic, and occurred at differential rates within and between regions

(McPherson, 1997, p. 6-7). The conversion to an industrial capitalist economy favored

the growth of nationalism and centralization in both foreign and domestic policy.

Conversely, growing sectionalism between the Northern and Southern states would begin

to threaten the continuity and future vision of the nation. The reasons for the increasingly

hostile climate between North and South that would culminate in very bitter and intense

war is still a matter of some debate (Pessen, 1980). A theory congruent to this paper that

has been applied to several studies of 19th century life is as follows: that the development
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of extreme binary representations between self and other are characteristic of systems

where self-integration is threatened with change (Gilman, 1985, p. 18). Many of the

changes associated with antebellum American life were directly or indirectly attributable

to aspects of the Industrial Revolution.

The Technical Revolution

New machines increased the rate and volume of production with smaller

expenditure of energy. This favored a reorganization of work into an institutionalized

factory system characterized by increased division of labor and specialization of function.

Particularly important to the American experience of industrialization was the

introduction of a machine that could separate cotton fiber from seed. Patented in 1794,

the cotton gin drastically changed the American economy. In the South, it created a boom

in large plantations dependent on slave labor, although the Atlantic slave trade had

declined some years before. Slave owners remained a minority in the South (and the

majority of slave owners had five or fewer slaves), but planters with large tracts of land

and multiple slaves possessed political and social capital far in excess of their numbers

(Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 3). In the North, new processes of manufacturing textiles

accelerated the Industrial Revolution, drastically enlarging the area’s market for raw

materials. These conditions favored differential rates of industrialization and different

patterns of commerce between regions. Economic planning favoring the growth of

manufacturing tended to not work in the interests of the regions that became dependent

on a slave labor based plantation economy. Industrialization therefore generally favored

the intensification of sectionalism.
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Although macadamized roads had been introduced in the early decades of the 19th

century, at mid-century overland transport still remained, for most practical purposes,

limited to cart and draught horse. However, a series of rapid improvements in steam

engine technology modernized other forms of transportation. Dredging technology and

the steamboat irrevocably changed fluvial and marine transport. After 1841, railroads

made an enormous impact on American life. Railroad and steamship transport brought

efficient movement of raw materials to factories and finished goods from factories to

markets, which favored the growth of mass production as well as the rapid growth of

towns that supplied workers to the factories. By 1860, the United States had a larger rail

system than the rest of the world combined (McPherson 1997, p.11-13; Sandiford, 1981,

271).

The era of the electric telegraph, initiated in the spring of 1844 with the words

“What hath God wrought”, increased the rapidity with which news could travel from a

matter of weeks and months to a matter of hours and days. This made possible a

revolution in communication as significant as the advent of microchip processors. It

made possible centralized control of railroad traffic and large-scale civil and commercial

operations as well as the rapid transmission of news. By 1861, the first transcontinental

telegraph line connected Americans coast to coast (McPherson 1997, p.12; Shuttleworth

et al, 2001, p. 61).

Just as important were the results of several remarkable innovations in the graphic

techniques manufacture of printed materials, which allowed events reported over the

telegraph to be rapidly disseminated. New kinds of type presses, introduced early in the
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nineteenth century, surpassed the speed of any older technology at a far more favorable

cost. Periodicals, newspapers, and affordable books, the primary media of social

discourse during the era, began to flood the market.

The Socioeconomic Revolution

As modes of economic production shifted, so did the population. Trends in

movement of the general population included urbanization and Western expansion.

Concurrent with technological and social changes were demographic shifts, with rapid

population growth in urban and frontier areas and a decline in agrarian regions of the

Northeast (Baly, 1995, p. 2; Smith-Rosenberg, 1978, p. S218-219). Although Americans

remained predominately rural during the period, the urban population grew about three

times faster than the rural, the highest rate of urbanization in American history

(McPherson, 1988, p. 9). In addition, the rise of industrial capitalism led to an increase in

the urban middle class. The Western frontier developed social and economic patterns

unique from either North and or South. Western expansion and the economic

development of new territories would soon become one of the pivotal issues in the

sectionalist debate.

New England was the first area of United States to experience gradual erosion of

the traditional agricultural family, the adoption of new social and economic values, and

the development of institutional differentiation. Population growth and portable

inheritance practices led to increase in sons without viable inherited portions of family

farms. These displaced males migrated to cities, where the population of landless and

unattached men grew steadily.
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The 19th century became a period of rapid turnover in both workplace and place

of residence. Innovations in transportation increased mobility. People sought work in new

industries, favoring relocation to urbanizing areas (McPherson, 1988). Boomtowns like

Chicago created a need for innovations in the construction industry, which led to the

introduction of the frame-type model of construction. Migration was especially

prominent in the Northeast, as the more affluent migrated to western farms and the less

affluent migrated to urbanized areas (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 80).

Mass immigration from Europe began to intensify after 1820. These new

immigrants were likely to be unskilled and poor. Many of these new immigrants included

ethnic and religious minorities, particularly populations from Southern and Eastern

Europe. These immigrants tended to settle in urban areas, swelling the populations of

cities with a manufacturing based economy.

The Social Revolution

The revolution in mass communication occurred in tandem with an unprecedented

increase in literacy and public education. The concept of education for all free whites,

including females, was strongly advanced during the antebellum period. By the opening

decades of the 19th century, a shift in attitude toward universal education began to

emerge, partially in response to trends in Protestant Christian churches that stressed

formal acceptance and affirmation of belief, and stressed the emphasis on the need for

individuals to read the Bible for themselves (Norton, 1984, p. 606). This dovetailed with

the secular Enlightenment ideal of literacy as a prerequisite for full civic participation

among citizens in a democratic society (Snyder, 2004, p. 65). Emphasis on literacy and
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the moral development of children began to increase. Although literacy increased in both

South and North, public education experienced greater penetrance in the North (Easterlin,

2000, p. 19). In the South, only about 1/3 of all white adults were literate, and only about

1/10 of African Americans. By 1860, New England led the world in educational facilities

and literacy rate, thought to have reached 90% in some areas (McPherson, 1997, p. 20,

40).

Generation of discourse by the mass media and consumption of discourse by a

literate public operated in a complicated supply and demand relationship. Technological

advances stimulated translation of discourse into printed media. Educational advances

increased literacy, stimulating the market for printed media while producing a social

climate favoring technologic solutions to societal issues. This relationship between

education and social and technological change was synergistic and explosive.

Education itself is self-perpetrating, generating individual teachers and activists as

well as increasing the collective consumption of printed discourse. The same

philosophical perspective of individual self-perfection and increased participation in the

democratic system that had sparked the education revolution was pervasive in mid-

century free white America. Mid-century brought unprecedented public interest and

participation in government, religious institutions, and politics (Williams, 1991, p. 64-

65).

American Women at Mid-Century

The Industrial Revolution transformed the lives of virtually all American women,

but the experience of change between ethnic, regional, and socioeconomic groups
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differed in character. Modernization of American life increased social and economic

capital for many women, but these benefits were usually indirect and differentially

concentrated within the evolving urban middle classes. Other women experienced an

actual decline in status during the first half of the nineteenth century. There were

increases in employment and expansion in certain fields (notably teaching) during the

era, but ideological and institutional forces imposed new restrictions and handicaps that

hampered economic progress for many women (Schultz, 1992, p. 588). Artisan women in

particular tended to lose status during the era, as means of production moved away from

family based businesses. White working class women became more involved in

manufacturing and domestic service, and less likely to own property or means of

production. Immigrant women were likely to arrive with few skills and resources

marketable in the new economy, and were easily exploited as they sought low-paying

forms of wage labor in newly industrialized cities. Rural white women, especially in the

Northern states, found that they were less assured of the traditional economic security of

marriage as young males migrated to cities; they were also less assured that, if unmarried,

their biologic families of origin would support them. Many joined the ranks of migrants

to industrialized areas and the frontier (Smith-Rosenberg, 1978, p. S217-218). Slave

women in America probably did not benefit at all from the early Industrial Revolution.

Few received any benefits from the education boom, and the boom in the cotton industry

had not turned the economics of emancipation in their favor.

Few females in eighteenth century America had received formal education

regardless of income or social status. Education for all free women advanced during the
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antebellum period, but the most striking gains were in education for middle class women.

A combination of increased social and economic capital, increased leisure time, a lower

birth rate, and an increased stress on proper childrearing orchestrated a boom in education

for middle class white girls. As both birthrate and infant mortality in this group

dramatically declined in the first half of the century, early childhood education was

accorded increased significance (Shade, 1978, p. 15). Literature on child rearing,

formerly primarily directed at fathers, was increasingly directed at mothers as the parent

most responsible for early intellectual and moral development (Norton, 1984, p. 607).

This in turn stimulated educational opportunities for females due to their status as

potential mothers (Hilde, 2003, p. 1; Stevenson, 1995, p. 30-31). The drive to educate

women tended to be concentrated in the interests and values of middle class, and was

rationalized on the basis of preparing women for reproductive and domestic functions

rather than for the workplace (Tyler, 1977, p. 493). By 1850, white girls in the North

began to achieve literacy at the same rate as boys-the only place in the Western world

where this was true (McPherson, 1997, p. 20). The concept of women’s education was

usually not extended to working class or slave women.

Antebellum academies for middle and upper class women, mostly located in the

industrial northeast, began to open early in the century to prepare girls for the

occupations of childrearing, caregiving, and home management. They also prepared

women to influence men, work through beneficent organizations, and write. These

academies were highly successful; by 1850, enrollment had topped 250,000 (Stevenson,

1995, p. 27). Women’s academies began to add practical science courses to their
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curricula in the second decade of the century (Bruce, 1988, p. 78). These classes were

intended to help women apply science to modern housekeeping as well as preparing male

children for higher education and work in an increasingly technologically oriented

marketplace. Women of all classes were, of course, still barred from higher education.

Educated women were expected to devote a certain amount of time to reading and

self improvement. Attending lectures was a popular activity for middle class women, and

lectures on sanitarian health and hygiene were especially popular. Domestic manuals,

novels, and practical advice books were popular, and middle class women were avid

readers of periodicals in particular (Reverby, 1987, p. 12). Periodicals were considered to

have been the primary medium of cultural circulation during the 19th century, and often

more influential than books on public opinion (Shuttleworth et al, 2001, p. 57-60).

Periodicals aimed at the female reader proliferated, and female authors and had a built in

market for articles on health care, home management, and hygiene. Journaling was a

popular activity. Journals of personal experience and impressions and journals of

practical experience, recipes, and home remedies were common (Finder, 1997, p. 5).

Many women through necessity entered the workforce during this period,

becoming particularly prominent in the rapidly expanding textile trades and teaching

(McPherson, 1988, p. 6; Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 81). With the exception of artistic

pursuits, the occupations performed by early 19th century women were most often an

extension of the family role.

As mass production increased, women began to work in factories, especially in

the Northeast; although the majority of paid work for women during the period consisted
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of predominantly domestic and personal service in the expanding urban market (Schultz,

1992, p. 597). In contrast to middle class women, the conditions of most women who

performed paid work may have worsened during the antebellum period. Piecework and

sweatshop industries with poor pay and working conditions characterized female work in

factories and the garment industry. Immigrant women were especially vulnerable to poor

conditions and crowding.

The new middle class created a larger market for domestic service, thus providing

a boom in service jobs, but although there was more work the concept of proximal

relation no longer included the servants, as it had in the 18th century (Schultz, 1992, p.

594). The domestic worker as wage earner began to replace that of servants and domestic

workers as proximity relations, with a corresponding loss of status and job security

(Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 82). In addition, the vision of “the frailer sex” did not include

women from the lower classes, who were expected to perform hard physical labor. Social

and physical proximity between domestic worker and employer grew, as did the distance

between factory owner and worker.

Social expectations as well as expediency tended to favor home based care, and

the role of care giver was integral to the female sphere within society. The dominant

worldview of separate spheres held that females possessed an innate aptitude and affinity

for the role of caregiver (Reverby, 1987: p. 12). Caring for ill relatives was thought to be

to ubiquitous in 19th century women’s lives to the point of being fairly inevitable

(Reverby, 1987: p. 11). Caregiving was also a way for educated middle class women to

apply the benefits of science and technology. With the benefits of clinical medicine
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questionable and physicians often inaccessible, home remedies, light diets and rest were

mainstays of care; physicians were usually only consulted when other means were not

efficacious (Fee, 1997, p. 11; Plante, 1997, p. 181).

For middle and upper class women, the increase in literacy and increase in free

time created a vacuum. Confined to a dependent and isolated role within the home,

fulfilling and relevant paid work for middle class women was largely nonexistent. A

group of capable women had emerged, with the means and need to express themselves,

and for many, volunteer opportunities helped to fill the void. Reform movements of all

kinds became popular with women during the period; and they became active in the

overlapping anti-vice, temperance, abolitionism, and sanitarianism movements.

Sanitarian conventions, held in major urban centers such as Philadelphia, Baltimore, New

York, and Boston in the four years preceding the war, were well attended by both genders

(Fee, 1997, 12). Volunteer organizations promoting sanitarianism proliferated in number

throughout the nineteenth century, creating social and volunteer networks in which

women were active, if not controlling, members (Fee, 1997, p. 14). Work within the

sanitarian model of activism was particularly linked to class and gender beliefs, and was

considered to be a particularly suitable and popular outlet for female social participation

(Reverby, 1987, p. 263). Popular magazines such as Godey’s Lady’s Book and Britain’s

Punch were dismissive of women in most professions, but applauded middle and upper

class women in healthcare and nursing as developing a “natural vocation” (Shuttleworth

et al, 2001, p. 57-60). Through volunteer benevolent and nursing organizations, many

women began to gain experience in leadership and organization as well as care giving,
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while the nature of volunteer work outwardly avoided transgression of gender role

boundaries.

Healthcare During the Industrial Revolution

The principles of asepsis, the new science of bacteriology, and widespread

acceptance of the germ theory of disease heralded a revolution in clinical therapeutics

and ushered in the era of modern medicine. Physician practice became professionalized,

hospitals developed into acute care and specialty centers, and nursing became

institutionalized. America’s Industrial Revolution and Civil War occurred prior to this

therapeutic revolution.

By 1850, a level of modernity had become apparent in many aspects of daily life.

In contrast, outside of some (often effective) infectious disease control measures,

healthcare remained largely unchanged from the Revolutionary period. With few

exceptions, the primary health care provider in the spectrum of major and minor illnesses

was a female proximity relation acting in a domestic environment.

Physician practice prior to the closing decades of the nineteenth century was

neither extensive nor professional, and its applications were limited. In most cases of

infectious and chronic disease, allopathic practice could offer virtually nothing (Baly,

1995, p. 10). The few hospitals that did exist were locally governed, semi-charitable

institutions primarily existing to warehouse the chronically ill and medically indigent.

One of the most striking differences between mid-nineteenth century healthcare

and modern healthcare is that acute care hospitals, as we think of them today, did not

exist on any relevant level. Hospitals as institutions dedicated to illness recovery had
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existed in America since the mid-eighteenth century, but they were very few in number

and located almost exclusively in highly urbanized areas. Pesthouses, facilities to isolate

persons with contagious illnesses, existed in most major cities, but their goal was to

isolate the sick from the general population rather than treatment. Almshouses were

facilities for the indigent, alcoholic, aged, and incurable, and were organized along the

lines of British workhouses (in themselves a target for reform movements).

The health and welfare of workers in America tended to deteriorate as the

Industrial Revolution progressed in a pattern somewhat similar to Britain. As the lower

classes settled in industrialized areas, they became less likely to have the resources to

deal with a catastrophic or extended illness, and more likely to seek care in an

institutional setting. Low-income housing in urbanized areas was often crowded and

inadequate, favoring the spread of infectious diseases such as yellow fever, cholera,

influenza, tuberculosis, diphtheria, and typhoid (Plante, 1997, p. 178). The Industrial

Revolution was rapidly changing health care needs in urban eras, but the public sector,

far less centralized than today, had not responded on any significant level. By mid-

century the death rate in New York was two times higher than London (McPherson,

1997, p. 23).

Until the therapeutic revolution brought the advent of medically oriented

hospitals, hospital care and physician practice and education operated relatively

independently. Middle class Americans viewed hospitals as institutions exclusively for

the poor and indigent, and did not utilize them (Plante, 1997, p. 178). A physician could

spend an entire career in practice without ever entering a hospital, and few Americans
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had ever been inside one (Reverby, 1987: p. 22; Starr, 1982, p. 145-146). Most surgeries

were not possible prior to the advent of asepsis and anesthesia (although anesthesia was

slowly gaining acceptance), and very little surgeries were performed there. In any case,

the home setting was preferred for the limited range of elective surgery or trauma care

possible during the era. With few effective medicines for infectious disease (other than

quinine for malaria) and almost nothing that could be offered persons with chronic

illnesses, warehousing usually represented standard of care for the medically indigent.

Hospitals relied on physicians for neither income nor sense of purpose (Reverby,

1987: p. 26). Most hospitals functioned very much like almshouse infirmaries, and were

indeed often connected to them (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 430). Given that hospitals

primarily served to warehouse a chronically ill, semi-invalid population of urban poor,

their purpose tended to combine charitable movies with a strong work ethic, and operated

with a goal of restoring the poor to an acceptable level of social usefulness and fitness for

work. In practice, the early 19th century hospital functioned more like a modern

supervised group home than an acute care facility (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 431, 433).

Patient stays were usually quite long, often weeks or months, and most patients were not

acutely ill (Reverby, 1987: p. 25). Most patients were ambulatory (Smith-Rosenberg,

1985, p. 431). Less ill patients were expected to labor in the wards as part of their keep,

and were often expected to continue to work at the facility for a length of time after their

recovery in order to repay the city for the cost of their hospitalization (Smith-Rosenberg,

1985, p. 433).
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The shrinking size of the middle class family, often recently arrived to an

industrializing area, made it more likely that a limited number of female proximity

relations would be available to share the work of care giving at home in case of a

significant illness. This was exacerbated by the growing distance between social classes.

Most middle class families did not feel any obligation to take care of servants, and

servants and employers had become less likely to consider direct care giving as part of a

domestic servant’s duties. In addition, as people migrated and the spheres of work and

home became more physically distant, the poor were less likely to have anyone at home

that would be able to take on a caregiver role. Urban upper and lower classes were

becoming more likely to need outside assistance in the event of illness. Differential social

and economic capital favored differential responses between classes. Family-based home

care, although standard throughout the period, was becoming more difficult to manage in

the evolving industrial society.

At the same time, a distinction began to appear in popular literature between care

giving as work and as duty. Best selling health and home management experts such as

Catherine Beecher and Sarah Josepha Hale helped to popularize to the middle class the

notion that women could fulfill nursing responsibilities by competently managing hired

caregivers (Reverby, 1987: p. 13). This opened up a market for hired private duty nurses

to assist women in caring for ill relatives. These nurses were usually members of the

working class who marketed themselves as possessing outstanding qualities of a “natural

born” or “professed” caregiver. These hired private duty nurses became a more and more

familiar part of healthcare delivery as the country urbanized (Schultz, 1992, p. 594).
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“Nursing, as women’s domestic labor structured by duty and custom, was very slowly

supplemented by nursing, as women’s paid labor reshaped by market forces and cultural

changes” (Reverby, 1987: p. 11).

As the market for both hospital and home nursing evolved, an increasing number

of people began to nurse for wages. Although conscripted hospital nursing was done by

both genders, paid nurses were usually female widows, white, and native born,

considered to be more acceptable by employers (Ashley, 1976, 1-2). While social and

economic capital enabled middle and upper class families to hire care givers for wages,

middle class women who embraced sanitarian beliefs about health and the body had little

confidence in the character or abilities of hired care givers. These women undoubtedly

possessed a level of skill from both experience and oral tradition, but history has tended

to paint them from the reformer’s perspective (Minowski, 1992, p. 289).

Issues of health care reform had, quite literally, encroached upon the domestic

sphere. The urbanized middle class family was also vulnerable to the miasmic conditions

of the cities, and women bore the burden of caregiving, both at home and in the

community. Middle class women’s reform efforts had turned to hospitals and public

health efforts, and by extension to homes and to bedside nurses. The Sanitarian

movement had provided a theoretical framework for the management of home and health.

A British military crisis on the Anatolean peninsula would soon inadvertently provide

American women a blueprint for personal action and a template for nursing practice.
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The Invention of Modern Warfare

The term “modern warfare” usually refers to wars fought after the French

revolution by large citizen armies equipped with the products of the Industrial

Revolution, motivated more by ideology than punitive or strictly mercenary

considerations (Neely, 2004, p. 441). The Crimean War (1853–1856), fought primarily

between Russians and the British, French, and Ottoman Turks, has been characterized as

the first modern war fought by an industrialized nation. This was the first large-scale

ground conflict that would combine the use of the century’s advances in transportation,

communication, and manufacturing (Moorehead, 2004, p. 61). The Crimean War has also

been credited as heralding the beginning of modern military nursing, generally agreed

“from which developed professional nursing in general” (Kalisch & Kalisch 2004: p. 34).

The Industrial Revolutions advances in transportation, communication, and

manufacturing were quickly applied to warfare. The use of railroads greatly increased the

number of soldiers deployable at a given time and the speed with which successful

deployment could take place. The telegraph exponentially increased the speed of

communication between leadership and fielded forces. Being able to rapidly report

intelligence and transmit orders increased the logistical capacity of a military force,

which in turn tended to increase the geographic scale of military operations. The

American-style rifled musket with interchangeable parts, one of the earliest applications

of mass manufacturing, significantly increased the power of the infantry soldier.

The first large-scale application of mass manufacturing had been in the small

arms industry. At the Crystal Palace exhibition of 1851, the British were given their first
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glance at an American innovation: using special purpose machines to manufacture

interchangeable parts that could be produced in finer tolerances than even the most

skilled craftsman could achieve with hand tools. The British were particularly impressed

with a new, high powered American rifled musket, manufactured at the Springfield

Armory in Massachusetts. Machine tooled interchangeable parts were an obvious

advantage on the battlefield.

In addition, these new rifled muskets used a new kind of projectile, significantly

increasing the weapon’s lethality. The bullet was made of soft lead and conical in shape,

with 2-3 grease grooves around the body to facilitate exit from the bore. The bullet

possessed a hollow base, which upon firing caused hot gases produced by a burning black

powder charge to expand into the hollow base of the ball, forcing the soft lead into the

rifling grooves along the barrel of the musket. These grooves spiraled as they traveled the

length of the barrel, imparting a spin to the projectile. The spin increased the range of the

projectile to 1500 yards, with extreme accuracy at 350 yards or less. At 600 yards, a .58

caliber minié bullet fired from a standard (Smithfield or Enfield) rifled musket could

penetrate six 1” pine boards, an exponential increase from the Napoleonic era

smoothbore musket (Griffith, 1989). Britain imported American machinery to construct a

modern armory in order to mass-produce these rifled muskets in preparation for the

Crimean War, where the superiority of the new weapon was unequivocally demonstrated

(McPherson, 1997, p. 15-16, 474).
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The Crimea

Despite the Army’s investment in the latest tactical weapons, the first modern war

was in fact plagued by disease, cold, horrific wounds, inadequate medical care, and lack

of supplies. It was also the most publicly conducted war to date. For the first time,

journalists and public figures could visit a theater of war with relative ease and report on

events almost as they unfolded, a level of war reporting never before possible. Reporters

were able to take advantage of improvements in transportation to witness events

firsthand; and their observations were transmitted via telegraph to the home office in a

matter of minutes. Never before had civilians had such access to the day-by-day

operations of a military conflict, and never before had a war been followed on such an

intimate level by such a large percentage of the population. The theater of war, for the

first time in history, had become a public event.

What the press reported shocked the British. Reports published in the British and

American press brought graphic descriptions of the conditions suffered by sick and

wounded soldiers back to the British public. Soldiers of the wealthiest and most

technologically advanced nation in the world were cold, malnourished, and dying

needlessly of exposure, combat wounds and infectious diseases.

During the late eighteenth century, armies had become more representative of the

general population, with a corresponding increase in the general population’s interest in

the welfare of soldiers. During the Napoleonic era, European powers had increased the

size of forces from small professional armies to large conscripted ones. The identity of

the individual soldier had moved closer to the homefront. Reporting of the conditions of
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soldiers in the Crimea in the British popular press led directly to public outcry for health

reform in the military.

The British Army had two issues to deal with in regard to improving the

conditions of the common soldier. Not only had the scale of war increased, the lethality

of war had increased. The immediate effect of the new rifled musket in combat was to

increase average casualty levels in battle from the Napoleonic (and 20th century) rate of

10-15% to well over 40%. Unlike the spherical low velocity projectile fired from a

Napoleonic smoothbore, which produced contusions more often than penetrating wounds,

the longer range and greater power and accuracy of the minie bullet produced penetrating

wounds with characteristic mass bone and soft tissue destruction. The low velocity high

caliber projectile tended to flatten on impact, blowing clothing, skin, and debris into the

wound. Although the bullet tended to be retained, at closer ranges it could produce an

exit wound the size of a fist.

As staggering as the statistics on combat injuries reported may seem, they were

dwarfed by the more familiar issue of infectious disease, compounded by the increase in

the scale of battle with subsequent troop movement and crowding. Out of an estimated

22,182 deaths, 17,580 were due to infectious disease, while 4,602 deaths were from

combat-related injuries (Raynor & Cliff, 2004, p. 34). Wounded and ill soldiers were

forced to travel in ships across the Black Sea before receiving treatment at the British

Army medical facilities at Scutari, which were inadequate, poorly supplied, and unclean.

Within the first year of the war, the British Army suffered a debilitating cholera

epidemic. The poor recovery rate (high mortality from wound infection) in the medical
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facilities was attributed in the press to the miasmic conditions of the hospitals as well as a

general lack of care and supplies.

Florence Nightingale

The majority of healthcare issues faced by the army in the Crimea echoed those of

the slums of London and other industrializing areas: crowding, malnutrition, and

infectious disease. It was logical for the government to find someone with a sanitarian

background to advise the military and appease the British press and British public. A

harried war office looked for an experienced and high profile reformer to apply sanitary

measures to the Army hospitals. Florence Nightingale, a well-connected young woman

with experience in cholera hospitals, was asked by her family friend and Secretary of

War Sidney Herbert to try to improve the conditions at Scutari. She arrived there on

November 10, 1854.

The hospital was a converted barracks located on the outskirts of Constantinople.

It was poorly lit and ventilated, and open sewers ran alongside and under the building. To

say that there was a shortage of linens and supplies would be generous.

Nightingale turned out to have been a formidable, if not fierce, example of the

feminine sphere of action. Armed with personal wealth, social capital, supplies, female

volunteers, sanitarian philosophy, and descriptive statistics, patient mortality declined

from 46% to 2% within the first year of her arrival. On March 16, 1856, Nightingale

received the official title of general superintendent of the Female Nursing Establishment

of the Military Hospitals of the Army, confirmed in general orders. The popular press

closely followed her exploits; she was lauded in poetry and visual art of the day as a kind
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of feminine icon. Nightingale’s post-war work prompted a complete restructuring of the

British military medical system, one that included the participation of civilian female

nurses and sanitarians. After the war, Nightingale published several influential books in

rapid succession. Notes on Hospitals and Notes on Nursing were widely read on both

sides of the Atlantic. While Notes on Hospitals helped to spread the modern pavilion

design for hospital wards, Notes on Nursing, designed for the lay home care nurse, would

soon define nursing theory and practice in Civil War hospitals. In six years, the

conditions of modern warfare on a much larger scale would transform the American

theater of operations into an early version of the 20th century battlefield (Moorehead,

2004, p. 61). Nightingale’s work would soon become the model for wartime nursing that

would be followed by American women and the American military (Baly, 1995, p. 76).

The Gathering Storm

Prior to the Revolution, all of the colonies were slaveholding. Slavery was less

culturally or economically viable in the Northern states, where emancipation laws were

enacted during the 1780’s (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 3). By 1790, slavery in both North

and South had begun to decline. Four years later, the cotton gin was patented and a

second plantation boom began in cotton growing regions.

Technology favored the growth of wage earning manufacturing jobs in the North,

and a second boom in plantation agriculture in the South. By 1800, distinct economic

markets began to emerge, fueled by the profound effect that the cotton economy had on

both regions (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 5). The North grew increasingly dependent on

manufacturing, while the South grew increasingly dependent on labor-intensive
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agriculture for trade with distant markets. Whether new markets and international trade

should be developed along lines favorable to Northern or Southern interests became the

center of a bitter controversy (McPherson, 1988, p. 42, 46).

By the 1820’s, Southern influence on national councils began to decline.

Although industrialization was taking place in the Southern states, particularly in the

urbanized areas of New Orleans, Richmond, and Louisville, it was rapidly being left

behind. By mid-century, the patterns of American social and economic life in the North

were beginning to resemble the organization of 20th century industrial capitalist societies,

while the Southern states lingered in an agrarian pre-capitalism.

The opening of viable commercial markets in the western territories had

stimulated technological advances in communication and transportation, which in turn

made trade with distant markets more economically viable (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p.

79). The slave holding states were becoming an economic minority region, particularly

after the merging of Midwestern and Northeastern markets due to the canals and

railroads. After the Missouri Compromise of 1820, the South began to perceive itself as

increasingly dominated by northern economic interests (Watson, 2002, p. 6). Southern

policy makers began to fear that further development of western markets would work

against their economic interests unless the balance was maintained between free and

slave states. The determination of Southern senators not to be outnumbered suggests that

the people had truly come to believe that the interests of geographic sections were

conflicting.
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Differential changes deepened sectional conflict, and regional cultures grew more

distant and oppositional as economic interests grew more divergent (McPherson, 1988, p.

598; Norton, 1984, p. 297). As the country moved toward mid-century, political thought

and discussion in America began to center more and more on issues relating to

sectionalism and nationality. Political clashes escalated, reaching an apotheosis with the

caning of abolitionist Senator Charles Sumner by Representative Preston Brooks on the

floor of the U. S. Senate in May of 1856 (Watson, 2002, p. 4). The beating was so severe

that it took Senator Sumner several years to recover. A tremendous public reaction

occured, and is reputed to have sparked the notorious killings in Lawrence, Kansas

between pro- and antislavery activists (Bowman, 1983, p. 38).

Debates involving the continuation and expansion of slavery were argued on the

basis of morality, economics, politics, and race, usually in combination (Urban Cordeau,

2004, p. 4). Discourse regarding slavery during this period began in particular to take on

religious overtones, with the abolitionist argument grounded in a theology of liberation,

while the pro-slavery advocates preached a theology of benevolence and stewardship. By

a palimpsestic process these discussions began to replace older discursive themes, which

tended to focus on economic justification for slavery. In Southern discourse, a shift in the

attitude toward slavery from that of a “necessary evil” to that of a “positive good”

occurred. The many ways that slaves benefited from contact with the dominant culture

were pointed out, often using metaphors of the family and Christian stewardship as

models. The idea that the trans-Atlantic slave trade (outlawed during the Jefferson

administration) should be revived was discussed more loudly on the moral grounds of
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stewardship over “uncivilized” non-whites (Thomas, 1997, p.765). In the North

abolitionist publications, including the immensely popular Uncle Tom’s Cabin in 1852,

helped to turn the politics of human bondage into a whirlwind.

Although North and South were probably more socially, culturally and

economically similar than different, the popular press and politicians tended to

exaggerate regional differences (Pessen, 1980). Both sides framed the conflict as

originating in profound and fundamental differences between two hostile communities,

“one civilized and one barbaric” (Watson, 2002, p.5). These differences became so

reified in contemporary discourse as to be attributed to dissimilar genetic endowment. By

1860 this had reached the point that the inhabitants of the two regions characterized

themselves in popular discourse as different “races” with different inherited

characteristics that had origins in the class struggles of the British Revolution (Watson,

2002, p. 2-5).

Discourse became increasingly polemic and bitter as the election of 1860

approached. With the election of Abraham Lincoln in November of 1860, the whirlwind

began to break loose (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 6). Within days of his election, secession

talks began. Within four weeks, South Carolina became the first state to secede from the

Union. The other southern states soon followed.

Immediately following secession, South Carolina sent a delegation to Washington

to request that incumbent President Buchanan remove Federal troops from Ft. Sumter, a

strategic installation in the Charleston harbor. President Buchanan, although sympathetic

to the Southern cause, did not accede to their demands, and President elect Lincoln tried
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to avoid taking any stand on the situation (Bowman, 1983/2005, p. 41). Other Southern

states seceded, and by spring of 1861, the United States was a country divided. All that

was left was an event to mark the beginning.

The situation at Ft. Sumter grew more and more tense. On March 4, Lincoln was

sworn into office. On the following day, he held a strategic planning session regarding Ft.

Sumter with Secretary of War Winfield Scott. Within two weeks, the Confederates began

reinforcing the area around Charleston. On April 3, Confederate batteries fired shots at a

Federal schooner in Charleston Harbor. Four days later, Confederate commander General

P. G. T. Beauregard informed the Ft. Sumter commander, Major Robert Anderson, that

no further communication between the Federal facility and Charleston would be allowed.

Federal ships headed for Charleston harbor, while the Confederates mobilized ground

troops in the vicinity. On April 10, Beauregard received orders from Confederate

president Jefferson Davis to require the surrender of Ft. Sumter. The message was

relayed to Major Anderson via delegation the following day. Anderson conveyed the

message that he would not surrender the fort until April 15. Beauregard, knowing Federal

reinforcements were en route, refused his conditions. At 4:30am on April 12, 1861, the

Confederates fired a rotation of fire at the fort, which continued throughout the day and

into the night. At 2:30pm the following day, Major Anderson, with no remaining food

and an insufficient number of men to defend the fort, surrendered and began evacuation.

The following day, President Lincoln issued a proclamation calling for seventy-

five thousand state militia troops to mobilize for a period of three months (Urban

Cordeau, 2004, p. 7). He was soon surprised to find a radical departure from all past
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American military efforts: female volunteers determined to work as nurses in military

hospitals were descending on Washington (Massey 1966/1994, p. 43). America’s first

modern war had begun.
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CHAPTER 5 GERMINAL CHAOS: THE SPRING OF 1861

Introduction

Chapter 1 presented the following research question: what role did selected

contextual factors of the Civil War period/mid 19th century America play in influencing

the subsequent evolution of nursing knowledge, roles, and practices? Chapter 4 described

the differential rise of industrial capitalism in America, and presented an overview of the

opening incidents of the Civil War. The interplay between technology, economics, public

discourse, and gender relations will be presented in this chapter as further events related

to the war are examined chronologically and contextually.

Not only was America less prepared for the Civil War than for any other war in its

history, it was also the most poorly administered (McPherson, 1997, p. 313). The first

section of this chapter will review the following: 1) how a series of concurrent events led

up to a military and public relations disaster at the first battle of Bull Run; and 2) and the

involvement of skilled nurses in the aftermath. The subsequent section will discuss the

advent of total warfare and its relationship to the establishment of the nursing role.

After Ft. Sumter, America began to mobilize for a war that common sentiment

held inevitable, but believed would be short and decisive (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 8).

Enthusiasm swept both sides, dampening more sober reflections on planning, execution,

and consequences (McPherson, 1997, p. 309). Many Americans were looking forward to

battle, “anticipating a stage on which to perform deeds appropriate to a Romantic age, but

believing, too, that war would be salutary for both the nation and its citizens” (Faust,

2004, p. 369). Both Northerners and Southerners saw in imminent war the possibility for
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a cleansing corrective to the greed and corruption into which industrializing and

urbanizing America had fallen (Faust, 2004, p. 369-370).

For many, mobilization had a sort of unreal quality, as if they were preparing for a

color guard and drill competition:

“…we really did not think that there was going to be actual war. We had an idea that
when our soldiers got upon the ground and showed, unmistakably, that they were really
willing and ready to fight-an idea that then, by some hocus pocus, we didn’t know what,
the whole trouble would be declared at an end” (Ward, 1885/2000, p. 86-87).

Confederate Readiness

The Confederacy initially had no army, no navy, and few facilities to manufacture

munitions, ships, uniforms, and supplies. The army, navy and War Department had to be

organized from the ground up (McPherson, 1997, p. 317). The South had fewer white

males to recruit from (African-Americans were initially barred from military service on

both sides), and not everyone felt a need to support a distant cause, especially areas not

supported by a slave economy. Appalachian Virginia saw no strong gain from joining the

Southern war effort, and rejoined the Union as West Virginia.

Still, manpower initially presented far less of an issue than industrial capacity and

governmental power and infrastructure. While possessing state militias and experienced

officers from which to build an army, the Confederacy began the war with no navy and

few facilities for building one. There were no shipyards other than the captured naval

yard at Norfolk, and no machine shops capable of building an engine large enough to

power a warship (McPherson, 1997, p. 314-315). The Confederates possessed no

foundry, other than the Tredegar Iron Works in Richmond, capable of producing heavy

ordnance. For all practical purposes, there were no gunpowder works (McPherson, 1997,
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p. 318-319). There were fewer than five rifle works, only capable of producing a portion

of the side arms needed. The Confederacy was initially dependent on England for

imported Enfield rifles and naval construction (McPherson, 1997, p. 313-314). For the

duration of the war, the Confederate Navy would primarily remain a paper navy, and the

War Department would struggle for supplies and materiel. This need to rapidly generate a

ready army and the adoption of a defensive strategy made medical and supply

arrangements less of a priority, particularly in anticipation of a short, low casualty

conflict.

Still, the Confederacy had several things operating in its favor in the spring of

1861. President Jefferson Davis was a West Point graduate, had combat leadership

experience in the Black Hawk and Mexican Wars, and had served as Secretary of War.

One third of the experienced officers in the Federal army had resigned to serve in the

Confederate forces. As they were assigned to developing Confederate regiments, they

were more evenly spread among inexperienced troops (Murray, 2001, p. 60-61). One

third of the Union army physicians had joined the Confederate military as well.

Perhaps most importantly, the Confederates began mobilizing sooner. In contrast

to the Union’s initial efforts in mid-April, Southern states expanded military budgets as

they prepared for secession. Virginia’s military budget, $5,800 in 1859, was $5,000,000

in January of 1861 (Nosworthy, 2003, p. 129-130). As each state seceded, it consolidated

and expanded existing state militia companies into active service, and new companies of

volunteers organized in cities and towns. On March 6, 1861, the Confederate Congress
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authorized 100,000 volunteers for twelve months. By mid-April, when the Union began

initial mobilization, the Confederacy had already enlisted 60,000 men.

In addition, Confederate planning was logistically simpler by definition; a

defensive force operates closer to lines of supply. In addition, in spite of the Union’s

early implementation of the Anaconda plan to blockade Southern ports (ordered on April

19, 1861), the blockade was not a significant deterrent to Southern commerce in the

opening months of the war (McPherson, 1997, p. 313).

The Union Advantage

Despite getting a later start on mobilization, the Union significantly more

resources from which to draw. In 1861, the Union had 3.5 times as many white men of

military age as the Confederacy (McPherson, 1997, p. 322). The experienced naval

officers and sailors were overwhelmingly Northern, and nearly all of the nation’s

shipbuilding capacity lay in Northern states. The North manufactured 79% of the

country’s firearms, 94% of its cloth, 93% of its pig iron, and more than 90% of its boots

and shoes (McPherson, 1997, p. 313-314).

In addition, most of America’s railroad tracks and canal systems lay in Northern

states. The North had more than twice the density of railroads per square mile, and

several times the mileage of canals and macadamized roads (McPherson, 1997, p. 318).

Railroads, considered to be less important than canals during their early construction,

would come to be a key means of transport during wartime. Railroads provide efficient

movement of raw materials to factories, and supplies from factories to markets on a level

necessary to support a modern army. Railroads rapidly deploy troops to distant locations,
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and they bring casualties to centralized hospitals remote from the theater of war

(McPherson, 1997, p. 11-13). The North’s control of coasts and navigable waterways

provided another advantage in moving troops forward and casualties back.

In addition to its railroads, the United States in 1860 had more miles of telegraph

lines than any other country in the world, and most of it was under Union control. In

1848, the Associated Press was formed to pool telegraph expenses. In 1856, the Western

Union Telegraph Company was formed. In 1861, the first transcontinental telegraph line

connected San Francisco to the Midwest and the East Coast (Shuttleworth et al, 2001, p.

61). Reporting of news was now efficient in virtually all populated areas of the country.

Telegraph lines are an obvious advantage when operating in a theater of combat, offering

centralized control of troops and a way to inform people in the rear of incoming

casualties. They also keep the public informed of distant events.

Although the requisite infrastructure to support and supply modern war was in

place in the spring of 1861, it was not yet organized beyond a local level. In addition, the

Union army itself was still far from modern. The army had remained essentially the same

for the decade leading up to the opening of the war (Nosworthy, 2003, p. 131). The

Federal standing army in January 1861 consisted of only about 16,000 soldiers, most of

them scattered across the Western frontier in seventy-nine frontier outposts located west

of the Mississippi. Their primary mission was one of suppressing Native American

uprisings during Western territorial expansion. General-in-Chief Winfield Scott was

seventy-four years old and in bad health. Only two officers had commanded as much as a

brigade in combat; both were over seventy. Most of the arms in the government arsenals
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(including 159,000 muskets seized by Confederate states) were outmoded flintlock

smoothbores. The army was not large enough, and they were not equipped, trained, or

experienced to fight a large-scale modern conflict. The navy was even less ready for

deployment. There were only 9000 men and naval officers on active duty (Nosworthy,

2003, p. 131). Less than a dozen warships were available for immediate service

(McPherson, 1997, p. 313).

Between Ft. Sumter and Bull Run, neither side was willing or able to take the

offensive, and the South was logically planning a defensive war. Although the Union had

greater manpower and resources, the logistical demands of Union mobilization were

intrinsically greater. The North simply could not escape the offensive. Its military task

was to invade and conquer the secessionist states and return them to the Union. For the

South, however, an offensive war was neither the objective nor strategically sound.

For the Union, an offensive plan of action would entail building up immense

quantities of war materiel, developing and maintaining long lines of communication,

imposing a blockade on the South, and wresting major ports from Confederate control. It

meant, in short, a military effort on a scale unprecedented in modern history

(Commanger, 1950/2000, p. 107). It meant not only a large army-one necessarily much

larger than the Confederate-but a permanent one. The influx of three month volunteers

from state militias to quell the rebellion was clearly not enough; a full-scale mobilization

would be necessary (McPherson, 1997, p. 313-314). On May 3, Lincoln called for 23,000

three-year army volunteers and 18,000 sailors to expand standing forces. In July,

Congress authorized another million volunteers (McPherson, 1997, p. 322).
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Modern armies are large and hard to maintain. The War Department had almost

no practical experience in doing so. President Lincoln had only 90 days militia

experience during the Black Hawk War, and had no strategic command experience. A

campaigning army of 100,000 men in 1861 required 2,500 supply wagons, 35,000

animals, and consumed 600 tons of supplies each day (McPherson, 1997, p. 325). The

standing army had been accustomed to operating with less than 20,000 men, and

Congress had just authorized a million unsupplied, unarmed, and untrained new recruits

into service. There was even a shortage of maps of the Southern states in the opening

months of the war; not a surprising circumstance given that the mission of the standing

Army had been primarily along the Western frontier. Logistic planning for an invasion

was also hampered by the network of existing railroads and canals, which tended to be

constructed in an east-west rather than north-south pattern (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 6).

In addition, secession had resulted in a depletion of the Treasury, the prevention of the

reinforcement of Union fortresses, the confiscation of munitions and artillery, and a

takeover of all of the significant fortresses located in Confederate states with the

exceptions of Forts Sumter, Moultrie, Pickens, and Monroe (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 7).

America Adjusts to Military Life

President Lincoln’s ninety-day appeal for militiamen was based on a 1795 law

providing for mustering state militias into Federal service in time of need (McPherson,

1997, p. 321). These semi-autonomous, locally financed state militias had existed since

the Revolutionary War, but training, discipline, and equipment varied widely. Many
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militia companies were military only in name, and had primarily parade and ceremonial

functions (Wiley, 1943/1971, p. 20).

Officer attrition into the Confederate forces and rapid expansion of the standing

army created serious shortages of leaders with any practical military experience. Persons

seeking a commission were obtained only by securing a certain number of men to enlist.

Volunteer officers in the opening year of the war were usually elected by the regiment,

and few had any real military experience. Regular army officers were not evenly

distributed among the inexperienced as the army restructured, and were therefore not

utilized to their full advantage (Murray, 2001, p. 60-61). Many of the early volunteer

regiments were made up entirely of inexperienced civilians, from privates to field-grade

officers (Nosworthy, 2003, p. 142). Although many of these units would soon be

seasoned, both armies retained a fundamentally civilian character throughout the war

(Murray, 2001, p. 64).

Given so many officers with no experience, neither government was able to

instruct recruits in crucial military arts. Drill instructors were in especially short supply.

Many new officers had to learn as they went along, drill books themselves were not

standard, and they were in short supply.

Infantry tactics at the time and troop movements in general were highly dependent

on a close formation march, which cannot be accomplished with troops inexperienced in

drill. Efficient troop movement is also essential to health and battle readiness when one is

fighting with large numbers of massed ground forces. Inefficient movement makes
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marches longer, more tiring, and more dehydrating, and battle far more dangerous and

difficult to control.

More experience in drill would doubtless have saved lives in the early days of the

war, but a reassessment of battle tactics might have saved far more. Military tactics had

not kept pace with developments in technology. The favored Napoleonic drill in

formation, a style of doing battle that favors a forward assault in tight formation, was no

longer valid. The advent of a far more efficient infantry weapon would eventually

necessitate a reworking of the entire battle doctrine, but even late in this war, soldiers

would march in formation like painted wooden soldiers into live rifle fire (Murray, 2001,

p. 64-65).

Prior to the mid-nineteenth century, there had been so little significant

advancement in firearms since their introduction in the 15th century that a soldier of

Cromwell’s army would likely have been able to figure out the operation of a Napoleonic

era weapon (Bowman, 1983, p. 280). The Napoleonic smoothbore muzzle-loading

flintlock musket had been capable of firing up to 400-500 yards, although not accurately.

A regiment firing massed volleys might hope for “reasonable results” at 100-200 yards in

deliberate target shooting, but in battle, but the average soldier could realistically hope to

hit the enemy only at 50-60 yards (Griffith, 1989).

Then a new weapon emerged, representing a significant advancement in both

manufacturing technology and warfare. The British Army in the Crimea had first used the

mass produced rifled musket with interchangeable parts, pioneered in America, on a large
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scale. It had several advantages, the most obvious being ease of repair and operation.

Nevertheless, the weapon’s lethality is of most interest to this paper.

The conical Minié bullet, developed by Captain Claude Minié of the French Army

for use with the rifled musket, spiraled as it traveled the length of the barrel, imparting a

spin (and therefore greater velocity and accuracy) to the projectile. This was the famous

“Minié ball”, actually a conical bullet rather than a ball. A rifled musket with a Minié ball

was capable of firing over 1000 yards, with a reasonable accuracy up to 500 yards,

producing a zone of aimed fire four times as large as that of a smoothbore.

The style of warfare most suitable to the smoothbore musket had led to a

dominant tactical theory of massed fire at close range rather than accuracy at long, and

favored assault rather than defensive formation. Men marched into battle in a close

formation, double-timing with a bayonet assault as they reached the defending army’s

zone of fire. The breech loading rifled musket, on the other hand, with its far larger field

of fire and relative ease of reloading, favored a defensive strategy and rendered the

Napoleonic forward assault nearly suicidal (Murray, 2001, p. 64-65). This mismatch of

tactics and technology in the face of inexperience would soon have disastrous results.

The Homefront Effort

The whole first year of the war revolved around the complex task of raising,

training, outfitting, supplying, and deploying inexperienced armies. (Murray, 2001, p.

64). The level of mobilization required both governments to establish an altogether more

elaborate military organization than it was possible to create in a few months. Both

governments were initially unable to supply recruits. Mobilization in the spring of 1861
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was instead financed through local support from states, cities, and individuals

(McPherson, 1997, p. 317-318, 323). Entire regiments relied on state and local sources

for initial outfitting (Wiley, 1943/1971, p. 21).

As both War Departments struggled to create modern armies, they quickly faced

supply shortages. In May, the Confederate Congress authorized the enlistment of 400,000

men for three years, despite clearly being unable to equip, feed and house existing troops

(McPherson, 1997, p. 321). In addition, state’s rights sentiment hampered centralization

efforts on both sides. State governors often horded to arm and supply experienced

regiments they kept at home; this was especially true in Confederate and border states

(McPherson, 1997, p. 321).

Medical Preparation

While both sides geared up for war, neither had given the health of troops and

casualty care the attention the level of military buildup demanded. Both military and

civilian authorities were aware of logistical problems with casualty care and infectious

diseases experienced by the British Army during the Crimean War. Nevertheless,

although prominent public health figures expressed concern regarding the potential

situation, the government did not respond for several reasons: depleted treasury,

anticipation of a short conflict, and shortsighted leadership.

The Medical Department of the Union Army did not begin organizing casualty

care until after the war began, and the Confederate Army had no existing government

infrastructure on which to base one. Surgeons and assistant surgeons were assigned to a

particular combat regiment rather than being part of a cohesive medical corps; there were
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no preventive services, no dedicated ambulance corps, no organized system of casualty

evacuation, and no combat medics. Regimental hospitals treated their own regiments

only, and general hospitals did not exist on a practical level. Hospitals were often

makeshift (both in the field and in urban areas), and staff other than stewards and medical

officers were mostly detailed convalescent soldiers not permanently assigned to that

station. Females, if any, were usually lower-class women working in menial jobs.

The Union Army Medical Department consisted of 98 officers at the beginning of

the war, fewer than one percent of the army. Thomas Lawson, the acting Surgeon

General, had been appointed during the administration of John Quincy Adams, was

eighty-one years old, and in poor health (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 4). His primary

contribution to the Medical Department had been operating within a tight budget. Lawson

and his entrenched staff were highly resistant to sanitarian ideas and soon would not

welcome the Sanitary Commission’s presence (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 4).

There were only six military hospitals located around Washington, the largest of

which could contain forty patients (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 26). There were no ambulances

at all until two years before the war, when a special board had recommended a four-

wheel vehicle. A much more impractical and uncomfortable two wheeled vehicle was

adopted in a ratio of four to one (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 25-27). These vehicles were

under the control of the Quartermaster rather than the Medical Department, were driven

by civilian teamsters working under contract, and were often put to other uses such as

transporting officer’s personal gear.
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The Department’s budget was miniscule, but it had been adequate to care for the

standing army before the summer of 1861. Tuberculosis and gun shot wounds sustained

during Indian suppression were the most common causes of mortality in the military

(Adams, 1952/1980, p. 5). Between 1859 and 1860, the department had had to care for an

average of two illnesses per year per soldier, with a combined average overall mortality

of 138 per year for the entire standing army. Surgeon General Lawson told the President

that existing Federal provisions were adequate (Rutkow, 2005, p. 5).

The Confederate Medical Department started with the appointment on May 4 of

Daniel DeLeon, one of three resigned Union army surgeons, as acting surgeon general.

After a few weeks he was replaced by another acting surgeon general, who on July 1,

1861, was succeeded by Samuel Preston Moore. He took the rank of colonel and stayed

on duty until the collapse of the Confederacy, but did not take office until nine days after

the battle of First Bull Run.

The Confederate Army began by taking state militias into service; each regiment

to be equipped with a surgeon and an assistant surgeon, appointed by the state governor.

As in the Union Army, surgeons and assistant surgeons were assigned to a particular

combat arms regiment rather than being under a centralized medical regiment. There

were initially no boards or entrance exams. Like Union physicians, civilian volunteers

were often local physicians with no previous training in mass casualties, sanitation, or

field medicine (Rutkow, 2005, p. 8). The Confederacy was immediately faced with a

serious shortage of physicians. Although elite Southerners had a history of favoring

military education for their sons, they had not favored entering professions. There were
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fewer physicians in the South per capita, and fewer medical schools. Only one Southern

medical school, at Charlottesville, VA, was able to remain open during the war.

Like the Union, the Confederates began the war with no dedicated ambulances, no

organized casualty evacuation system, and no line medics other than regimental

musicians. They also had no real centralized organization or standards of care. Despite

the inadequate state of the Union Medical Department, the Confederate was, if anything,

less prepared for the summer of 1861.

Women Prepare to Do Their Part

As secession played out in the public arena, women played an increasingly active

role in politics, although much of their power remained informal. While young men

joined regiments, women formed societies and sewing circles to make uniforms and

needed supplies. Women were a prominent fixture in mobilization; fundraising, sewing

uniforms and flags, and collecting hospital supplies (Wiley, 1953/1993, p. 18).

Some women were not content to stay at home. Many working class and rural

women, particularly in the Confederate states, chose to follow their husbands into the

army, traveling in the camps that followed the regiments. These camps provided the

regiment with a pool of sutlers, cooks, laundresses, tailors, and nurses (Massey,

1966/1994, p. 64-86). Some women broke gender boundaries entirely, donned male

clothing, and joined as soldiers.

Some middle class women, often with sanitarian, hospital reform, or teaching

experience, wanted a more active presence beyond cottage industry regimental supply.

Women were thought to have a particular affinity for caregiving, and many were self-
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schooled in the popular sanitarian ideas of the day. Nursing, a way to apply science

within a sphere of feminine power, was popularized in the press as a heroic sacrifice as

well as duty. It wasn’t surprising that a good many women decided to “do their part” by

using healthcare and caregiving skills in a military setting. Florence Nightingale, after all,

was considered a model of female action (Shuttleworth et al, 2001, p. 64; Stevenson,

1995, p. 30-31).

Nursing offered advantages as a way for middle class women to join the war

effort. It was viewed in the press as a patriotic duty that broke boundaries of influence but

not socially approved models of female action. Among educated women, nursing was

already a form of duty parallel to that of male military service (Shuttleworth et al, 2001,

p. 57-60). Progressive Oberlin College, America’s first co-ed institution of higher

education, formed a military company among the boys and a Florence Nightingale

Association among the girls by late April (Wiley, 1943/1971, p. 19).

Louisa Mae Alcott expressed her need for active service in the opening of

‘Hospital Sketches’: 

 “I WANT something to do. This remark being addressed to the world in general, no one
in particular felt it their duty to reply; so I repeated it to the smaller world about me,
received the following suggestions, and settled the matter by answering my own inquiry,
as people are apt to do when very much in earnest.” (Alcott, 1863, p. 9).

As Union mobilization began, hundreds of hopeful women began to converge on

Washington, intent on nursing in army hospitals. Official involvement began on April 23,

1861, when Dorothea Dix, a high-profile reform leader, was appointed by Secretary of

War Simon Cameron to help organize military hospitals in Washington. Within three

weeks, one hundred women out of thousands of applicants were chosen to undergo a
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short training course organized by sanitarian physicians in New York City. Elizabeth

Blackwell M.D., another well known sanitarian reformer, was one of the organizers of

the program. She planned the curriculum, and insisted that all of the applicants had

previously had measles (Bollet, 202, p 408.).

Not all women traveled far from home to begin nursing in the spring of 1861.

Clara Barton was en route to her job at the U. S. Patent Office when a young man from

Company B., 6th Massachusetts Regiment, collapsed in front of her on the Capitol,

injured by secessionist sympathizers as his unit was traveling through Baltimore. She

assisted him to a cot in a makeshift infirmary set up in the Capitol near the Senate

chambers. Clara Barton did not return to work at the Patent Office that day, and set up

her own cot in a cubicle near the wounded.

The participation of Southern women may have followed a different pattern as the

war played out, but their initial reaction to the coming war was much the same as their

Northern sisters. Southern women began to participate as soon as their states began

mobilization. One Southern woman remembered preparing local soldiers for war the day

that her native Georgia was out of the Union:

“The ladies were all summoned to public places, to halls and lecture rooms, and
sometimes to churches, and everybody who had sewing machines were invited to send
them…” (Testimony of Mrs. Mary A. Ward, p. 86-87).

In the South, the press began touting the sacrifices that women were making to

the common cause as both providers and suppliers of soldiers, as well as potential nurses.

An article in the April 19 Richmond Dispatch described the involvement of Southern

women as follows:
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“The ladies of Church and Union Hills are exhibiting the spirit of those of the days of the
Revolution. We are informed, from good authority, that a number of them are busily
engaged in equipping their husbands, brothers and sons, for any emergency that may
arise. One lady, whose age causes her to recollect the troubles of 1812, has ordered her
three sons to shoulder their muskets in defense of the State, or never again claim to be
children of her's. Another lady, who has children and grandchildren, has offered her
services to accompany the First Regiment, that she may be able to nurse the wounded and
tend the sick” (Patriotic Women, 1861).

Some women, however, had their wishes to nurse soldiers thwarted by friends,

relatives, or inability to obtain a position through informal channels. Ada Bacot, the

daughter of a South Carolina upcountry plantation family, offered bedside services two

weeks after her state seceded, but did not know how to access the system, even with

personal access to high-ranking officers from state militias:

“I spoke with Generals McQueen and Harllee. They said, “I hear you are going to be a
Florence Nightingale.” I said yes but was afraid no one would send for me. Oh, how I
wish I could go down with them, but hap my time will come.” (Berlin, 1994, p. 25).

She obtained a position with the South Carolina Hospital Aid Association in

October, after she and her family made a contribution of cotton to that organization

(Berlin, 1994, p. 54).

Origins of the Sanitary Commission

Despite restrictions on the social freedom of middle class women, many were able

to turn their prewar experiences in volunteer work into social capital. Both a need to

participate and a government slow to respond had led to the rapid formation of soldier’s

aid societies in which women were prominent. Like Southern women, Northern women

soon set up small cottage industries to generate needed supplies like uniforms, medical

supplies, preserved foods, and flags. Existing benevolent societies formed the

organizational basis for many of these relief organizations. This had given a group of
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wealthy philanthropists with sanitarian ideas a level of informal power over needed

military supplies, particularly supplies and food manufactured and distributed by women.

As supply in the early months of the war was primarily local, this level of social capital

may have been significant, at least informally. Men may have led some of these aid

societies, but the means of production lay in the hands of the women.

Small organizations were already supplying local regiments by early spring;

however, by relying on informal channels of supply and distribution, groups might make

the wrong items, or needed items might not reach their intended destination. Concerned

men and women recognized the necessity of organizing channels of communication and

supply between homefront and battlefield. Central organization and distribution was

needed for medical supplies as well. It made sense to combine the cultural capital of

organized supply with ideological commitment, a strategy already known to many

wealthy British sanitarians and reformers. A common cause was forming in their midst.

The camps they were supplying were already in a dreadful state.

Camp Life and Infectious Diseases

By May, thousands of men were living in training camps that dotted the landscape

around Washington and Richmond. Initially, camps were by regiment (about 1000

people), grouped into companies of 100. They were fairly autonomous in operation, with

no clear chain of internal command established as they elected officers and transitioned

to military life. Laxity about camp rules was common, often tolerated by officers who

were ignorant of sanitary principles and whose position rested on popular support (Wiley,

1943/1971, p. 27).
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Each company was required to have a “sink” (latrine), a trench eight feet deep and

two feet wide, onto which six inches of earth were to be put each evening. Some

regiments, at first, dug no sinks. In other cases the men, disgusted by the sights and odors

around the sinks, went off into open spaces around the edge of the camp. Many camps

had not set up near sources of clean water, and some sources of formerly clean water

were rapidly becoming contaminated. Some camps had not given water much thought at

all. Besides the infectious disease issues, water was often scarce. In addition, many men,

used to being cared for by mothers and wives, had a tendency to ignore washing and

camp sanitation when there were no women present to enforce it.

The infestation of arthropods and rodents and the water and food contamination

that followed were predicable, even by pre-germ theory science and primitive statistical

methods. Long lines of soldiers began coming to sick call with complaints of enteric

illness. Infestations of lice spread through camps. Measles ran rampant among those

without prior immunity. Outbreaks of smallpox began to occur. Regimental doctors were

soon treating hundreds of cases of infectious diseases. The First Maine Regiment had so

many ill that they were unable to leave their home state for over a month, finally arriving

in New York on June 3, an item noted by the press (“Another Maine Regiment”, 1861).

Lack of accountability and lack of experience were fragmenting any organized

efforts at sanitation enforcement (Nosworthy, 2003, p. 141). The majority of regimental

surgeons were volunteer local physicians in private practice with little sanitarian

experience (particularly if the regiment was rural), as well as limited experience with

surgery and no mass casualty experience. In addition, most had no military organizational
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experience, and did not know how to order supplies and medicines. They had no enlisted

men assigned to them, and no dedicated ambulances or ambulance drivers. Neither army

had a preventive medicine service to set policy (the discipline did not formally exist at

the time), and most medical training did not include courses on sanitarian principles or

field medicine. Physicians had no real power over how the regiment set up camp or the

power to enforce sanitation and hygiene.

Need for Hospital and Camp Reform Recognized

Although the method of transmission remained a mystery, there was understood

to be a significant relationship between the cleanliness of military camps and observable

rates of infectious disease. According to miasmic theory, odors were part of the method

of transmission, and the camps were generating odors as well as illnesses. Civilian

reformers, sanitarians, and physicians were already expressing concerns regarding the

health of troops in crowded, makeshift camps in the initial weeks of mobilization

(Adams, 1952/1980, p. 21). While later in the war efforts were made to locate military

camps away from towns, in the early months militia camps were located adjoining or

even inside urban areas (Nosworthy, 2003, p. 140). As disease began to spread through

makeshift military encampments, odors spread. Concerns about the health of the camps

brought up issues of infectious disease spreading to the civilian population. Military

camps and hospitals were ripe for reform efforts, and there was more than one good

motivation for making it a priority as warmer weather approached.

Professional concern mounted as the medical and sanitarian communities

questioned the government’s ability to organize an efficient medical corps to meet the
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needs of the troops who were massing in and around their cities (Rutkow, 2005, p. 9).

Meetings were held by prominent sanitarian and benevolent organizations in cities like

New York and Boston in April of 1861. On April 29, prominent female sanitarian

physician Dr. Elisabeth Blackwell held a meeting of socially prominent women at the

Cooper’s Union in New York. They formed The Women's Central Association for Relief

of New York City. Prominent male sanitarians joined them as officers, and they met to

draw up plans for a sanitary commission patterned on the British Sanitary Commission.

On May 16, a delegation that included male officers of the Women’s Association

arrived in the capitol to present a request for immediate reforms and formation of a

sanitary commission to Simon Cameron. Members of the delegation included Henry W.

Bellows (a prominent member the Unitarian clergy in New York), Elisha Harris (a

prominent New York physician) and Frederick Law Olmsted (the designer of New

York’s Central Park) (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 6-7; Bollet, 2002, p. 10). This delegation

also represented several influential relief organizations in which women were prominent.

The request emphasized the role of civilian participation in military medical and camp

reform, including the placement of several hundred female nurses registered with the

Commission in army hospitals.

“3. The committee represent that the Woman's Central Association of Relief have
selected, and are selecting, out of several hundred women, suited in all respects to
become nurses in the General Hospitals of the Army. These women, the distinguished
physicians and surgeons of the various hospitals in New York, have undertaken to
educate and drill in a most thorough and laborious manner; and the committee ask that
the War Department consent to receive on wages, these nurses, in such numbers as the
exigences of the campaign may require. It is not so proposed the nurses should advance
to the seat of war, until directly called for by the Medical Bureau here, or that the
Government should be at any expense until they are actually in service.” (Sanitary
Commission, 1861).
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This delegation would soon form the nucleus of the officers of the Sanitary

Commission.

Acting Surgeon General R.C. Wood (Lawson was confined to his home in what

would be his final illness) recommended formation of the Commission to Cameron on

May 22, and while the Secretary of War deliberated, a June 9 editorial in the New York

Times called for the commission’s official approval. “We ask for the immediate

organization of a sanitary commission, to proceed to the South with our army. We could,

if necessary, point out score of suggestions and warnings on the subject, in many foreign

periodicals, published at the commencement of the Crimean War, a due attention to

which, in the first instance, would have saved wealth and prolonged the lives of many

individuals engaged in their various duties” (Necessity of Sanitary Organization, 1861).

The commission was brought into existence under Cameron’s authorization the same day.

One of their initial functions would be to supplement inadequate medical and non-

medical supplies and to provide sanitarian education to soldiers in camps (Adams,

1952/1980, p. 17).

It Begins

The initial blueprint for America’s first modern war was drawn with no

experienced general staff, no strategic planning, no program for extensive mobilization,

and no significant preparations for supplies, camps, or care of casualties by either side

(Holder, 2003, p. 618; Commanger, 1950/2000, p. 25). The following section discusses

how a convergence of circumstances and poor planning led to a well-publicized

healthcare crisis for both armies.
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The lines of engagement were drawn as eager spring passed into uneasy and (and

in some places malodorous) summer. Virginia seceded in April, with the anticipated

move of the Confederate capital from Montgomery to Richmond. A mere hundred miles

separated the two nation’s capitals, but Washington was the easier prize. While

Richmond lay deep within Confederate lines and was therefore relatively invulnerable

from assault, Washington was vulnerable from both south and west. Four important

navigable rivers ran between the two capitols: the James, the York, the Rappahannock,

and the Potomac. Several smaller rivers were also strategically important, including the

Chickahominy, the North and South Anna, and Bull Run, located near the important rail

depot at Manassas Junction, twenty-seven miles from Washington. It was at Bull Run

Creek, a tributary of the Potomac that runs along the southwest approach to Washington,

that the first major engagement of the war would take place (Commanger, 1950/2000, p.

107).

Bull Run

By the beginning of June, Confederate President Jefferson Davis had his army’s

main force, 22,000 men under the command of General P. G. T. Beauregard, assembled

along the banks of Bull Run Creek. General Winfield Scott, commander of the Union

forces, had 35,000 troops under General McDowell near Centerville. Beauregard’s

ranking officer, General Johnston, had 11,000 additional Confederate troops in the

Shenandoah Valley, camped at the Harper’s Ferry arsenal, while General Patterson had a

Union force of 14,000 assembled on the other side of the upper Potomac.
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On June 24, McDowell arrived in Washington to submit a plan for an offensive

against Beauregard’s position. The objective point in McDowell’s plan was to strike the

main Confederate army encampment in one sweeping movement not toward Richmond

but toward the more obtainable goal of the railroad depot at Manassas Junction and the

river crossings along Bull Run Creek. He argued that untrained troops would be more

likely to stick together when taking the offensive. An obtainable victory would crush the

spirit of the Confederates and rally the Federal volunteers. He specified that once the

move began, there would be no backward step, and therefore no plan for retreat was

included (Catton, 1961/2001, p. 440). On June 29, Lincoln held a cabinet meeting to

consider McDowell’s plan for an offensive action. Scott advised against it, suggesting

that the summer should be spent in preparing and supplying troops while the more far-

reaching Anaconda plan with its blockade of Southern ports was implemented.

The terms of the original ninety day volunteers was about to expire, enlistment

was down, and both governments felt tremendous internal and public pressure to take

some form of decisive action. Giving in to public and governmental demand for some

sort of action before the ninety-day soldiers’ enlistments expired, McDowell was told to

proceed on July 9. Due to the inexperience of his forces, he was unable to get them

organized to leave for several days (Catton, 1961/2001, p. 440-441).

The Federal strategy did not go as planned. McDowell’s plan had been contingent

on Patterson holding Johnston in the Valley. Just before McDowell had gone to

Washington to present his plan, the Confederates under Johnston began to break camp.

On June 15, Confederate troops began moving from the less defensible Harper’s Ferry to
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Winchester. Patterson, in command of 14,000 Union troops along the upper Potomac,

was advised by General Scott not to pursue. Johnston settled his troops forward to

Bunker Hill after they left Harper’s Ferry; when Patterson finally moved his troops across

the Potomac to meet them, he was met by only a vanguard of the Confederate forces led

by the soon to be famous J.E.B. Stuart. The rest of the forces had mounted railroad cars

and were heading toward Manassas Junction. After a skirmish between Stuart’s

detachment and Union forces, Patterson retreated to Charleston, VA and stayed there for

the duration of the battle. His decision to retreat was based on poor telegraph

communication with Washington and a belief that the situation did not warrant the use of

troops whose enlistment was soon to expire (Catton, 1961/2001, p. 441-444).

In the meantime, Beauregard’s troops were positioned along eight miles of the

river, guarding fords and bridges. Initial contact between forces occurred on July 18,

when a Union division advanced forward to Blackburn’s Ford, near the center of the

Confederate line. They were quickly driven back. Johnston’s army began to assemble at

Manassas Junction on July 20.

Before dawn on Sunday, July 21, McDowell attacked. For a while, it seemed that

Union forces commanded the field. McDowell’s strategy began to fall apart toward late

afternoon. Due to the inexperience of line officers and the rawness of the troops,

McDowell’s plan to left flank Beauregard was conducted in a confused, disorganized

way. Clouds of smoke and a confusion of uniforms confounded operations on both sides.

Many forgot to fire, fired without drawing a bead, or fired on their own men (Wiley,

1943/1971, p. 30-31).
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Towards afternoon, McDowell finally put a significant number of Union troops

on the other side of the river at a place called Sudley’s Church, placing them in a position

to attack the Confederates left flank. A soon to be famous Confederate brigadier general

named Jackson whose forces were positioned near the main road to Washington fought a

strong delaying action until Johnston and Beauregard could reinforce the wavering

Confederate line.

Rallying, the Confederates waged a counterattack against the two Union batteries

at their left flank. Those batteries, too far from the mass of Union forces for immediate

reinforcement, broke off the attack. Jackson and Stuart pressed Federal troops into a

disorganized retreat toward Henry House Hill. Inexperienced in drill, the withdrawal of

Union forces to the rear became chaotic, and many panicked and fled (Catton, 1960/2005,

p. 37-51). The retreat soon deteriorated into a near route, and by evening, a Confederate

victory was declared.

The field was scattered with thousands of dead and wounded left behind. Despite

the number of soldiers in need, neither army had any coherent plan for removing them

from the battlefield, much less caring for them. Some walked or crawled off the field on

their own to seek medical care. Some of the more injured were transported on discarded

doors and wheelbarrows by people from neighboring farms. Some were transported by

their less injured comrades, or by regimental musicians. Many simply died in the field

after the sun went down, or the next day.

For all practical purposes, there was no water, food, or shelter for those who made

it off the field. The Confederate Army had no dedicated ambulances present. The few
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attendant Union ambulances were driven by civilian teamsters who had abandoned the

field when fighting broke out. The army depots at Manassas were almost bare of supplies.

To make things worse, heavy rains set in the day after Bull Run. Retreating soldiers,

civilians, and wagons crowded the muddy roads toward Washington, preventing what

little supplies had been ordered from reaching regimental hospitals. Carts and wagons

that could have transported wounded were appropriated by retreating soldiers

(McPherson, 1997, p. 347).

The report of General Johnston to the Confederate War Department describes the

scene as follows: “Our cavalry found the roads encumbered with dead and wounded

(many of whom seemed to have been thrown from wagons), arms, accouterments, and

clothing (Johnston, 1861).”

The chaotic Federal retreat left the Confederates responsible for hundreds of

Federal wounded in addition to their own, and the Confederates were unprepared for the

wounded that they had. The Confederate hospitals had been set up on the same

regimental system as the Union, and many soldiers, separated from their regiment, were

unable to find where to get medical care. Many surgeons refused to treat anyone who was

not a member of their regiment. In addition, some of the Confederate regimental hospitals

had been set up in the line of Federal retreat and had to move rather than be trampled.

No Federal wounded reached Washington in ambulance the day of battle (Bollet,

2002, p. 2). Many of the Union wounded walked or crawled all the way back to

Washington, begging for help as they went. Several days later, a number of two-wheeled
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ambulances were dispatched from Washington. By this time, the field was full of bloated,

rotting corpses and body parts.

The Federal defeat at Bull Run and the panic that followed was well witnessed

and well reported, by our standards rather oddly so. The possibility of an engagement had

been announced in Washington newspapers the day before. The press and members of

Washington’s elite had gathered to watch the spectacle. They camped along the fields

east of Bull Run, many in well-appointed carriages equipped with wine and picnic

lunches. Festive conditions lingered until the reality of McClelland’s disorganized retreat

and the possibility of personal harm forced these well-heeled spectators to evacuate.

Carriages filled with spectators and journalists blocked the same roads the Federal army

was using for retreat and added to the chaos.

Eyewitness accounts were soon published of the savage fighting, lack of

leadership, and casualties left behind. The following day, news of the battle had reached

Richmond, but casualties had not. Mary Chestnut (staying with Confederate First Lady

Varina Davis) recorded in her diary what she read in the paper: “Dead and dying cover

the field. Sherman’s battery taken (this proved inaccurate). Lynchburg regiment cut to

pieces. Three hundred of the Legion wounded” (Chestnut, 1981, p. 105).

Casualties soon flooded existing hospitals, then quickly overwhelmed both

capitols. Clara Barton, Dorothea Dix, and the other women who had volunteered for

service as soon as the war began now had more work than they could handle, and more

women left their homes to join them. Official protocols and regulations broke down in

the chaos as thousands of injured and dying men swarmed into Washington’s soon
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overcrowded hospitals. The local population set up makeshift hospitals in homes, barns,

churches, and whatever shelter they could improvise. Richmond was soon beset as well.

The officials were suddenly too busy to mount official opposition to nurses.

General Irvin McDowell’s report on the battle of Bull Run to Army Headquarters

was delayed for months due to the level of disorganization; some regiments simply were

unable to account for what their actions were, much less to examine them critically. His

report, presented in October, describes the chaotic retreat as follows:

“The ridge being held in this way, the retreating current passed slowly through
Centreville to the rear. The enemy followed us from the ford as far as Cub Run, and,
owing to the road becoming blocked up at the crossing, caused us much damage there,
for the artillery could not pass, and several pieces and caissons had to be abandoned. In
the panic the horses hauling the caissons and ammunition were cut from their places by
persons to escape with, and in this way much confusion was caused, the panic
aggravated, and the road encumbered. Not only were pieces of artillery lost, but also
many of the ambulances carrying the wounded.

By sundown most of our men had gotten behind Centreville ridge, and it became
a question whether we should or not endeavor to make a stand there. The condition of our
artillery and its ammunition, and the want of food for the men, who had generally
abandoned or thrown away all that had been issued the day before, and the utter
disorganization and consequent demoralization of the mass of the Army, seemed to all
who were near enough to be consulted--division and brigade commanders and staff--to
admit of no alternative but to fall back; the more so as the position at Blackburn's Ford
was then in the possession of the enemy, and he was already turning our left.”
(McDowell, 1861).

Public Reaction after Bull Run

From the point of view of Americans in 1861, Bull Run was by far the most

bloody battle in history, and its aftermath was even more shocking. While the rifled

musket had created wounds of a far more serious nature than those seen in the

Revolutionary War, the tactical strategy of using drill formation in a direct assault on a

defensive position created a much higher casualty rate in battle than would the use of
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modern tactics. Inexperience in drill makes mass movement under fire inefficient and

disorganized, and when compounded by inexperience with the weapon itself direct

assault becomes potentially tragic. Many soldiers entered combat at Bull Run with some

drill training, but had never fired their weapons (Nosworthy, 2003, p. 143). McDowell’s

belief that raw soldiers hold up better in assault rather defense had no basis in fact, and by

our standards the assumption is so illogical that one wonders what kind of wishful

thinking went into it.

Between dawn and dusk, 750 Federal soldiers were killed or mortally wounded,

2,494 wounded, and more than 1,500 were missing in action. On the Confederate side,

387 were killed and 1,582 wounded, of which 225 would later prove fatal, and 13 were

missing (McPherson, 1997, p. 347-400; Rutkow, 2005, p. 28).

The press immediately noted similarities between the Crimea and Bull Run, and

that analogy possesses some truth. The Civil War had all the elements of the Crimean

war: telegraphs, railroads, steam engines, artillery, 20th century side arms, and 18th

century medicine. Inexperience and lack of planning compounded both wars, and both

wars were sharply scrutinized by the public through mass media. For the purposes of this

research, the most significant difference between Bull Run and the Crimea wars was that

the Crimea was not occurring within a carriage ride of Trafalgar Square, wounded

soldiers were not dotting the roads to London begging for assistance, and camps of

soldiers in Kew Gardens were not contaminating the West End with sewage. A citizen

army’s safety, health and wellbeing are matters of public interest, especially when armies

are camping and waging war in one’s backyard contaminating groundwater and begging
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for food and medical care. Even more especially when that army is formed of your own

neighbors and proximity relations.

The first battle at Bull Run had an overwhelming psychic effect on America.

Northern newspapers in particular were quick to paint a picture of governmental neglect

of volunteers. An editorial in the New York Times published July 21, 1861 blamed the

Medical Department and War Departments for what they referred to as “official

imbecility” (Items from the Sanitary Commission, 1861). This editorial also noted that

the Sanitary Commission had not been organized to provide hospital supplies and

casualty care, but had been forced to step in due to emergency conditions. It was clear

that the war would not be won in one battle, and that the Army was not prepared to

handle a war of this scale.

In addition, a new type of mass communication had become commonplace in the

interim years: photography. Photographs taken of the dead and wounded soon circulated

to provide viscerally evocative evidence of how bad the situation really was. Proximity

and mass media exploded a military healthcare crisis into a public relations crisis with

great potential to undermine the war effort. Bull Run soon generated a huge level of

public outcry against the government by citizens of both sides.

In the initial weeks following Ft. Sumter, enlistment had been high. After Bull

Run, enlistment dropped sharply, especially in the Union. It had been obvious since May

that the conflict would not end before the end of summer, and the volunteers’ initial 90-

day contracts were running out (Wiley, 1943/1971, p. 17). The new enlistment, for three
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years, was far less popular. The government stepped up its efforts, as described by a

young lieutenant:

“New York and Brooklyn were transformed into immense recruiting camps. In all the
public squares and parks hundreds of tents were erected, covered with flags and immense
colored bills, on which the advantage of the various branches of the service were fully
stated” (Favill, 1909/2000, p. 91).

However, he noted the ardor for volunteering was not as bright as it had been

previously.

“We soon found a great change had come over the spirit of the people since the departure
of the military regiments in April. Then, everyone wanted to go; now, apparently, most
people wanted to stay at home” (Favill, 1909/2000, p. 91).

In addition, the expense of the continued war effort had led to passage of the first

Federal income tax bill on August 2. This bill did not meet with strong public support,

and did not inspire mass enthusiasm for further military escalation (Bowman, 1983/2005,

p. 61). The Confederates, with fewer people, funds, and resources, had just enacted

America’s first bill that allowed government conscription of males into the military. This

bill was not well received by Southerners committed to limited government, and many

from non-slaveholding areas questioned why their presence was necessary.

Medical Problems, Nursing Solutions

The initial engagement at Ft. Sumter and the light skirmishes in the three months

following had not generated a significant number of casualties, and therefore did not

demonstrate the weaknesses of the existing evacuation and trauma care systems. The

medical departments were now faced with: 1) rampant infectious disease; 2) greatly

increased battlefield casualty rates; 3) far higher casualty acuity; 4) high levels of public

criticism; 5) a pre-existing middle class aversion to hospitals; and 6) falling recruitment.
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Experienced surgeons were in dire shortage, and almost no American physicians had any

experience with the type of wounds seen at Bull Run. In addition, clinical medicine

during the period was not particularly effective in the case of most infectious disease.

The medical departments’ issues could now be drawn into two broad categories:

infectious disease and trauma care. Both had been just been made exponentially worse by

modern technology. Old problems of infectious disease had been made worse by poor

screening, crowding, poor supervision, and troop mobility. Lack of infectious disease in a

particular regiment had already become an important recruitment issue by the spring of

1861, and units advertised themselves as being healthy.

Given that morbidity from infectious disease tended to peak within the first year

of deployment (McPherson, 1988, p. 487), problems with infectious disease began to

plague both armies as soon as mobilization began and people began to live in camp

conditions. By May of 1861, one third of the Union Army was on the sick list at any

given time (Adams, 1952, p. 14). Disease reduced the size of most regiments on either

side from an initial complement of one thousand men to one half that number before the

regiment ever saw battle (McPherson, 1988, p. 487). So many soldiers were ill at any

given time that they were known as the “third army”. The Union Medical Department

would eventually report nearly two million cases of diarrhea and dysentery during the

conflict and an astounding 57,265 deaths.

Union physician Joseph Janvier Woodward used the term “camp diseases”,

infectious diseases that had been associated with military campaigns as far back as the

Thirty Years War: cholera, dysentery, malaria, plague, smallpox, typhoid, paratyphoid,
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typhus, and yellow fever. These diseases could sweep through an army, decimating its

fighting strength and causing the suspension or cancellation of military operations

(Raynor & Cliff, 2004, p. 33).

The three most prevalent diseases in both armies were enteric illnesses

(diarrhea/dysentery), typhoid, and pneumonia (McPherson, 1988, p. 487-488). The

incidence of the fourth most prevalent, malaria, sharply increased later, as troops moved

southward in summer campaigns (McPherson, 1988, p. 488). Measles were a problem in

both armies, but throughout the war would be a larger problem in the Confederacy;

Southern recruits were more likely to be from rural areas where they had no resistance or

previous exposure.

Record keeping of the period used an umbrella diagnostic category called

“diarrhea-dysentery” to refer to enteric illnesses. The enteric pathogen Entamoeba

Histolytica, found in unsanitary conditions and introduced into the body by contaminated

food and water, is thought to have been the most common pathogen, although various

strains of amebic and bacillary dysentery were introduced by African slaves and

contrabands. Many soldiers, particularly those from rural areas that did not have slaves,

had no resistance.

It is important, however, when looking at records from the era to remember that

diagnostic categories of the day differed from our own. Enteric illness can also be

symptoms of tuberculosis or malaria, also common camp diseases. Hepatitis in its various

forms was not recognized as a clinical entity during the period, but “bilious fevers” were

common; diarrhea can also be associated with these.
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The Civil War was fought at the end of the era of “heroic medicine”, which

included bleeding and the use of purgatives. The medical knowledge of the day usually

ascribed infectious disease to eating bad or badly cooked food, innate characteristics,

environmental conditions, and in particular proximity to things believed to be polluted.

The only effective medications (at least for the applications for which they were applied)

used at the time were quinine and opium.

The practice of bleeding was in decline in the mid-19th century, and became less

common as the war progressed. The use of mercury compounds such as calomel

(subchloride of mercury), unfortunately, would not. Other toxic compounds, such as

antimony were also still common, although their use was already being questioned by

some physicians.

Standard of practice in the treatment for the diagnostic category of diarrhea-

dysentery included purgatives, commonly compounds containing subchloride of mercury

(calomel) in the hope of producing a copious diarrhea. Mercury compounds produced

copious light colored stools, thought to cleanse the body (actually caused by blocking

biliverdin breakdown). Healing and immune function were affected by diets low in fresh

fruits and vegetables. The use of heavy wool uniforms, even in summer, coupled with

chronic shortages of potable water almost assured relative baseline dehydration, and

exposure to contaminated water and food was likely.

Prior to the medical revolution brought on by the advent of the germ theory and

the introduction of antimicrobials, medicine had little of clinical value to offer in these

diseases (other than quinine for malaria) other than advice on cleanliness, food, rest, and
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right living (Fee, 1997, p. 11). In other words, the prevention and restoration foci that

skilled nursing and a restorative environment could provide. Physicians’ resistance to

nurses was not on the basis of accepted clinical practice. Under miasmic theory and

current sanitarian ideas, it made clinical sense, and with a shortage of physicians, it made

practical sense. In addition, as it better approximated the care most Americans expected

to receive when ill, it matched the logic of cultural expectation. It was primarily along the

lines of independence and authority that skirmishes would continue.

Sanitarian Nurses and Military Restructuring

Public expectations about health care and an open market for recruits favored a

public friendly solution. Despite a shortage of physicians, there was a pool of self-styled

experts to draw on. The same New York Times article (July 21, 1861) that had castigated

the military medical department had lauded local women who assisted in casualty care at

Bull Run. They were presented as compensating for the “defects” in the military

hospitals. Although the sciences of public health and hospital administration were

genesic, a heterogeneous group of people with experience in nursing, organizing, and

sanitarian theory were looking for a way to directly contribute to the war effort.

Antebellum female and male activists had begun to call for a feminine influence

in all public projects that involved issues of health and welfare (Williams, 1991, p. 68-

69). If women were biologically predisposed to be caregivers, and if middle class females

possessed a social obligation to better the health of the community through service, then

by the logic of the day certain matters of healthcare were matters that women could and

should be left to solve. Female input on the health of the corpus populi was valued, and
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the British in the Crimea had put that input to good use when faced with similar

problems. As the Crimea had been the template for modernized warfare, it also provided

the template for the solution: middle class white women, the public image of purity,

cleanliness, and reform (Williams, 1991, p. 63-65).

In addition, women had a great deal of informal power over whether their

proximity relations volunteered. By giving them an official place in the military hospital,

women not only had the opportunity to serve their country, they could keep encouraging

men to as well. For some women, it offered a way to stay close to male relatives while

doing something useful, or not becoming dependent on in-laws while husbands were

away. One author has gone so far as to make the following statement: “The need to keep

soldiers and the home front engaged and willing to fight helped pave the way for female

hospital nursing.” (Hilde, 2003, p. 2).

Volunteers with local connections to supplies who were experienced in

organizational culture and direct patient care were three good reasons why middle class

women were a cost effective, simple, and public friendly immediate solution to a

multitude of problems. Accustomed to home based medical care with visits from personal

physicians, and relatives and neighbors as nurses, the majority of pool of potential

soldiers feared hospitals. Few had been inside one, or needed to. The standard they knew

included “both a physician’s skill and careful nursing”. Female proximity relations made

the best bedside attendants according to the beliefs of the day. Having women in

hospitals as surrogate proxy relations fit with pre-war middle-class conceptions of proper

health care (Hilde, 2003, p. 1)
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Women Enter the Hospital

Bull Run served as a catalyst for multiple reform efforts, and it served as a

rallying point for many women to enter hospital work. After Bull Run, Clara Barton

requested that a substitute be hired for her at the Patent Office, and began a large-scale

campaign to procure food, clothing, and bandages for the troops. However, many women

were still kept waiting as they tried to procure a position in a hospital, and bureaucratic

red tape prevented any kind of organized nursing groups forming. Lawson’s official

replacement, Thomas Finley, was not enthusiastic about sanitarian thinking or female

nurses, and did not draw on the pool of available volunteers. Dorothea Dix, no matter

how well intentioned she might have been, had criteria for “character” so stringent that

many women were turned away. Some, like Clara Barton, already had a population of

patients. Most women volunteers, however, did not arrive at their positions until the early

part of 1862.

The nurses who did find a position in the opening months of the war often meet

with a great deal of resistance when they arrived. The introduction of middle class female

nurses into military hospitals in the opening months of the war also did not always met

with enthusiasm at the higher or lower levels within the organization. Some physicians

justified their resistance because they that these women would not take orders from

physicians, and that women were unsuitable to the more Spartan aspects of military life

and lodging (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 8).

After epic struggles to leave home, and find a hospital in which to nurse, many

now struggled with being allowed to practice at bedside. Civilian volunteer physicians,
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struggling to find their own place in the military system, were often threatened by the

presence of women of their own social class (Reverby, 1987, p. 44-46). Regular army

surgeons (and there were less than 200 between the two armies), highly criticized by

civilian volunteer physicians with sanitarian beliefs, were often even less receptive.

Confederate matron Phoebe Pember described the initial reaction her arrival at

Chimborazo hospital in Richmond:

“Which the chief surgeon had prognosticated would entail petticoat government…there
was no mistaking the stage whisper which reached my ears from the open door of the
office that morning…that one of them had come” (Pember, 1954/1994, p. 17).

Initial resistance to nurses varied from hospital to hospital and physician to

physician. Kate Cumming, who served with the Army of Tennessee, stated that when she

first arrived in Corinth in April of 1862: “It seems that the surgeons entertain great

prejudice against admitting the ladies to the hospital in the capacity of nurses. The

surgeon in charge, Dr. Caldwell, has carried this so far that he will not allow the ladies of

the place to visit his patients” (Cumming, 1959/1998, p. 12). However, when the women

complained to another volunteer physician, he “replied that he didn’t think any hospital

could get along without ladies” (Cumming, 1959/1998, p. 13).

Louisa Mae Alcott noted that a certain amount of role negotiation was necessary,

and felt that not presenting a challenge to male authority was prudent:

“I'm a woman's rights woman, and if any man had offered help in the morning, I should
have condescendingly refused it, sure that I could do everything as well, if not better,
myself. My strong-mindedness had rather abated since then, and I was now quite ready to
be a "timid trembler," if necessary” (Alcott, 1863, p. 17).
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The Transition from Civilian to Nurse

Thresholds symbolize the beginnings of new statuses (Douglas, 1966/1979, p.

114). The nurses all recorded an event marking a rite of passage into life as a nurse,

usually their contact with a patient rather than the moment they entered a physical space

like a building or tent: For most, it was couched in very moving and evocative language.

Sophronia Bucklin, volunteering in a Washington hospital after Bull Run, had this initial

experience: “…gaping wounds and fevered thirsting lips awaited me, telling their ghastly

tales of the bloody battle…” (Bucklin, 1869/1993, p. 96). Cumming said of her first

encounter with patients: “I could not command my feelings enough to speak.” Both

commented on the metaphor of the hospital as a disordered house, and the uncleanness of

the environment as something unbefitting to patriotic citizen soldiers. It was a moral duty

to restore order.

Hospital Organization

Although both sides began the war with (small) standing hospitals, neither began

with an organized hospital or casualty care system. Military medicine had not kept pace

with the grass roots hospital and health reform movements in the civilian world. The state

of military hospitals and medical care at the beginning of the war was largely unchanged

from the Revolutionary War.

No one type of building or organization exemplifies the Civil War hospital. Barns,

schools, private homes, factories, hotels, churches, and tents were all put to use. Crude

shelters and well-organized complex modern pavilion structures all constituted the virtual
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space of the environment. Confederate hospitals were particularly varied in size,

structure, and efficiency, especially in the Western theater.

At the beginning of the war, general hospitals were uncommon. Washington had

only six when Bull Run occurred, and none were able to house even one hundred

patients. The system was primarily at a regimental level, with only one surgeon per

regiment, and two assistant surgeons. Therefore, ratio of physicians to soldiers was about

1:1000. Ambulance drivers were under the control of the Quartermaster Corps (Hawk,

2002, p. 197-8). Prior to 1862, there were no medics or ambulance drivers assigned to

line units; this system did not become army-wide until 1863. Instead, regimental

musicians and detailed soldiers acted as stretcher-bearers to carry the wounded from the

field and assist the regimental surgeons. Many of these musicians were boys, some as

young as nine years (McPherson, 1988, p. 484).

At the beginning of the war, troops were deployed at a regimental level, the basic

combat unit, and surgeons were assigned only two trained personnel-an assistant surgeon

and a hospital steward. The regimental commander could detail additional soldiers as

necessary. After the battle, the surgeon established a hospital near the battlefield to care

for patients until they had recovered sufficiently either to return to their units or to be sent

to general hospitals in the rear.

Military surgeons preferred to treat patients at the regimental level to minimize

hospital epidemics and because it was believed that a patient recovered better when

treated by a doctor he knew. Regimental hospitals only served their own regiment, and

therefore a wounded soldier had to find his own hospital for treatment. Some physicians
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simply refused to treat any other wounded than their own (Hawk, 2002, p. 197-8). If the

ferocity and chaos at Bull Run had not irrefutably exposed the inadequacy of this system,

an upcoming battle at in the Western theater at Shiloh soon would.

General hospitals had formerly been little used, but now were opening in hotels

and large buildings in urban areas as far from the front lines as New York. Until the end

of the 19th century, nursing in military hospitals primarily consisted of the less infirm

caring for the bedridden. (D’Antonio, 2002, p. S7). Workers other than stewards and

medical officers were mostly detailed convalescents, military orderlies with no formal

training in patient care. Often these arrangements served to make caregiver turnover on

the wards rapid and erratic; soldiers were expected to return to combat units as soon as

they were able.

A small number of civilians worked in hospitals. The majority of these were

laundresses, cooks, and housekeepers, usually uneducated, working class women. These

women often did an unskilled form of casual nursing in addition to other duties, but were

not listed as nurses on hospital rosters. In the South, these attendants were often slaves

impressed for hospital duty (McPherson, 1988, p. 478). Conditions were often unclean

and unhealthy, but crowding was beginning to make the intolerable.

Besides resistance from surgeons, the volunteer nurses often had to deal with

issues of authority and control with other members of the hospital staff. Female

employees, if any, had always worked in menial jobs. There was also certainly conflict

regarding role, class, and ethnicity, particularly as the structure of authority repatterned in

slave-holding areas. Schultz (1994, p. 56) has noted that it was not uncommon for Black
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women to do patient care, but their job title was usually one of lower status such as

laundress. Suzy King Taylor, who joined the first African-American regiment in the

Union Army in 1861, noted that as her regiment was not paid for the first eighteen

months of service, female proxy relations had little choice except to follow the regiment

and share their husband’s rations (Taylor, 1902, p. 15-16). Although she was enlisted as a

laundress, it is clear that she was a nurse, as the following passage illustrates:

“In February, 1863, several cases of varioloid broke out among the boys, which caused
some anxiety in camp. Edward Davis, of Company E (the company I was with), had it
very badly. He was put into a tent apart from the rest of the men, and only the doctor and
camp steward, James Cummings, were allowed to see or attend him; but I went to see this
man every day and nursed him. The last thing at night, I always went in to see that he was
comfortable, but in spite of the good care and attention he received, he succumbed to the
disease.
I was not in the least afraid of the small-pox. I had been vaccinated, and I drank sassafras
tea constantly, which kept my blood purged and prevented me from contracting this dread
scourge, and no one need fear getting it if they will only keep their blood in good
condition with this sassafras tea, and take it before going where the patient is.” (Taylor,
1902, p 17)

One wonders just how uneducated or unskilled some of these lower class women

in hospitals and traveling with regiments really were, given there had been a network of

people illegally educating slaves in the South prior to the war. The contributions of those

with less formal power are often ignored, and in some cases, it is not in the best interests

of those with less power to attract the attention of those in formal power. The latter is

certainly true when one is a contraband whose education had been carried out

clandestinely. Taylor offers us a unique memoir into nursing practice during the period,

one that raises many questions regarding the accuracy of descriptions of lower class staff.

It certainly undermines confidence in the fit between hospital staff roles as per official
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records, and what people working in hospitals actually did. That laundress was likely not

a strict job category is also illustrated in this passage:

“I learned to handle a musket very well while in the regiment, and could shoot straight
and often hit the target. I assisted in cleaning the guns and used to fire them off, to see if
the cartridges were dry, before cleaning and reloading, each day. I thought this great fun.
I was also able to take a gun all apart, and put it together again.” (Taylor, 1902, p. 26).

A later paragraph also makes one wonder if “just a laundress” was rather

comparable to “just a nurse”:

“When at Camp Shaw, I visited the hospital in Beaufort, where I met Clara Barton. There
were a number of sick and wounded soldiers there, and I went often to see the comrades.
Miss Barton was always very cordial toward me, and I honored her for her devotion and
care of those men.” (Taylor, 1902, p. 30)

The soldiers, unlike the senior hospital staff, seemed universally happy to see

volunteer nurses. As one member of the 5th Wisconsin related to Mary Livermore, a

Sanitary Commission nurse:

“In the hospital the nurses are convalescent soldiers, so nearly sick themselves that they
ought to be in the wards, and from their very feebleness they are selfish and sometimes
inhuman in their treatment of the patients. In camp we stout hearty fellows take care of
the sick-rough in our management, I doubt not, but we do not fail for lack of strength or
interest. If we could be sure of being half well cared for when we get sick or wounded, it
would take immensely from the horrors of army life…” (Livermore, 1888, p. 127).

The Civil War military hospital represented a middle ground and permeable

boundary between homefront and battlefield. Military and civilian/male and female/poor

and middle class/the body and the environment all had their boundaries breeched as they

fought an external enemy. Lines were blurring between classes, cultures, and genders as

well as between the military and civilian worlds.

With chaos occurring all around them, the nurses created a reality to control it.

Kate Cumming had the following observation on her initial encounter with the hospital:
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“There seems to be no order. All do as they please. We have men for nurses, and the
doctors complain very much at the matter to which they are appointed; they are detailed
from the different regiments, like guards. We have a new set every few hours. I do not
see how it is possible for them to take proper care of the men, as nursing is a thing that
has to be learned, and we should select our best men for it…” (Cumming, 1959/1998, p.
16).

The restoration of social order was commonly played out symbolically through

the imposition of cleanliness and physical order, consistent with the logic of the

sanitarian worldview (Smith-Rosenberg, 1978, p. S230). Cleaning was not limited to the

physical environment, tidying and bathing patients were usually took precedence. Phoebe

Pember’s initial experiences in assisting patients’ with personal hygiene included the

following well-known anecdote regarding an encounter with a young rustic:

“Why do you not let the nurse cut your nails?”
“Cause I aren’t got any spoon, and I use them instead.” (Pember, 1954/1994, p. 28).

Industrial Warfare and the Hospital

A strong nursing presence began to be established within a cultural ethos

generated as manufacturing and technology generated a new kind of war and a new

economy. Hilde (2003, p. 2) summarized the relationship: “Women’s experience with

antebellum reform, their status as the moral guardians of their children and homes, the

use of civilian armies, and unexpectedly long and bloody crisis, and antebellum standards

of care combined to make female Civil War nursing highly likely and determined, to an

extent, women’s duties, experiences, and relationships with surgeons, patients, and the

home front”. (Hilde, 2003, p. 2). The role itself had yet to be formally established in the

hospital, but its presence could no longer be denied a place and its structure was taking

form.
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Although many of the nurses had some prior experience with patient care, and

some had experience with epidemics, almost no one in America had experience with

mass casualties. Soldiers from Bull Run were still crowding hospitals, and patients,

combat and otherwise, kept arriving. The regimental system had proved a disaster when

larger armies scatter and move chaotically, leaving no one to find their wounded. Soldiers

still wandered around Washington looking for a hospital to admit them, or begged for

help at depots and on street corners. The realm of nursing and of medicine, previously

almost exclusively home based and private, suddenly moved at the pace of the industrial

factory. Both governments scrambled to open larger facilities and provide dedicated

general hospitals. Fortunately, although several skirmishes occurred through late summer

and fall, the armies went into winter quarters without another large-scale engagement. No

further large battles would take place from fall of 1861 through spring of 1862.

Alcott was so overwhelmed with infectious disease patients she wrote the

following:

“…a somewhat abrupt plunge into the superintendence of a ward containing forty beds,
where I spent my shining hours washing faces, serving rations, giving medicine, and
sitting in a very hard chair, with pneumonia on one side, diptheria on the other, five
typhoids on the opposite, and a dozen dilapidated patriots, hopping, lying, and lounging
about, all staring more or less at the new "nuss," who suffered untold agonies, but
concealed them under as matronly an aspect as a spinster could assume, and blundered
through her trying labors with a Spartan firmness, which I hope they appreciated, but am
afraid they didn't. Having a taste for "ghastliness," I had rather longed for the wounded to
arrive, for rheumatism was n't heroic, neither was liver complaint, or measles; even fever
had lost its charms since "bathing burning brows" had been used up in romances, real and
ideal; but when I peeped into the dusky street lined with what I at first had innocently
called market carts, now unloading their sad freight at our door, I recalled sundry
reminiscences I had heard from nurses of longer standing, my ardor experienced a sudden
chill, and I indulged in a most unpatriotic wish that I was safe at home again, with a quiet
day before me, and no necessity for being hustled up, as if I were a hen and had only to
hop off my roost, give my plumage a peck, and be ready for action”. (Alcott, p. 32-33).
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As winter passed into the spring of 1862, the armies prepared for the next phase

of the war. The Western theater would be the site of the next major engagement. The

battle of Shiloh, Tennessee, on April 6, 1862, would generate over 13,000 Union

casualties, and over 10,000 Confederate. Although it seemed horrific at the time, Bull

Run had been only the beginning. The number of casualties generated at Bull Run was

small compared to later in the war. Shiloh had more than double the casualty rate of Bull

Run, and marked a new departure in warfare; a sharp escalation in battlefield death and

destruction (Faust, 2004, p. 371; McPherson, 1997, p. 413).

Members of the Sanitary Commission (including Olmstead) began meeting with

General McClellan to try to develop a plan for a casualty evacuation system. McClellan

was receptive to their suggestions of a creating a special corps of volunteer nurses for

hospital duty rather than detailed soldiers, and the creation of an ambulance “regiment”

for the Army of the Potomac. Unfortunately, when they applied to the War Department

for permission to implement the plan, nothing came of it (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 85).

The Union army had some success with an ambulance brigade system at the

relatively small engagement at Fort Donelson in February, but the medical department

was completely unprepared at Shiloh, a strategically important area along both the

Tennessee River and railroad lines that ran south from Corinth to Mobile. Neither

General Grant nor his medical director was expecting an attack on April 6, 1862. Federal

forces were pushed back two miles as the Confederates captured a large part of the Union

camp, to include two regimental hospitals with all of their supplies. Ambulance drivers

again fled; and so many line troops panicked that soldiers detailed to assist regimental
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surgeons were pulled to reinforce the line. Ambulatory wounded found their way to the

rear as best they could. Local women set up their own aid stations in any available

building. Heavy rains set in over the field that night, leaving thousands of wounded lying

in cold water and mud.

The Army of Ohio under General Buell and one of Grant’s divisions that had been

delayed reinforced Grant’s bewildered troops the next morning, and the Union territory

was slowly regained when fighting resumed on April 7. By mid-afternoon, Beauregard

admitted defeat (Catton, 1960/2005, p. 60). It was well into late afternoon before

attendants began to move the dead and wounded off the field, thousands of whom had

been there for well over 24 hours (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 81-82). General Sherman said in

a letter home that the “piles of dead soldier’s mangled bodies…without heads or

legs…would have cured anybody of war” (Howe, 1909, p. 222).

Although the army was not well prepared to get casualties off the field and to a

regimental hospital, the Sanitary Commission was there to transport Union wounded to

Northern hospitals on privately operated riverboats with both female and male volunteer

nurses. In the meantime, the Confederates pulled back to Corinth, Mississippi, a key

railroad center in the Northern part of the state that would be the Confederate hospital

center for the western theater throughout the year.

At Corinth, many Confederate physicians and administrators formerly opposed to

the presence of female nurses were reassessing that position as “every large building was

taken for a hospital…I do not think words are in our vocabulary to express that scene”

and “…some of the doctors told me they have scarce slept since the battle.” (Cumming,
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1959/1987, p. 14-15). Cumming’s initial nursing experience was in a hospital set up in a

Corinth hotel (Cumming, 1959/1987, p. 14).

Total Warfare and the Medical Department

The conflict began as a limited war to suppress an insurrection, with the limited

goal of restoring the status quo. After Shiloh, the mood of the country began to change.

Union leaders who once believed that the end to the rebellion would occur with one

decisive victory began to feel that only a complete conquest would bring about the end of

the war (McPherson, 1997, p. 414). The Union would have to break the will of the

Confederate population as well as defeat their armies (Murray, 2001, p. 65).

Neely (2004, p. 441) has defined the difference between modern warfare and total

warfare as follows: “Modern warfare usually connotes wars fought after the French

Revolution by large citizen armies equipped with the products of the Industrial

Revolution and motivated more by ideology than the lash or strictly mercenary

considerations.” He then defines total war:”Total war can be defined as a war between

peoples rather than armies, in which the entire population and economy is taken up by the

war.” (Neely, 2004, p. 438). In total war, planning and mobilization of the domestic

economy becomes entirely geared for the war effort into a full mobilization of the

economy and full economic mobilization of the society (Neely, 2004, p. 438-40). In total

warfare, barriers between armies and civilians begin to break down (Neely, 2004, p. 443-

8). For America, Shiloh arguably marked the turning point to total warfare.

Both governments scrambled to improve the health of the fighting forces and

improve the public image of the army as the war escalated. The most glaring defect in
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medical planning at Shiloh was again the lack of ambulances and poor handling of

casualties (Adams, 1952/1980, p. 25). However, disease was also proving to be a

crippling factor in maintaining and conducting military operations. It had already

disrupted several operations, including the abandonment and occupation of Corinth. In

this campaign, both Beauregard’s and Halleck’s armies had about a third of their fighting

force down with illness. Nearly half of the twenty-nine Union generals were ill during the

Corinth campaign and its aftermath, including Halleck himself (McPherson, 1988, p.

488). The Army needed to address issues of sanitation and hygiene if it was to keep

fighting. Efforts to reorganize both medical systems intensified.

The original concept of the Confederate Medical Corps was that of a central

organization to help coordinate medical staffs organized at a state level. Each state

appointed their own surgeon general (Green, 1999, p. 47). After the battle of Shiloh,

Preston Moore appointed a Confederate special inspector to report on the medical

situation in the Western theater. Small hospitals were closed, and the regimental and state

systems began to be replaced by a more centralized general hospital system

(Cunningham, 1958/1993, p. 50). These hospitals were under the direct control of the

Confederate War Department and Surgeon General.

One of the most important innovations to these general hospitals (at least from the

point of view of this paper) was the official position given to women nurses. In

September of 1862, the Confederate Congress enacted a law providing for civilian

matrons and nurses in army general hospitals, “giving preference in all cases to females”

(McPherson, 1988, p. 479). This law projected Southern women into the public sphere on
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an unprecedented scale, and represented the first time in American history that female

nurses were given an official place the organizational structure of a military hospital

(McPherson, 1988, p. 480).

Although many women came forward to serve as hospital matrons in Confederate

general hospitals, the needs of the Confederacy were that of adaptability and

responsiveness. Emergency conditions enabled women to start their own hospitals and

nurse unofficially in 1861 and 1862. These small, often nurse run “wayside” hospitals

became an important source of healthcare for the Confederate army, particularly later in

the war as transport and supply channels were broken. Although few records of these

hospitals have survived (and the existing records are only questionably accurate), these

hospitals appear to have been quite successful, with about half the mortality of general

hospitals (Hilde, 2003, p. 3). These figures, however, are very open to interpretation; one

suspects that in the absence of a coherent evacuation system, these hospitals might have

served a self-selected population. Caring for one or two soldiers in one’s home seems to

have been a common practice in the South, as illustrated in this letter from a Chapel Hill

woman to a friend:

“I had a one armed soldier too to nurse for two weeks, until Lum broke out with eysifelus
(sic) & we were all afraid he would get it in his wound so he had to leave us. He is a poor
man, lives in DeKalb Co Ala , belonged to Wheeler's Cavalry, was shot in the arm near
Morrisville . He is a good Christian man & I was glad to have him to attend to, for I could
hope my own dear wounded one would find somebody to nurse him.” (C. A. Lewis,
personal communication to E. Speight , May 5, 1865).

The Union medical department also underwent rapid reorganization after Shiloh.

It was clear that the number of physicians in the Union army would need to expand

exponentially. The number of medical officers on the military payroll would eventually
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increase to over 11,000, but at this point, there were only 98 regular army physicians,

surgeons with state militias, and civilian contract doctors (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 9). Like

the Confederates, the Union medical department relied largely on state-appointed

regimental surgeons (Green, 1999, p. 44). However, doubt was soon cast as to the

qualifications of many of them; there were simply not enough experienced physicians

available for service. In addition, the regimental hospital system did not work with

modern warfare. New men were needed for a new system, and if the war was to continue,

someone needed to come up with something.

One of the main problems in the Union Medical Department in the opening year

of the war had been leadership. Neither Lawson nor his replacement Finley had grasped

the scope or magnitude of modern casualty care, and neither embraced sanitarian theory

or welcomed the participation of outsiders in planning. There was no one in leadership

with the answers (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 27-28). In addition, the rapid induction of

civilian physicians into the military system was causing internal problems. Inevitable

tensions occurred between the career military and volunteer physicians who expected to

return to private practice after the war (Green, 1999, p. 45). Military physicians felt their

boundaries breaking down, and by fighting to maintain them had not utilized experienced

civilians and volunteer physicians to their advantage.

At the time of the war, no educational preparation existed in the specialty of

military medicine; and sanitarian theory was not integrated into medical theory or

educational preparation. Preventive medicine and public health were still nascent,

multidisciplinary practices based in the sanitarian movement. Hardly any physicians
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practicing in 1861 possessed field expertise in the latter beyond quarantine procedures

and perhaps some limited experience with smallpox vaccination. Trauma care as well as

preventive medicine needed to improve. A miniscule number of practicing surgeons in

America prior to Bull Run had seen wounds characteristic of the rifled musket during the

Crimean War.

Nevertheless, there were prominent physicians and other professionals in

sanitarian organizations such as the Sanitary Commission, and there were military

physicians who had kept abreast of new developments in preventive medicine and

clinical science. Pressure from the Sanitary Commission and public outcry generated by

the media led to the removal of Finley in the wake of Shiloh. The appointment of

William Alexander Hammond as Surgeon General by Secretary of War Edwin Stanton

(Cameron had been replaced in January of 1862 due to scandals regarding appointments)

on April 25 represented a turnaround in healthcare delivery in the Union Army.

Hammond was a former Army surgeon who had resigned in 1859 to take an

academic position at University of Maryland. He reentered the service after witnessing

the civilian attacks on the 6th Massachusetts Regiment as they passed through the city in

April 1861. At the beginning of the war, we had been assigned to General Rosecrans as

inspector of camps and hospitals in western Virginia. He had attracted the favorable

attention of the Sanitary Commission while serving in that role, and he was open to the

idea of skilled nurses in military hospitals. McClelland had selected him from a list of

recommended appointees given to him by the Sanitary Commission for the job of

Surgeon General (Bollet, 2002, p. 20-21). Under Hammond, the budget expanded, the
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department reorganized, qualifications of physicians were standardized and verified, and

appointments ceased to be on the basis of seniority rather than merit (Green, 1999, p. 44).

In addition, under Hammond, the general hospital system replaced the regimental system,

and the hospital center at Washington was reorganized. Although his tenure would only

last a year (he would be court-martialed for trying to ban mercury and antimony from the

official formulary), he made a lasting impression.

One of the initial targets for reform was the uneven and often inadequate physical

examination of volunteers. A report by Olmstead to the Secretary of War stated that over

fifty percent of volunteers were receiving no initial exam at all. This quickly would

become apparent when soldiers with pre-existing conditions such as hernias, epilepsy,

rheumatic conditions, and venereal diseases began to clog Union hospitals, utilizing beds

that were needed for combat casualties. Nearly ¾ of medical discharges granted to

soldiers in 1861 (2,881 out of 3,929) were attributed to preexisting conditions that should

have prevented them from qualifying for military service (Adams, 1952, p. 12).

The high level of medical problems with recruits had led to the passing of a bill in

December of 1861 that would provide punishment for surgeons who did not properly

examine their men, but many persisted in disregarding regulations. How truly casual

these initial screening exams were can be illustrated by the following: although the

number can never be known, it is thought that at least 400 women fought for the Union

Army while passing as males, having been cleared by an Army physician for duty

(Adams, 1952, p. 11). Under Hammond, these regulations began to be enforced.
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Another issue was that of the qualifications of volunteer physicians and surgeons.

Although the Federal army had established an examination system and board in 1834,

many state appointed surgeons had bypassed the system in the first year of the war. Some

were found to have no medical degree at all. Under Hammond, these boards became

virtually universal, and all medical personnel appointed during the first year of the war

were reevaluated. Many were discharged (Bollet, 2002, p. 28-29).

A modern system of casualty evacuation and care was needed if America was

going to continue to fight a modern war. Hammond was soon visited by Olmstead

regarding the formation of an ambulance corps. Another high profile civilian had become

involved in pressuring Hammond for an ambulance corps: Henry Bowditch, a prominent

Boston physician whose son had fallen wounded at Bull Run and had died due to

exposure and poor handling. Bowditch led a one-man campaign, speaking personally to

Stanton, McClellan, Hammond, and anyone connected to the War Department who

would listen to him. Bowditch did not give up his efforts until an ambulance corps

became army-wide in 1864 (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 86-87).

One of Hammond’s most significant contributions to both civilian and military

medicine was recognizing the talents of a young surgeon named Jonathan Letterman.

Letterman, working with the Army of the Potomac on the Peninsular Campaign, worked

out a plan and presented it to Hammond. On September 7, 1862, Hammond formally

requested to Stanton organization of an ambulance corps under Letterman’s plan.

Unfortunately, two more large confrontations occurred (Fredericksburg in the Eastern

theater and Murfreesboro in the West) before the plan was implemented. It would be the
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following year before a dedicated ambulance corps was organized, and 1864 before it

was used in both theaters (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 84-97).

After Shiloh, resistance to nurses in Union hospitals broke down. As Sophronia

Bucklin, volunteering in Washington put it:

“No man of generous heart wished women shut out from the doors of either field or city
hospitals-none with a single thought for the comfort of those who missed by a hair’s
breadth, the death which met scores of comrades in rifle pits, and in the sweep of the
deadly columns, charging across the open plain.” (Bucklin, 1869/1993, p. 70-71).

Much of the medical system’s other problems were directly attributable to

advances in small arms manufacture and a poor fit between tactics and weapons. In

addition, the scope of medical therapeutics and surgery severely limited what even the

most experienced and dedicated physicians were able to do in the face of technological

warfare.

The Civil War broke out during a transition period in medical knowledge as well

as military organization. Anesthesia had been used since the 1840’s, which allowed

operations to be performed that hitherto would have been impossible. Although there was

some science on which to base sanitarian ideas for infectious disease prevention, modern

surgery still awaited the advent of the great medical revolution of the 1870s. The germ

theory of disease and antiseptic/aseptic surgical technique were not part of clinical

knowledge, and without them surgery remained primitive, limited, and dangerous.

The dominant infantry weapon had been the smoothbore musket, a weapon that

shot a spherical projectile at low velocity with an accurate range of only 100-160 yards.

Wounds caused by these weapons were commonly non-penetrating, contusions and

closed fractures being the most common injury. The first battle at Bull Run was fought
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with a mixture of modern breech loading rifles and antiquated smoothbore muskets. From

mid-1862 to the end of the war, rifled muskets would dominate.

The rifled musket created a sharply increased number of casualties per battle, with

far higher acuity relative to older side arms. Although most European battles through the

Napoleonic era maintained a combat casualty rate of 10-15%, some battalions during the

Civil War sustained casualties at an amazing rate of 50-70% (and up to 80% at

Gettysburg), numbers unparalleled in any American conflict before or since. The newer

rifled musket caused the overwhelming majority of wounds seen after Bull Run. Shrapnel

injuries from artillery and mortar were far less common; and despite the favored forward

assault tactic of the bayonet charge, wounds from these weapons was actually quite rare.

The rifled musket caused about 90% of battle wounds sustained during the Civil War,

while sabers and bayonets caused only about 2% of injuries (Eicher, 2003).

The large caliber (usually .54, .58, or .69) low velocity projectile from a rifled

musket tended to flatten on impact, causing dirt, skin, and debris to be blown into an

open wound with massive tissue damage. The flattening also potentially created an

extensive exit wound, although the low velocity tended to create wounds where the bullet

was retained, further increasing the likelihood of infection. Both medical and surgical

care of these wounds was complicated.

Significant head and chest injuries were not usually treatable by the standards of

the day. About 87% of abdominal wounds were fatal. Death usually occurred within three

days from hemorrhage or infection. Wounds to limbs were the most common injuries.

The most common surgical technique was limb amputation or revision of traumatic
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amputation, often the only treatment possible. When an amputation was deemed

necessary, surgeons performed the procedure as soon as possible in order to limit the

extent of almost inevitable infection and sepsis.

“Primary” amputations were performed within 24 to 48 hours from injury, before

the “irritative stage” occurred. Given the conditions, the 28% mortality rate was

impressive. “Secondary” amputations, performed 48 to 60 hours after injury, carried a

52% mortality rate. The number of primary amputations per overall necessary

amputations obviously correlated to the amount of time it took for a patient to arrive at a

hospital, underscoring the need for an ambulance corps.

Following surgical intervention, dressing changes, rest, and diet were the only

effective treatments. In the face of septic conditions and complicated wounds, post

traumatic and post surgical infections were almost inevitable. Post-surgical infectious

were so common in the years preceding antisepsis as to be expected; purulent wound

drainage was characterized as “laudable pus”, which was believed to be a form of natural

debridement.

Convalescent time for those who survived was prolonged by a lack of standards

for manufacturing, fitting, or gait training with prosthetics, which in turn raised the risk

of infection. Pressure ulcers were described in most of the data. The number of patients

who survived bore a strong relationship to the availability of skilled nurses, as

demonstrated in the Crimea. Skilled nurses gave overwhelmed surgeons group to which

they could delegate a great deal of patient care that could not be trusted to detailed

soldiers and orderlies. Women, given the expectations of separate spheres, would be
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expected to perform these tasks better as well. They also had assistants for surgical

procedures and dressing changes, and the nurse assistant role in would become the

pattern after the advent of sterile procedures.

Nursing Becomes Nursing

Prevention and supportive care were the only effective treatments for most

medical conditions as well as post-surgical care. Sanitarian skilled nurses were used

preexisting skills, gained new ones, and became experts at both. Skilled nurses proved

themselves useful, popular with patients, and popular with the American public. As the

war progressed, conflict between nurses and surgeons tended to decline on both sides as

they faced a common enemy (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 25). “Social relations, such as

nurse-doctor, nurse-patient, and nurse-home front, were dynamic entities over the course

of the war, as women’s expectations and sense of self changed.” (Hilde, 2003, p. 3). They

both accepted the ideology of separate spheres and exploited it. The pressure to face an

external other doubtless expedited finding a workable internal organizational structure.

Most of the middle class women worked as matrons, which means that they were

responsible for diets, ward cleanliness, and supervision of ward nurses. Skills with

strangers and official indifference, often honed in reform and missionary organizations

helpful was helpful when these women were dealing with the organizational structure

(Reverby, 1987, p. 44-46). Although much of their work was administrative, they also did

patient care.

Care delivery could be divided along two broad lines of delegated and

independent functions. These categories are not discreet; physicians ordered diets, but
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nurses had a certain amount of freedom about how they were administered. Bucklin

(1869/1993) commented, “Surgeons and officers were very kind to us, but they gave us

stringent orders which we were sometimes willing to disobey” (p. 59). A more accurate

description in most cases was that much of patient care was ordered by physicians, such

as diets and dressing changes, and these were performed by nurses within the larger

context of a therapeutic nursing interaction. That interaction, often performed in tandem

with bathing, feeding, dressing changes, but especially letter writing, seemed to be the

one function that the nurses described as bringing them the most satisfaction.

Many task-oriented duties like dressing changes involved lengthy interactions

with patients who had just come from the stressful environment of combat. Many of these

patients were undergoing drastic changes in body image, social role, and life expectations

following a traumatic injury. Patients with limb amputations, the most common surgery

performed during the war, offer an excellent example. This phenomenon has become

axiomatic in modern literature, and was known in Civil War era as well. Billings

(1887/1993), described a patient’s first reaction to an amputated limb:

“The surgeon had just completed an operation. It was the amputation of an arm about five
inches below the shoulder, the stump being now carefully dressed and bandaged. As soon
as the patient recovered from the effects of the ether, the attendants raised him to a sitting
posture on the operating table. At that moment, the thought of his wounded arm returned
to him, and, turning his eyes toward it, they met only the projecting stub. The awful
reality dawned upon him for the first time.” (p. 308)

Alcott (1863) echoed the common theme of assisting patients in adjusting to an

altered image of the body:

“Another, with a gun-shot wound through the cheek, asked for a looking-glass, and when
I brought one, regarded his swollen face with a dolorous expression, as he muttered– ‘I
vow to gosh, that's too bad! I warn't a bad looking chap before, and now I'm done for;
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won't there be a thunderin' scar? and what on earth will Josephine Skinner say?’ He
looked up at me with his one eye so appealingly, that I controlled my risibles, and assured
him that if Josephine was a girl of sense, she would admire the honorable scar, as a
lasting proof that he had faced the enemy, for all women thought a wound the best
decoration a brave soldier could wear. I hope Miss Skinner verified the good opinion I so
rashly expressed of her, but I shall never know. (p. 36).

Independent Nursing Functions

Usually, interaction with patients consisted of talking to a patient while

performing a task at the site of the body. Many of the patients were young men,

concerned about altered body image and life expectations. Young men with amputations

and disfiguring injuries were especially eager to talk to the women, who acted as

surrogate proximity relations. This “moral mothering”, where domestic images were

brought into an industrialized setting, seemed to form the core experience of nursing in

most of the data, and was the image that was picked up by the press.

Striking to all of the nurses’ descriptions of their functions was how much they

and their patients valued the nurse’s active therapeutic presence and assistance with

framing experience. Alcott (1863) gave the following description:

“More flattering than the most gracefully turned compliment, more grateful than the most
admiring glance, was the sight of those rows of faces, all strange to me a little while ago,
now lighting up, with smiles of welcome, as I came among them, enjoying that moment
heartily, with a womanly pride in their regard, a motherly affection for them all. The
evenings were spent in reading aloud, writing letters, waiting on and amusing the men,
going the rounds with Dr. P., as he made his second daily survey, dressing my dozen
wounds afresh, giving last doses, and making them cozy for the long hours to come, till
the nine o'clock bell rang, the gas was turned down, the day nurses went off duty, the
night watch came on, and my nocturnal adventure began”. (p. 47).

Bucklin (1869/1993) noted how much the patients benefited from processing

combat experiences with this interaction:
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“It was wonderful to me to see the universal childishness with which each threw himself
on our sympathies, and related, as to a mother, the history of the fight, the position in
which he was shot, the length of time which he passed on the battleground, the final
removal, and most of all, the deep thankfulness with which he received our attention.” (p.
99)

Taylor (1902), on the other hand, seems to identify comfort and alleviating

suffering as the central tasks of nursing (or laundry):

“It seems strange how our aversion to seeing suffering is overcome in war,-- how we are
able to see the most sickening sights, such as men with their limbs blown off and
mangled by the deadly shells, without a shudder; and instead of turning away, how we
hurry to assist in alleviating their pain, bind up their wounds, and press the cool water to
their parched lips, with feelings only of sympathy and pity.” (p. 32)

This later passage also surely dispels any doubt on how she viewed the central

focus of her work:

“My work now began. I gave my assistance to try to alleviate their sufferings. I asked the
doctor at the hospital what I could get for them to eat. They wanted soup, but that I could
not get; but I had a few cans of condensed milk and some turtle eggs, so I thought I
would try to make some custard. I had doubts as to my success, for cooking with turtle
eggs was something new to me, but the adage has it, "Nothing ventured, nothing done,"
so I made a venture and the result was a very delicious custard. This I carried to the men,
who enjoyed it very much. My services were given at all times for the comfort of these
men. I was on hand to assist whenever needed. I was enrolled as company laundress, but
I did very little of it, because I was always busy doing other things through camp, and
was employed all the time doing something for the officers and comrades.” (Taylor,
1902, p. 34-35)

Letter writing and acting as surrogate proxy relations was an especially important

way in which nurses helped patients frame experience. Walt Whitman (1902/1993, p.

153) describes writing a letter for a soldier from company E, 60th New York, as

“attending specially”, and notes the positive affect these interventions had on patients. He

also felt that one of his more important duties was distributed writing materials to literate

soldiers. Framing experience, especially experience at the level of intensity reached in
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total warfare, seemed as important as dressing changes. Taylor, perhaps the most

versatile laundress in history, managed to hold reading classes for her regiment and her

patients throughout the war; references to teaching occur throughout her book (Taylor,

1902).

That the role of surrogate proxy relation was also important to the nurse’s

experience is indicated by the following passage from Ada Bacot’s diary. Like many

nurses, she described sitting with the dying as one of the most important and fulfilling

tasks she did:

“There was another death at the Monticello last night, quite a boy, a melancholy case. He
was very much frightened and I’m told wept nearly all day yesterday. I am so very sorry I
did not know it. I would have gone to him and tried to ease his last moments. I haven’t a
doubt he was some mother’s pride, and perhaps her only prop and stay in this world…it
is too too sad.” (Bacot, 1994, p. 71).

Kate Cumming (1959/1998) recorded this experience she and a fellow nurse had

with a dying patient:

“He was a handsome lad…He often told Miss Womack and me about his mother, and
how she buckled on his armor, and told him to go and battle for his country…Toward
night he became delirious, and raved about the battles in which he ha participated. He
spoke a great deal about some ladies in this place who had been very kind to him; and
more than anything else, he raved about his mother-spoke to her as he had no doubt done
when a child. Toward the last he grew calm, and recognized Miss Womack and myself,
who were standing by, and thanked us for past kindess…After our return, Miss Womack
told me that she had experienced more real pleasure tonight than she had in all the places
of amusement she had ever attended. I observed the night as we came back, and I never
saw such a sky in my life; it was dark in the extreme…(p. 180).

The role of the proxy relation was not confined to a female nursing role, despite

the predominant Victorian gender based view of skilled nursing. Whitman’s description

of the psychopompic role as that of a male proxy relation contains some of the most

eloquent and moving imagery ever written by a nurse:
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“Vigil final for you brave boy, (I could not save
you, swift was your death,

I faithfully loved you and cared for you living, I
think we will surely meet again,)

Till at latest lingering of the night, indeed just
as the dawn appear’d,

My comrade I wrapt in his blanket, envelop’d
well his form,

Folded the blanket well, tucking carefully over
head and carefully under feet.

And there and then and bathed by the raising
sun, my son in his grave I deposited…” (Whitman, 1997, p. 89).

Although female nurses were never given an official position in Union hospitals,

their presence was stronger after the appointment of Hammond, and the public legitimacy

of the Sanitary Commission broke down lingering resistance to women’s presence in the

public arena, particularly women in military camps and hospitals. Although the Sanitary

Commission was not the only way for women to volunteer to do patient care, it was

certainly a significant source of nurses, eventually growing into the largest volunteer

organization in the world.

The Commission’s official powers were initially investigatory and advisory only.

However, the disorganized and slow nature of the Union medical corps response to the

crisis of 1861 offered an opportunity for a voluntary association to create a much more

extensive and powerful niche for itself (McPherson, 1988, p. 481). After Shiloh, the

Sanitary Commission became an even stronger presence in military affairs. Many men

and women volunteered with the Sanitary Commission, inspecting camps, drainage sites,

and hospitals as well as raising vast amounts of money and supplies. Branches of the

Commission were set up in large cities, which sorted, labeled, and shipped supplies sent

by charitable organizations and smaller collection centers. Distribution was organized,
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and detailed records kept. Many volunteers did direct patient care, especially on transport

vessels.

The United States Sanitary Commission soon had branches in 2,500 communities

throughout the North. The national organization maintained a traveling outpost with the

Army of the Potomac to speed sanitary supplies to the field hospitals of that army. Many

women in the local branches kept busy making bandages, scraping lint, and sending food

to army hospitals. Early in the war, the Commission published pamphlets on camp

sanitation to be circulated to medical and line officers. In 1862 and again in 1864 the

commission provided and manned hospital ships to evacuate Army of the Potomac sick

and wounded to general hospitals as far from the front as New York City.

The Sanitary Commission maintained a mobile outpost with the Army of the

Potomac to speed supplies to field hospitals. Hospital ships were introduced during the

Peninsula Campaign. Later they manned hospital ships in both Eastern and Western

theaters. Mary Livermore, now serving with Mary Bickerdyke in the Western theater,

was on a Sanitary Commission vessel that transported soldiers to the Union hospital

center at Cairo, IL. If anything, it illustrates why fast evacuation and good nursing were

so important in preserving life:

“When the wounded were brought on board, mangled almost out of human shape;
the frozen ground from which they had been cut adhering to them; chilled with the
intense cold in which some had lain for twenty-four hours; faint with loss of blood,
physical agony, and lack of nourishment; racked with a terrible five-mile ride over frozen
roads, in ambulances, in common Tennessee farm wagons, without springs; burning with
fever; raving in delirium, or in the faintness of death, Mother Bickerdyke's boat was in
readiness for them.“ (Livermore, 1888, p. 135).
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They also hospital trains, which were used with great success. Hundreds of

women participated as volunteers, in hospitals, camps, and mobile transports. A new

integrated casualty care and transport system was taking place, it was working, skilled

nurses were strongly present, and civilians were involved in planning and execution.

Although the advent of modern clinical medicine and surgery would await the next

decade, a modern infrastructure for casualty evacuation was in place.

The Turning Point

The country was immersed in war; soon a higher percentage of males would be

under arms than at any other point in history. Schools and universities closed, fields lay

fallow, and factories were emptied for recruits. Yet people on both sides were beginning

to question how much progress was really being made. The Confederates showed no

signs of giving up Vicksburg, and the Union’s Peninsular Campaign was getting no

closer to Richmond. The turning point occurred as spring passed into the summer of

1863.

Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia clashed with the Army of the Potomac under

General Hooker at Chancellorsville, VA, on April 30. Despite being outmanned by an

army twice its size, a Confederate victory was declared on May 6. The victory cost Lee

over 13,000 men (25% of his force), including the invaluable Jackson, who had sustained

a shoulder wound on May 2. Union losses were high as well, with 16,000 casualties. As

leaders began to develop tactics to match modern weaponry, trench style warfare began

to create its own issues and combat stresses. Fighting was especially difficult in the dense

undergrowth of the woods, and fires were frequent. Smoke, undergrowth, and low
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visibility made casualties difficult to find and transport. Many were burned to death or

suffered serious burns while waiting to be evacuated (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 90-91).

The defeat at Chancellorsville fueled the antiwar movement in the Union. On the

following day, former Ohio Congressman and peace advocate Clement Vallandigham

was arrested for making remarks that the war was “wicked and cruel”. He was found

guilty of treason and sentenced to confinement for the duration of the war (Bowman,

1983/2005, p. 145). Jackson’s death on May 10 from post-surgical complications

following upper limb amputation was a tremendous blow to the South, psychologically as

well as tactically.

In the meantime, the Confederacy was desperately trying to hold defensive lines

around Vicksburg, MS, the last barrier to losing control of the strategically vital

Mississippi River. The siege of the city, which lasted from May 18 to July 4, enacted

terrible casualties on both sides, combat and otherwise. Cut off from supply lines,

Pemberton’s Army of Tennessee was so malnourished and ill that half of their troops

were unable to fight. When Pemberton finally surrendered the city, Grant paroled the

Confederates rather than feed 30,000 starving prisoners. He felt that they were not in

good enough physical shape to pose any realistic threat to Union forces. The loss of

Vicksburg marked the last great battle of the Western theater, and the beginning of the

end for any realistic hope of a Confederate victory.

In the meantime, Lee received permission from Davis to lead an invasion force

into Union territory. It was thought that a sweep into Pennsylvania as far as Harrisburg

would demonstrate the vulnerability of Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Washington. A show
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of force might persuade Northern politicians to give up continuing the war, while

providing the troops with provisions no longer obtainable in war-ravaged Virginia. In

addition, a Confederate victory would help to counteract the pessimism that had

descended with the death of Jackson and the threatened loss of Vicksburg.

After Jackson’s death, Lee divided the Army of Northern Virginia (75,000) into

three army corps under Generals Longstreet, Ewell, and Hill, and one cavalry corps under

J. E. B. Stewart. On June 3, the army began to leave their camp at Fredericksburg, VA,

heading toward the Shenandoah Valley. The Army of the Potomac (95,000) under

General Hooker was initially unaware that the Confederates were moving out.

On June 9, a Union reconnaissance mission led by General Pleasanton engaged

Stuart’s forces near Culpepper, VA. The skirmish that followed resulted in a standoff that

nevertheless alerted Hooker that the Confederates were on the move. Ewell’s men began

crossing the Potomac into Maryland on June 15. Hill and Longstreet soon followed. By

June 25, they were in the Cumberland Valley of Pennsylvania. The Confederates attacked

and overran the Federal garrison at Winchester. On June 25, Stuart took three brigades of

cavalry to try to cut across the rear of the Federal army. He was unable to rejoin Lee until

July 2. The Federal forces under Hooker pursued, keeping themselves between the Army

of Northern Virginia and the western approach to Washington. On June 28, Lincoln,

displeased with the Federal defeat at Chancellorsville, replaced Hooker with General

Meade as commander of Army of the Potomac.

On June 30, the Confederates discovered that the Federals were occupying

Gettysburg with a division of Federal cavalry. On July 1, the Confederates sent two
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divisions to try to take Gettysburg, converging on the town from west and north. At 5:30

that morning, fire was exchanged over Marsh Creek, driving Union defenders back to

Cemetery Hill. By late afternoon, both Federal corps were in retreat to Cemetery Hill via

Gettysburg. The day was declared a Confederate victory, but Federal forces still held the

high ground south of Gettysburg. Federal losses that day numbered over 9,000, including

3,000 captured. Confederate losses totaled about 6,500.

The Federal position was soon strengthened with reinforcements. So were the

Confederates. Lee attempted to envelope the Federals on the second day. Lee ordered

Longstreet to move south on a 36 mile forced march to flank the Federal line at Little

Round Top. Meade had deployed his army in a fish-hook-shaped formation, with the

right on Culp's Hill and Cemetery Hill, the center along Cemetery Ridge, and the left on

Little Round Top.

The left of the Federal line was held by Major General Daniel Sickles. Lee

massively attacked the left flank at the Peach Orchard, Devil’s Den, and the Round Tops.

He attacked the right at Culp’s and Cemetery Hills. The left of the Confederate line was

held by Longstreet and Hill, the right by Ewell. In the early afternoon, Sickles,

dissatisfied with his assigned position, had moved his men without orders, to a nearby

peach orchard. When Longstreet attacked, Sickles was too far forward, and the Federal

line broke. The Confederates pursued to the base of Little Round Top. Federal

reinforcements checked their attack. Farther north, the Confederates advanced to

Cemetery Ridge before the Federals halted their advance. Ewell attacked the Federal

right toward evening, but were repulsed at Culp’s Hill, although they gained a toehold.
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Lee’s forces again gained ground, but did not dislodge the Federals. The second day

generated about 9,000 casualties on each side.

On the third day the battle at Culp’s Hill continued. There were cavalry battles to

the west and south. The Confederates lost their toehold at Culp’s Hill. In a desperate

attempt to gain higher ground, Pickett led 12,500 Confederates in one of the most studied

and debated cavalry charges in military history. They briefly pierced the center of the

Union line, but were driven back with severe casualties, cut down by rifle and artillery

fire. On July 4, the battle was declared a Union victory.

The last Confederate invasion of the North was the bloodiest battle in American

history. Between 46,000 and 51,000 casualties were generated over three days. When Lee

withdrew to Williamsport along the Potomac River, his train of wounded stretched more

than 14 miles. Although the Confederacy never had a national organization on the scale

of the Sanitary Commission, and did not have the personnel for a military ambulance

system such as that proposed by Letterman, they had a civilian ambulance corps assisting

at Gettysburg and other later battles. The Richmond Ambulance Committee, formed in

1862 of civilian volunteers, financed ambulances and sent volunteers (mostly males

exempt from military service) and supplies to the field. They stayed at Gettysburg for

three weeks to assist (Cunningham, 1958/1993, p.121-122).

By 1863, the medical department was beginning to get control of the situation; at

least to the extent it could be controlled. Letterman’s casualty evacuation plan for the

Union army was an outstanding success. By this time, Letterman had 650 medical

officers, 1,000 ambulances, and around 3,000 stretchermen and ambulance drivers. By
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Gettysburg, the system had grown so efficient that after each day most of the fallen were

cleared from the ground within hours. Ambulance trains (horse drawn or locomotive)

moved casualties to field installations, where after initial treatment they were

systematically moved to general hospitals. Telegraphs warned of incoming wounded, and

nurses scrambled to free up beds.

Unfortunately, the military system was still far from efficient. Supply trains were

delayed. (Adams, 1952/1996, p. 91). Most of the medical personnel had arrived after the

fighting started, and no tents were available (Bollet, 2002, p. 125). The railroad service

was interrupted by a burned bridge and did not begin to run again until July 10. Once

again, the Sanitary Commission and local civilian volunteers had to initially supply the

field hospitals and feed the wounded and the medical personnel.

While the Civil War had very little impact on clinical therapeutics, it was the war

in which the medical department learned how to handle casualties. The Medical

Department evolved from a small group of decentralized individual regimental surgeons

into a centralized national response system for handling the sick and wounded. The

formation of the Ambulance Corps and the use of trains and ships for transport

represented one of the most far-reaching innovations of the war. Both civilian and

military evacuation systems in the 20th century were based on Letterman’s original work,

which remained standard until the advent of helicopter evacuation during Vietnam.

The obvious effect of the war on the practice of surgery was that of developing

technique. Less immediately obvious was the effect that it had on the physical and social

environment in which surgery took place. Although the most surgery would continue to
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take place in the home until the turn of the century, the Civil War marked the initial

establishment of nurse assistants within hospital-based surgery on a large scale. This

organizational and practice pattern would become an important template when the advent

of antiseptic/aseptic surgery occurred.

Hard Times Come Again No More

Throughout 1863, both sides grew progressively more weary of war. Peace

factions in political parties grew, especially in the North, where the Republican Party

seemed to grow weaker as the war dragged on. The enactment of an unpopular

conscription law in March only served as an added stimulus to social unrest in the North

(McPherson, 1997, p. 591). Riots over conscription broke out in Northern cities,

especially among lower class workers who did not want the competition of black workers

in the industrialized economy, and felt they had nothing to gain from the war

(McPherson, 1997, p. 609). Women as well as men were enthusiastic participants in these

riots (Massey, 1966/1994, p. 173).

The Confederates were growing very weary indeed. The blockade had become a

serious threat to supplies, railroads were being destroyed, and inflation was out of

control. Shelves were bare, and what goods could be had were sold at prices few could

afford. Farm production ground to a halt as males left for army service. Desertions were

becoming common, especially as males left to go home to hungry dependent families.

Cloth, shoes, food, firewood, paper, and especially medical supplies were becoming

harder and harder to obtain. After Vicksburg, they truly began to starve. Bread riots broke
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out in Atlanta, Salisbury, Raleigh, and Petersburg, and looting occurred (Massey,

1966/1994, p 171).

Women in particular were growing tired of the war by 1863. Metaphors of divine

punishment and purification were still common to female discourse on both sides, only

now they were the punished rather than avenging angels. Women, especially in the South,

cleaned harder, nursed more, and grew weary (Faust, 2004, p. 370). Phoebe Pember

(1954/1994) reported: “We kept up brave hearts, and said we could eat the simplest food,

and wear the coarsest clothing, but there was absolutely nothing bought that did not rank

as a luxury. It was wasting time and brain to attempt to economize, so we bent to full

force of the wise precept, sufficient for the day is the evil thereof” (p. 60).

Shortages grew on both sides, but conditions in the South were deteriorating

beyond what anyone could have imagined in 1861. Unlike armies of our day, Civil War

armies had to be both mobile and self-supporting. Union troops moving through one’s

backyard must have been a frightening experience for Confederate women, especially as

homes were burned and crops and livestock were confiscated (Hanson, 1999). Many

women, formerly working as volunteers, now began working for wages.

These wages, however, did not go far. The government had tried to meet all its

expenses with the issuance of paper money. The money steadily depreciated in value, so

that every new issue was followed by a rise in prices, which had to be met. By the end of

1864, the paper currency in circulation reached about a billion dollars. The blockade cut

off imports from abroad; transportation system broke down, making it hard to move

merchandize. Farm and factory production wound down to a near halt. Prices soared;
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wages became worthless (Commager, 2000). The South’s transport network, which was

adequate to feed itself at the beginning of the war, soon deteriorated from lack of

replacement capacity (McPherson, 1997, p. 318). Although the South suffered for food,

clothing, and medical supplies, the industrial boom stimulated by the war and tight

organization at the governmental level managed to keep up with the Confederate army’s

need for ordnance (McPherson, 1997, p. 320).

Women became strong stakeholders in ending the war. Whatever rhetoric of

patriotism and independence apparent in writing at the beginning of the war becomes

absent in the latter years. Production, geared toward military operations, had ground the

real incomes of private citizens down. The South was divided and cut off from foreign

trade. Its railways were broken, and the rivers taken. Sherman was moving toward

Atlanta, leaving a swath of displaced women and burned homes. Many Confederate

women at this point were starving.

Phoebe Pember described the mood in Richmond as follows:

“Now during the summer of 1864 began what is really meant by “war”, for privations had
to be endured which tried body and soul, and which temper and patience had to meet
unflinchingly day and night. A growing want of confidence was forced upon the mind;
and with doubts which though unexpressed were felt as to the ultimate success of our
cause, there came into play the antagonistic qualities of human nature” (Pember,
1954/1994, p. 59).

Conditions at Chimborazo were growing so bad that Phoebe Pember recorded this

now-famous recipe:

“The rat must be skinned, cleaned, his head cut off and his body laid open upon a square
board, the legs spread to the full extent with small tacks, then baste with bacon fat and
roast before a good fire quickly like canvas back ducks” (Pember, 1954/1994, p. 62).
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In the same chapter, she relates other examples of practical applications of

hospital rodents. One of the more memorable describes a young man with a foot wound:

“The hole made was large, and the wound sloughed fearfully around a great lump of
proud flesh…the surgeons feared to remove this mass…Poor Patterson would sit on the
edge of his bed gazing at his lame foot and bathing it with a rueful face, which had
brightened amazingly one morning when I paid him a visit. He exhibited it with great
glee, the little island gone, and a deep hollow left, but the wound washed clean and
healthy. Some skillful rat surgeon had done him this good service while in the search for
luxuries, and he only knew that on awakening in the morning he had found the operation
performed.” (Pember, 1954/1994, p. 61)

The concept of hospital as virtual space was prominent in the later part of the war.

At this point, the Union had grown used to the idea of mobile transport hospitals bringing

casualties to general hospitals in the rear. Whitman (1902/1993, p. 152) nursed at several

hospitals serving the Army of the Potomac. He described nursing in private mansions as

well as in tents where soldiers were lying on the frozen ground. He also rode on Sanitary

Commission rail transports en route to Washington.

Samuel Preston Moore proved to be a good choice. He had twenty-seven years

experience in the United States Army, was generally progressive in his clinical thinking,

and grasped the concept that a lack of infrastructure can be exploited for expediency.

Moore maintained a cooperative relationship with Congress, successive secretaries of

war, and President Davis, and continued to try to maintain operations as supplies and

funds disappeared.

He was dissatisfied with the quality of many of the surgeons that accompanied

state militias. He insisted they hold an officer’s commission, and pass examinations set

by one of his examining boards. The Confederate government directly commissioned

5,800 medical officers during the war (Green, 1999, p. 45). The lack of distinction
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between military and volunteer surgeons may have helped limit conflict among medical

staff (Green, 1999, p. 45). He disliked uncleanliness and was open to sanitarian ideas,

especially pavilion hospitals and skilled nurses.

As the war went on, the hastily organized Confederate Medical Department was

faced with “the responsibility of caring for more than three million cases of diseases and

wounds in an invaded and blockaded country” (Cunningham, 1958/1993, p. 3). For the

Confederates, the task of caring for the wounded was complicated by the challenge of

running supplies and equipment through the blockade, or simply making do when there

were no supplies available. Some of the most celebrated smugglers of medical supplies

were women, who took advantage of standards of propriety to hide needed medicines on

their person. Hoop skirts at last served a practical function.

By 1864, the Confederacy had 154 hospitals, most located near the southern

Atlantic coast. Richmond, the hospital center of the Confederacy, had multiple hospitals,

including Chimborazo, at the time the largest military hospital in the Western

Hemisphere, and an early example of the new pavilion design imported from England. A

contemporary (Wilson, 1865) commented: “The hospitals were beautifully located in the

suburbs of the city, remarkable for their cleanliness, and well-ventilated”. At the fall of

Richmond, the Confederate capital had 13 hospitals capable of accommodating 12,000-

14,000 patients (Wilson, 1865).

Turnover of medical staff in Confederate hospitals was surprisingly low. Green

(1999, p. 45) attributes this to the low motivation for military career-oriented transfers

among physicians who fully planned on returning to civilian practice at the end of the
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war. Unlike the Union Army, military medical officers seeking career advancement did

not run the Confederate medical system. Nor was the Confederate public able to mount a

response to the war on a level of organization like the United States Sanitary

Commission, which brought the Union Army under constant scrutiny by a civilian

organization.

After losing control of the rivers, the Confederate Army primarily used railroad

cars for evacuation. Unlike the Union, the did not possess dedicated hospital cars, and

used freight or passenger cars as available. Although the Confederacy had multiple relief

organizations, they organized nothing similar to the Sanitary Commission at the national

level; yet in the effects of camp disease and unsanitary conditions, the Confederacy and

the Union shared common morbidity and mortality. Several reasons for this have been

cited, but Hilde’s (2002) assertion that like most of Confederate health care, they relied

more heavily on informal networks due to less developed transportation systems as well

as simply not having to go very far from home to find the war rings most true. It is also

true that a less elaborate organization is needed when an army operates close to lines of

supply.

Although there was no initial attempts by the Confederate government to recruit

nurses for military hospitals, the experience of Confederate women in military hospitals

probably approximates that of Union nurses. It will be hard to ever assess the level of

participation of Confederate women in Civil War nursing. The involvement of

Confederate women in the war effort is somewhat less well documented than that of

Union women. It has been axiomatic that there were fewer Confederate women doing
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patient care in hospitals. Female roles were thought to be more restrictive in the South,

and there were more restrictions on the body, as well as a culturally imposed fear of

women being near unclothed men. It is more likely that these roles had broken down by

the end of the war. The lower documentation of women in Confederate hospitals is likely

an artifact of recordkeeping. Much of the healthcare of the soldiers was done by women

in wayside hospitals, and few records survived.

By 1865, the entire country was weary. Starvation was widespread in the South,

and inflation had lowered the value of the Union dollar, while making the Confederate

dollar virtually worthless. Entire cities lay in ruins. Last minute appeals to France and

England for aid went unheeded. Desertions were at an all time high. The Confederacy

became so short of males eligible for service that the government began to debate the

idea of arming slaves to fight in return for their freedom (McPherson, 1997, p. 831).

The Confederates had grown used to picking up and moving as “forward” and

“rear” closed in around them. Kate Cumming (1959/1998) recorded the following during

her hospital’s retreat from Sherman’s army:

12/64: “The Bragg Hospital was on the train with us”, (p. 242). “Montgomery was filled
with hospitals, moving in the same direction as ourselves” (retreating from Atlanta to
Mobile). (p. 243)

President Lincoln was calling for unconditional surrender. The ratification of the

13th Amendment had given the Union a rallying point, and Congress became increasingly

preoccupied with Reconstruction in the occupied territories. During the winter of 1864,

Grant engaged Lee in a protracted siege at Petersburg, VA in an attempt to cut off the last

open roads and railroad into the Confederate capital (which also would cut off access to
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food and medical supplies). By the beginning of April, Lee had lost one-fifth of his

remaining army to the Yankees. Davis received a telegram from Lee on April 2,

informing him that Richmond must be surrendered. As the Confederates fled, they set

fires that caused more structural damage to the city than Sherman’s army had to Atlanta

or Columbia. Lincoln arrived in the ravaged city on April 3 to work out the terms of

surrender with the Confederate president. A few minor skirmishes occurred, but the war

was over. The surrender at Appomattox on April 9 was only a formality (McPherson,

1997, p. 838-848).

Phoebe Pember (1954/1994), unwilling to leave her patients, did not evacuate.

She described the scene in fallen Richmond as follows:

“There were few men in the city at this time; but the women of the South still fought their
battle for them: fought it resentfully, calmly, but silently! Clad in their mourning
garments, overcome but hardly subdued, they sat within their desolate homes…or went
on errands to churches and hospitals with veiled faces and swift steps” (p. 97).

Three days following the evacuation, several Union officers appeared at

Chimborazo with orders for the patients to be moved to Camp Jackson. Pember

“protested bitterly against this, as they were not in a fit state for removal, so they

remained unmolested. To them I devoted my time, for out surgeons had either left or

received orders to discontinue their labors” (p. 98-99).

Summary

Around 600,000 Americans lost their lives in the Civil War (Bollet, 2002, p. 454).

Combat-related injuries were only responsible for about one third of these deaths. There

were 400,000 wounds reported and almost 6,000,000 cases of sickness (Adams, 1952, p.

3). After four years of bloody fighting, the Civil War resulted in 500,000 wounds and
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200,000 deaths from combat related injuries. Infectious disease took an additional

420,000 thousand lives (Adams, 1952, p. 3; Howey, 1999, p. 46; Green, 1999, p. 43).

Around two thirds of the 360,000 thousand Union soldiers who died during the war were

killed by infectious disease rather than combat wounds (Hawk, 2002, p. 198).

Throughout the war, both medical departments, individual civilians, and the

Sanitary Commission attempted to improve healthcare in camp and hospital. Women had

been highly active in organizations concerned with health and hospital reform during the

antebellum era, so it was natural that when the Sanitary Commission was formed in the

early months of the war, many women stepped forward to volunteer through this and

similar organizations. The utilization of female nurses in military hospitals was one of

their more notable successes, although it initially met with mixed feelings among

physicians and surgeons (Urban Cordeau, 2004, p. 8). Many nurses, however, acted as

individuals, setting up their own wayside hospitals or securing nursing positions through

private connections. It is also apparent that not all of these nurses fit the traditional image

of the middle class white Christian female with disposable income.

The USSC would become the principal vehicle for organized female volunteerism

during the war, eventually becoming the largest voluntary organization yet formed

(McPherson, 1988, p. 480). Both the science of public health and the role of the public

health nurse have their beginnings here, but most importantly, expectations of Americans

regarding the role of the government in public health and the role of civilians in wartime

would never be the same again.
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The Civil War has been cited as the event that raised national consciousness

regarding the control of epidemic disease (Fee, 1997, p. 12) as well as the event that

brought about the advent of modern surgery. The war was fought at a crux in medical

practice: sanitarian principles were becoming popular but were not standard; antisepsis

lay a few years away; anesthesia was new and allowing more extensive surgeries; and

heroic as well as botanical medicine were heading into a decline.

The most striking medical developments of the war were the end of the use of

heroic medicine, resistance to vaccination, and resistance to nurses. Heroic medicine,

however, did not completely die. Surgeon General Hammond banned antimony and

calomel from the Union formulary in 1863; and there was such outcry that he was later

court-martialed and replaced. The matter was never settled until after the war. Although

the Civil War took place in an era when regulation, standardization, and licensure of

providers and hospitals was still a largely concept that would await the closing quartile of

the century, many issues involving autonomy, authority, collaborative practice, and

organizational roles were already apparent, as will be discussed in the following chapter.

This was the first major war in which America physicians held the rank of officer.

It was marked a period when a large population of civilian physicians entered hospital

practice, often for the first time. The first exposure of Americans to hospitals had

occurred concurrently with most physicians and nurses first exposure to hospitals. That

this occurred in the context of industrial warfare and military rank structure would leave

an imprint that would become an important contextual issue during the rise of the modern

hospital later in the century.
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By the end of the war, approximately 18,000 women worked in Union military

hospitals. Most were African-American and white working class women employed as

cooks, laundresses, matrons, and nurses. These women often did some form of nursing

care, but were not listed as such in hospital payrolls, indicating that a distinction between

the upper class and lower class nurse was already occurring. Some, like Susie King

Taylor, rose from the status of contraband (escaped slave) to managing a field hospital.

She was later unable to prove that she had been more than a laundress. Despite personal

letters from white officers attesting to her role in the hospital, she was denied a nurse’s

pension after the war. Male nurse volunteers were not given pensions at all, and no

Southerners were given pensions of any kind.

At first glance, inclusion of a discussion regarding the evolution of the masculine

spheres of war and weapons during the 19th century may seem tangential to a paper on

middle class white female nurses. It is hoped that this paper has demonstrated how

interrelated these processes may have been. The enshrined assumption of nursing history

texts has been that nursing in the United States was a direct response to greater

involvement in benevolent and charity work and a need to participate in society. It tends

to look at nursing as an expression of values prevalent in Protestant Christian

evangelicalism, and does not look at the influence of industrialized society, manufactured

war, or manufactured consent.

It does not stretch the imagination to conjecture that if casualties from badly

planned military engagements had not overwhelmed the British and American

governments using new weapons, bedside volunteers would not have been needed to
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help. If journalism and communication technology hadn’t chronicled the war extensively

in the popular press, public outcry for better conditions in military hospitals and camps

would not have occurred, and middle class women would not have had a reason to

volunteer. Poor planning and changes in warfare created lacunae, giving civilian women

with interest and/or experience with nursing and sanitary practices an opportunity to step

in to do what needed to be done. Now it was time to deal with the aftermath.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

The Civil War remains the most studied event in American history; the pivotal

point in the evolution of the American identity, and a legacy of human action that has

indeed carried into the seventh generation. During the period of interest to this paper,

America experienced a cataclysmic introduction to modern war. The Industrial

Revolution gave birth to modernity in America, nurturing a technology and culture that

made modern war possible and total war conceivable. The war devastated the South and

savaged two immense citizen armies. It exacted a staggering number of casualties, by far

the highest toll of any war in American history, higher than the combined total of all

other American wars up to the Vietnam era.

Mechanization gave birth to mass media, revolutionized the role of discourse in

society, increased public involvement in government, and changed the role of women in

war. Technology provided railroads, telegraphs, and mass-produced weapons to expand

the scope and intensity of combat to 20th century levels, but proved unable to provide

solutions for increasing class disparities and many public health problems. Civilians were

available to alleviate much human suffering and demonstrate great examples of bravery

and compassion, but they did not stop the development and proliferation of total warfare

on fellow Americans

The purpose of this dissertation was to analyze how the context and culture of

industrialization and the advent of modern warfare affected the evolution of nursing, and

the later affect it would have on skilled nursing knowledge, roles, education, and practice.
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The first part of this chapter will summarize the findings in relation to the model of

nursing knowledge as presented in chapter 1. The second part will look at the later affect

of Civil War era nursing practice and the media image wartime nursing on Progressive

Era nurses. The closing section of this chapter will offer some ideas on how nursing

might regain and articulate the independent practice functions that became lost in the new

healthcare system.

The Five Models Revisited

Nursing Knowledge

Other than the few Union women who had taken the army’s short sanitarian nurse

training course at the Cooper’s Union in New York, virtually none of the Civil War

nurses had formal training on which to base practice. However, as autodidacts, they drew

on personal and peer experience and multiple knowledge sources available through mass

media and public discourse. Themes recorded about what nurses did was very similar,

although as a group they were relatively heterogeneous. Although this is perhaps due to

an effect of historian assumption rather than Victorian socialization (although a Victorian

researcher might have hoped it to be an apprehended natural and essential truth), a core of

nursing knowledge had begun to evolve.

During the antebellum period, middle class women as a group had been expected

to devote a certain amount of time to reading and self-improvement. Media (books,

magazines, and lectures) offering advice on health from the sanitarian perspective and

home remedies for illness were popular genres, and offered a socially acceptable way for

women to practice science within their domestic confines (Plante, 1997, p. 168-169, 178-
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180). Self-help books, novels with social, moral or political themes, and books of

practical advice were also popular with women before the war. Science was not

surprisingly an especially popular subject; and a seller’s market for books and articles on

practical applications of science appeared (Bruce, 1988, p. 117). Mass media provided

the building blocks for theory, and women with education had the opportunity to

synthesize it.

This media and the social discourse it represented had become the theoretical

foundation for variegated reform efforts and treatment modalities seen in the antebellum

era. Disparate (from our perspective) texts regarding health matters, public hygiene,

dietary reform, temperance, religion, neurology, phrenology, hydro-therapy, statistics,

energy medicine, and psychophysiologic theory contributed to the sanitary and reform

perspective. Women immersed in this social discourse “merged…in a coherent and

articulate campaign to save the nation by combating the ill-health of its citizenry” (Tyler,

1977, p. 490).

Nightingale provided the initial articulation of these themes into a synthetic (and

to some extent syncretic) clinical practice for nurses. Her book, Notes on Nursing

(1861/1969), provided an initial theoretical model for nursing knowledge. Like her

predecessors and followers, Nightingale drew on multivariate sources for her own work,

in particular sanitarian theory, statistics, and Common Sense philosophy. The cult

following that formed around her, generated by mass media during the Crimean War,

made her a model for action as well. Her works were widely distributed in America, and
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were mentioned by all the authors; all compared themselves to the media-generated

image of her Scutari experience as their role model.

Nurses also used empirical experience, and shared personal experiences with

peers. Later, some shared their experiences in textual form. Others had diaries edited and

published posthumously, often by relatives. Although these sources are highly biased,

they offer some insight into the role of lived experience in the generation of knowledge, a

very different role in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries than today. Despite the

differences in worldview, commonalities between their era and our own can be found, in

particular in the use of therapeutic presence and patient interaction as an independent

nursing function.

Medical Model

Changes to medical and surgical knowledge between 1861 and 1865 were

dramatic, especially advances in surgical technique. Yet these seem almost trivial in

comparison with the clinical revolution and the evolution of scientific medicine later in

the century. The clinical influence of medicine on nursing during the war era was not

strong. For most injuries and common illnesses, nursing remained the “best medicine”,

and to some extent offered a competing lay paradigm of health and the body. It was the

social influence of medicine during the wartime era that most profoundly affected

nursing. The concept of the male doctor and the female nurse in a social structure

reminiscent of the industrial era household imposed an artificial hierarchy on roles,

reinforced by the military and industrialized factory structure of wartime hospital

organization. Knowledge associated with “maleness” and medicine became associated
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with science, logic, leadership, and activity. Knowledge associated with “nursing”

became associated with women, and therefore emotionality, innateness, selflessness, and

passivity. It also set a precedent for non-task oriented aspects of clinical nursing to be

overshadowed by housekeeping, recordkeeping, maintaining the flow of the organization,

and the carrying out of physician orders. Ultimately, it tended to lead to a discounting and

trivializing of independent nursing functions.

Psychologic Model

One of the most important changes seen in clinical practice during the war was

the growing awareness of therapeutic interaction and its effect on patient outcome.

However, given that psychology was not yet a discipline, although the independent

functions of nursing were to some extent acknowledged as comfort measures, these were

not seen as active intervention. When women are viewed as possessing a subordinate and

passive role, the association of nursing with female gender is an unfortunate association.

Independent functions tend to be controlled and suppressed. Independence is associated

with aberrance, and obedience rather than thinking is rewarded (Gilman, 1985, p. 76-

109). The advent of combat psychology did not build on this early intervention, and

psychosocial intervention is still not considered central to nursing in terms of formal roles

and reimbursement for nursing services.

Public Health (Ecologic) Model

Sanitarianism, the parent discipline of public health and in itself a highly eclectic

set of concepts borrowed from multiple disciplines, was arguably the single most

important source of knowledge for nursing during the antebellum and war eras. The first
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chapter of this paper discussed the role of sanitarianism and reform in the lives of

antebellum America, as well as the influence of sanitarianism on Nightingale, the first

nursing theorist.

The war offered a series of natural experiments that demonstrated the efficacy of

sanitarian prescriptive models. The medical community as well as the American public

took notice, and sanitarian concepts were incorporated into medical practice and public

planning during the postbellum era. The war represented a triumph of sanitarian theory as

much as it did a triumph of female nurses; although the related history of population-

based nursing has only been touched on in this paper, its evolution into distinct practice

has its origins here as well.

Social Model

The social model, which examines the structure and function of context on

nursing knowledge, has been discussed extensively in this paper. Gender relations, war,

technology, science, economics, class relations, and race relations organic to mid-19th

century society formed complex networks of influence on nursing knowledge, roles, and

practices in the Civil War hospital. In particular, the influence of technology and

manufacturing and its ability to generate both modern mass media and modern warfare

have perhaps been underestimated. The social model of the wartime hospital and how it

was presented in social discourse during the postbellum era will be discussed in a later

section of this chapter.
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Healthcare in Postbellum America

This section will present a proposition that parallel historic processes of evolving

industrial capitalism, the experience of modernity, the shock of the introduction of

modern warfare, and the accelerating velocity of overall societal change directly

influenced skilled nursing knowledge, roles, education, and practice as training programs

were established during the postbellum era. It will be further argued that a temporal

convergence of economics, science, and gender politics during the closing quartile of the

century may have favored a subordinate role for nursing in the new healthcare system.

The Civil War brought to the attention of the American public not only the

dangers of disorganized hospital and sanitary systems, but also models for their reform

(Reverby, 1987, p. 43). The war marked a turning point in the social place of

institutionalized healthcare. It also stimulated the growth of hospitals that would later

promote modern medicine as well as nurses trained to assist in aseptic and antiseptic

procedure. Although most healthcare would occur in private homes until well into the

20th century, hospitals were now an acceptable setting for non-indigent care. Hospitals

gained acceptability to a broad base of the American population during the war, and

began to proliferate concurrently with the medical revolution in the closing quartile of the

century. Hospitals now began to market themselves as acute care institutions. The

popularity of skilled nursing and the revolution of aseptic and antiseptic technique were

major factors in the proliferation of hospital care; by the turn of the century, hospitals

were opening at the rate of two to three per week (Ashley, 1976, p. 4).
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During the era before the revolution in medical therapeutics, physician practice

had very little to offer in the case of most illnesses and trauma, and hospital care and

physician practice and education remained relatively independent. Prior to the war, a

physician could spend an entire career in practice without ever entering a hospital (Starr,

1982, p. 146). Hospitals existed primarily as charitable institutions built primarily for

tending to the infirm poor. They housed a chronically ill population, and primarily

offered marginal nursing rather than medical care. Medically oriented acute-care

hospitals with a curative focus did not arise until after the advent of the germ theory.

(Starr, 1982, p. 145-146)

By 1865, more than eleven thousand doctors had served in Civil War hospitals.

The war brought physicians and acute care institutions together, and provided an

environment that fostered advancements in medical and especially surgical practice.

Centralized, military-style acute care was efficient, but the dangers of hospital sepsis still

kept most surgery and acute care in the home-based setting, at least for private pay

patients, until the advent of aseptic surgery.

Almost every unit of both Union and Confederate armies eventually had cases of

dysentery, malaria, measles, typhoid fever, smallpox, tuberculosis, and the other entities

commonly known as “camp fevers”. The Union Medical Department reported nearly two

million cases of diarrhea and dysentery (“flux”) during the war. Of these, about 57,000

people died. Union deaths attributed to infectious disease: 50,000, a number larger than

those described as “killed in action”. Confederate rates were comparable, although

records are thought to be less accurate.
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Although the morbidity and mortality from infectious disease seems shocking by

modern standards, Civil War armies actually maintained comparatively less disease

mortality than any previous army (McPherson, 1988, p. 487). However, it can be argued

that although some of these statistics can be attributed to improvements in infectious

disease control, it is more likely that the ratio represents an increase in higher-acuity

combat-related injuries rather than an improvement in preventive medicine and clinical

therapeutics. The Civil War soldier was eight times as likely to die from a combat-related

injury and ten times as likely to die from infectious disease than an American fighting in

World War I (McPherson, 1988, p. 485). Although the infectious disease rates during

military action would not drop until well into the 20th century and the advent of antibiotic

therapy, the war era would demonstrate the efficacy of sanitarian preventive measures.

Modern clinical medicine and surgery would soon shift the balance of power

achieved in the wartime hospital. Between the years 1865 and 1869, a series of articles by

two scientists would create a revolution that would have a far more profound affect on

healthcare than the advent of the rifled musket. Advances in lens grinding technology had

made better microscopy possible, and a surgeon working in Scotland (himself the son of

a microscopist) and a French biologist working on putrefaction and fermentation

separately published work that would later establish the foundation for the germ theory of

disease, antisepsis, asepsis, and modern medicine. By the 1870s, Lister’s concepts of

aseptic surgery were becoming standard (Larson, 1997).

The advent of the germ theory shifted the focus of healthcare from restorative to

curative. Prior to this, non-physicians, usually the patient or a proxy relation, had
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assumed total diagnostic and treatment responsibilities for most diseases (Riley, 1985, p.

4). Nursing as a trade operated fairly independently of medicine, and most nurses,

although unskilled, were self-employed. Medical education and practice were almost

completely unregulated and unstandardized, and different types of medical education

competed for hegemony.

The rapid organization of medical boards that began during the war provided the

infrastructure for the rise of physician professional organizations and practice regulation

during the postbellum era. The clinical revolution gave allopathic physicians a clear

advantage; not only did it make modern surgery and acute care possible, it worked in a

way that could be clearly demonstrated by the research methods and statistics available.

As allopathic medicine increased in status, other models, such as homeopathy and

botanical medicine, were no longer competitive. Allopathic medical and surgical practice

became the central focus of the new hospital. Allopathic physicians became more and

more associated with academic rather than apprenticeship training, and educational ties

were formed with universities as well as hospitals.

Nurse Training Programs

A complex interplay of factors led to the development of hospital-based nursing

programs later in the century. Like the war, much of it was related to new applications of

technology and science, changes in economics, and shifting demographics. Although

sanitarian and reform movements had initially started the movement toward nurse

training, the growth of the modern hospital and the advent of scientific medicine would

prove to be a stronger source of influence.
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War had shown America the necessity of organized private involvement in

hospital and social reform, and the need to staff hospitals with skilled nurses (Reverby,

1987, p. 46-47). A fluctuating economy and changing demographics led some women to

seek nurses, others to seek employment as nurses throughout the postwar period. The

permeable boundary between household and marketplace, initially created by the

economics of industrialization, narrowed by war, need, and choice, grew as the century

continued (Reverby, 1987: p. 20-21).

Hospital care had grown more acceptable during the war era, now it was growing

more common as the uncertain postbellum economy increased urban migration and

scattered proximity relations. Reformers also began to focus on the increasing economic

and social difficulties of “respectable” native-born women who were migrating to urban

areas to seek employment in the new economy (Reverby, 1987, 39-40). These reformers,

usually affluent women, also saw the potential need for skilled nursing in their own

households (Hiestand, 2000). The State Charities Aid Association of New York, with

members who had been prominent in the organization of the Sanitary Commission, were

instrumental in opening the first training program at Bellevue Hospital in New York

(Hiestand, 2000; Reverby, 1987, p. 40). These programs slowly spread throughout the

1870s.

An abrupt shift in the number as well as organization and purpose of training

programs occurred after the medical revolution. Private, for profit hospitals began to

proliferate in urban areas all across the country. Most of them opened hospital-based

skilled nursing programs. These hospital-based programs were modeled after the
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Nightingale influenced program at London’s St. Thomas School, with one key

administrative difference. Unlike the “Nightingale plan” schools, American programs did

not operate independently of hospital administration, and few hospitals had separate

directors of nursing. Training programs were a part of the hospital, were not supported by

separate funds, and were not connected to other educational institutions (Reverby, 1987,

p. 47). Most schools were created by for profit hospital boards and were planned to be

fully integrated into work structure of the hospital. Students received two to three years

of apprenticeship-type training from physicians and nurses, and lived on the hospital

campus. There were no set curricula, and very little didactic instruction (Reverby, 1987,

p. 54-55). The level of instruction was often limited to task oriented nursing functions.

By 1890, most hospitals in America had established schools for nurses. The

apprenticeship system tended to serve the function of hospital economics rather than

educational or professional value (Ashley, 1976, p. 57). Students preformed most of the

patient care in these hospitals, providing administration with an inexpensive source of

labor. Strict discipline and the incorporation of schools into the hospital business

structure tended to suppress their educational function (Ashley, 1976, p. 8).

After completing training, few nurses had sources of steady employment.

Students mostly staffed hospitals, and few hospitals hired graduates from their programs.

This left graduates with the unsteady and often seasonal homecare market as the primary

source of work, which had become dependent on referrals from physicians and hospital

registries. Although most healthcare would occur outside of hospitals until well into the

20th century, nurses became more and more dependent on medicine and hospitals for
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employment. Segregation and pay inequality did not allow full independence.

Dependency and competition with student nurses served to depress wages and diffuse

efforts at collective bargaining. The middle class nurse began to give way to a nurse

proletariat as the new century dawned.

Nursing is a structural entity, a social structure that frames the context and object

of knowledge and action. The meanings of gender, skilled nursing, institutionalized

healthcare, and professional medicine dissolved and reformed into new patterns during

wartime. Nursing as a form of structured work experience had been legitimized for

respectable women by the media popularization of the image of the heroic female

wartime nurse. Media images that reflect social discourse generated during and after the

war formed core images and root metaphors of modern nursing.

The social ethos of wartime practice facilitated the development of nursing as a

skilled form of work in late nineteenth century America. Why skilled nursing training

developed away from professionalization and independent practice can be attributed to a

convergence of factors, some of which began during the war era. The cultural concept of

“separate spheres”, although certainly weakened by the inevitable blurring of gender

roles that occurred with mass mobilization, was hardly laid to rest after the war. Many if

not most female sanitarian and nursing reformers, such as Nightingale, Anna Jameson,

Caroline Dall, and Virginia Penny, had accepted sexual division of labor as natural, based

on biological characteristics (Reverby, 1987: p. 41-42).

Postbellum America faced the collective task of repatterning a national identity

from two embittered, war-shattered societies. (Smith-Rosenberg, 1984, p. 79). The
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psychological effect of total war cannot be underestimated, nor can the collective need

for surety that followed (Murray, 2001, p. 60). Nationalism not only induces wars, but

also through the severity of its influence makes compromise and acceptance of defeat

more difficult, prolonging the duration and severity of war. The phenomena of increased

production and dissemination of information met that of increased literacy and an

increased market for newspapers and periodicals; these intersected in the presence of

historic upheaval. It is an axiom of healthcare that patients will tend to judge their

experience with the healthcare system on the basis of their perceptions of how they felt

they were treated by healthcare providers rather than on the basis of therapeutic success

or failure (Green, 1999, p. 6).

Even before the war, the rapid evolution of industrial capitalism was creating

upheaval in the existing social order. Although mass media and public education were

making America more socially homogeneous, it had grown more ethnically and culturally

diverse, and was undergoing rapid geographic expansion and population shifts. Concepts

of class, gender, ethnicity, and identity were in flux. Uncertainty was high.

The gender-based model of separate spheres had already begun to break down by

the opening of the war, deconstructed in part by the conceptual framework of

separateness. If men and women possessed separate spheres of influence, by definition

this implied that there were some forms of activity best managed by women, and

healthcare was clearly one of them. Industrialization favored the growth of wage labor,

creating new opportunities for some women and men to live outside of the familiar

marital and familial social order. During the war, boundaries of gender and class broke
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down in the face of an external other created by sectionalism. Women “created a public

and powerful role for themselves as a female conscience and moral voice crying in an

ocean of male corruption” and became increasingly present in public health and reform

efforts (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 130).

After the war, a significant number of middle class women did not return to the

restrictions of a purely domestic life (Smith-Rosenberg, 1984, p. 173). Nursing had the

potential to become a powerful articulation of conscience as well as a source of

satisfaction and accomplishment, and it had the potential to become a source of

competition with other clinical disciplines. Although nurses had not traditionally aligned

themselves with women’s suffrage, nursing had shown itself to be a field in which

sanitarian minded women could exercise a level of control and independence in society.

By extension, just as the female of the home was the primary provider of health care,

women in general maintained a certain status as primary care givers. The cultural

presumptions of the “Cult of True Womanhood”-the dominant view within separate

spheres that women were the “conscience and housekeepers of America” (Smith-

Rosenberg, 1984, p. 173)-became potentially threatening to the new economics of

healthcare.

An ethos of nostalgia dominated late 19th century social discourse as the dominant

culture reached for images that evoked simpler times and surer boundaries. Gender and

class boundaries were repatterned into new hierarchies that were consistent with

preexisting imagery. The repatterning occurred as industrial capitalism reached economic

and social hegemony, dominating the media. These new patterns and hierarchies were
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palimpsests not of the realities of antebellum class and gender roles, but on a media-

created image that served a social need for stability and the economic needs of the new

order (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 167-181).

The context of technology during wartime set the stage for the modernity of the

postbellum era, scientific medicine, and acute care. The image was imposed on the needs

of postbellum society that needed nurses in an evolving healthcare system. Mass media

produced an image of nursing that fit the economics of the post war era and the beliefs

and values of the dominant class. Many young women who came of age after the war

were affected by this image, which combined traditional images of female roles with that

of modernity and action. When the relationship between medicine, hospitals, and nursing

became a metaphor for gender roles and the family, the subordination of nursing became

natural, normative, and inevitable. In the advent of the for-profit private hospital, this

system allowed administration to use gender roles to tilt the field in their favor.

Distant wars tended to polarize genders, homefront wars tend to blur their roles in

society (Faust, 1996, p. 10). Typical of discourse during the period, memories of the war

tended to closely reflect the worldview and values of the dominant culture. The vision of

nursing during the post-bellum period was based on the public memory of the Civil War

nurse, modeled by public discourse as well as private experience. The media image of the

Civil War nurse was based on the reports of war correspondents, widely read by both

genders but primarily written and published by men. Accounts published after the war

tended to correspond to these media generated images, and they reflect a male political

and social perspective as to what women were to be lauded for. The image of nursing as
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depicted by the media during and after the war therefore reflected the common

worldview of Victorian America, a gendered and class-based worldview. Nursing during

the Civil War was an aggregate effort of individuals with diverse backgrounds,

ethnicities, gender preferences, and religions, but due to the dominant paradigm of

separate spheres, an image of homogeneity prevailed.

We collectively need to maintain boundaries during a period of change and

uncertainty. As was discussed in chapter 4 (in the context of sectionalism), the

development of extreme binary representations between self and other are characteristic

of systems where self-integration is threatened with change (Gilman, 1985, p. 18). When

a community is attacked from outside, external danger fosters solidarity within. When it

is attacked from within, restriction reaffirms structure (Douglas, 1966/1979, p. 140). War

is defined and framed as a story, with a plot that imbues its actors with purpose and

meaning and moves toward victory for one side or the other (Faust, 2004, p. 382). Both

sides felt that they were protecting their conception of the image of the “virtuous

republic”, which elevated the status of the volunteer citizen soldier fighting for political

principles (Hilde, 2003, p. 2). Nostalgia for simplicity became nostalgia for purity, virtue,

and harmony.

War is a cultural construction that imposes order, purpose, and control on human

violence and disorder (Faust, 2004, p. 381).The American social body, a loosely knit

collective consciousness formed of individuals who had experienced four years of war at

what was then an unimaginable level, repatterned the national identity in media-generated

images of reconciliation, comforting to the dominant culture. After Appomattox, it was
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time to again regain control of the liminal. Gender roles, blurred during the war, became

separate again as the tables of independence turned. Old orders reaffirmed themselves;

domestic order became an obsession in a country that was ready to return to the simpler

concerns of domestic life (Smith-Rosenberg, 1978, p. S230).

In the case of nursing, it is possible that purity indeed became the “enemy of

change” (Douglas, 1966/1979, p. 162). Purity in the face of the pollution of the hospital

became associated with not questioning order. “The distinction between good and bad

women has historically been coded in class and racial terms” (Peiss & Simmons, 1989, p.

6), and sanitarian thinking had conflated “good nursing” with “good women”, white,

middle class, Protestant, heterosexual, and possessing some level of private income.

“Good” women had proved that they could transgress taboos at regarding the male body,

but “good” women by definition could not act from any motivation that was not selfless.

(Gilman, 1985, p. 15-35). The existing construct of womanhood (and by extension

nursing) as submission and duty prevailed (Smith-Rosenberg, 1985, p. 133). Nursing,

viewed as a feminine role under the worldview of separate spheres, became conflated

with class and gender issues. Nursing, as something feminized, became something to

contain.

In fact, it could be argued that the media gendering of nursing allowed nursing

programs to develop. Although co-education was established before the war, it was not

common outside of a few universities in the Northeast. Gender segregated programs with

a high level of supervision were more easily acceptable to the public, and easier to

accommodate by middle class standards of morality. Unfortunately, nursing education
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during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries increasingly stressed an externally

imposed media generated view of “character” and piety. Piety and obedience fit

behaviors valued in media images of “good” women, and it suited the economics of

industrial capitalism. Although female heads of households were more common than they

had been before the war, the pervasive image of respectable women remained tied to

dependency. As a gendered profession, it then took a dependent place in the social

microcosm of the hospital. Control of nursing shifted away from nurses.

Although it wore the face of the female gender, these educational programs had a

precedent in two existing organizational structures that were ubiquitous during mid-

century: apprenticeship-type education and the military. These structures, semiotically

blended in the wartime hospital, offered a pattern for the role of the nurse as a female

analogy to the gendered view of the soldier: brave, selfless, and unquestioning in

following orders. The emergent institution of the hospital became a metaphor for the

emergent institution of the middle class industrial capitalist nuclear family, with a very

important difference: the social relations within the organizational structure were

gesellschaft rather than gemeinschaft. In other words, the gender roles reflected that of

the middle class family, but the organizational structure of the military hospital operated

on duty rather than kinship. Nursing, feminized in social discourse, took on a subordinate

position in a highly vertical hierarchy, and subordination became essential and

unquestionable in a social structure that conflated obedience with “goodness”.

The Civil War marked a milestone in the transformation of hospital nursing from

a menial form of employment to one with higher social status (McPherson, 1988, p. 484).
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Approximately 18,000 women worked in Union military hospitals during the Civil War.

Most were Black and white working class women, employed as cooks, laundresses,

matrons, and nurses (Schultz, 1994, p. 45). However, it was the media image of the self-

sacrificing white middle class female that would be remembered in the American

consciousness. In the end, the logic of purity associated with middle class female

presence won out over taboos regarding the body and female independence. Although

sanitarian activists were often male, and male nursing volunteers are mentioned by Walt

Whitman (1902/1993, p. 149-159) and Frederick Law Olmstead (1863/1993, p. 135),

Civil War nurses were almost always depicted as female in postbellum mass media.

Also largely absent in postbellum discourse were the voices of ethnic and

religious minorities, and women of the lower classes. This lack of representation in is

particularly interesting given that a significant portion of the data examined was

generated by or about nurses who did not fit the media image. Mary Bickerdyke was

known to have made statements that mislead people to believe she was formally

educated. Phoebe Pember’s references to Judaism are so subtle that they have led to

much misunderstanding by gentile historians. Whitman was well, Walt Whitman, with all

that that implied. Suzy King Taylor was ignored.

There was no strong indication in the data examined that Civil War nurses

themselves viewed independent nursing functions as gender based. Descriptions of male

nurses by female volunteers tended to describe detailed convalescent soldiers, mostly to

comment on their unsuitability for the job:

“Each ward had its corps of nurses, unfortunately not practiced or expert in their duties,
as they had been sick or wounded men, convalescing and placed in that position, however
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ignorant they might be-until strong enough for field duty. This arrangement bore very
hard upon all concerned, and harder among the sick, as it entailed constant supervision
and endless teaching…” (Pember, 1954/1994, p. 18).

“I do not see how it is possible for them to take proper care of the men, as nursing is a
thing that has to be learned, and we should select our best men for it…” (Cumming,
1959/1998, p. 16).

That is not to say that middle class female nurses were adverse to the concept of

male nurses, or that they believed males were not sensitive to the independent functions

of nursing. It is clear that both authors are stating that the soldiers were untrained and

unskilled in nursing concepts, and that nursing is taught rather than innate and gender-

based. Ada Bacot had the following to say regarding her male colleagues, “I have never

seen kinder or more attentive nurses than some of the men have proved themselves.”

(Bacot, 1994, p. 103).

To give a most famous example, not only did Walt Whitman not identify his

nursing skills as any different from a female, he also identified therapeutic presence and

framing experience as his most important nursing functions. He described, as did the

women, discussing illness and combat experiences, sitting with patients, writing letters,

and distributing writing materials as among his most important duties (Straubing, 1993,

p. 149): “I liked the woman nurse from Ward E-I noticed how she sat a long time by a

poor fellow who just had…a bad hemorrhage” (Whitman, 1902/1993, p. 154). It would

be challenging to argue that the author of “I Sing the Body Electric” was innately

predisposed by gender to misunderstand the role of words, symbols, and therapeutic

presence in what we would later think of as repatterning human experience.
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The persistent view that women possessed an innate ability for caregiving tended

to depress any inquiry into what it was that nurses really “did” at the bedside. Nurses

carefully recorded writing letters for soldiers, talking to soldiers, and quietly sitting with

patients as among their most important independent functions. Nurses listened to patients

talk about their experiences, notably experiences involving proximity relations, as they

helped them frame and process role changes and combat experience. When the patients

were unable to speak, they sat with patients and interacted with them at a higher level of

abstraction.

Once a gender-based explanatory model was adopted, no strong imperative

existed to formulate an alternative theory, and Nightingale’s gendered language reified it

into objective reality. Themes of nursing as skilled interaction rather than task

performance were common to all the data, but because it was associated with innate

female behaviors and intimate social discourse, it was rendered invisible. The media

created an incomplete construction of the realities of nursing and who was a nurse. The

assumption that nursing was a gendered and innate role was consistent with the science of

the day as well as the social and economic needs of Progressive Era society. Women’s

reproductive organs dictated that women should restrict their activities and aspirations,

and in particular, their authority (Theriot, 1993, p. 9-10). The liminal in nursing may not

have been so threatening to the body politic as it was to the rise of for-profit healthcare.

Class and gender explained therapeutic presence in the explanatory model of

separate spheres, and the nursing role was explained in the model of the evolving middle

class family structure. Explanatory models regarding therapeutic presence and nurse-
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patient interaction therefore remained unarticulated and unnecessary. An explanatory

model existed that was congruent with societal values, and there was no economic

incentive to challenge the status quo. Innate ability relies on neither critical thinking nor a

collective knowledge base. If that innate ability is associated with an identifiable group or

class of people, and those abilities are associated with passivity and submission, then it

stands to reason that training center on discipline rather than academic development and

critical thinking skills.

Modern Nursing and Modern Research Methods

In the 1970s, nursing histories tended to look at the experience of Civil War

nurses in terms of a power struggle between male physicians and female nurses. Hilde

(2003, p. 3). These studies tended to focus on the medical subjugation of nursing.

Nursing histories in the 1980’s, such as Reverby (1987) and Melosh (1982) viewed

nursing as an embattled profession, and looked at nursing within the context of

institutions, power, and gender. These perspectives have all added much to the body of

nursing history.

It may be possible to add another perspective. Nursing during the Civil War

cannot be examined in isolation, nor solely in the context of gender relations and power.

The direct effect of the economy and culture of war may have been underestimated in

these texts, as discussed in Chapter 5.

In addition, it is important to remember that the era of concern to this paper

possessed a very different worldview from our own. The mind and body were seen

differently. Psychology, psychiatry, and epidemiology did not exist as disciplines.
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Modern physics would wait for the opening years of the next century. The scientific

worldview was unable to frame nurse or patient experience in a way similar to our own.

The subordination of nursing may have been less a collective process of

suppression along the lines of industrial capitalist healthcare economics and gender issues

than an inability to quantify the characteristics of the nursing interaction on empirical

grounds. The experimental conditions and prescriptive methodologies of late nineteenth

century science did not permit a definitive guide for nursing knowledge development, nor

could they substantiate the effect of independent nursing interventions on patient

outcomes. The explanatory model of gender-based behavior, a very binary solution for a

complex phenomenon, remained unchallenged.

The nursing revolution occurred prior to the medical revolution, and its

proponents were articulate, literate, and possessed social and economic capital, but what

it was they were actually doing could not be framed in terms of the science of the day and

the ethos of technology that informed them. Consequently, the clinical revolution in

medicine overshadowed the nursing revolution; although the creation of skilled nursing

as an occupation for respectable women was congruent with modernity, it could not

define itself either ontologically or epistemically in what were then modern terms.

Unable to justify the intrinsic power of what they did in an increasingly technologically

based industrialized marketplace, nurses became the servants of technology and

industrialized healthcare. Its subjective aspects were discounted, leading to a subjugated

role in the newly organized modern hospital. Skilled nursing, in the final analysis, could

not prove its worth by contemporary methodology.
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The dominant prescriptive methods of 19th century science were inadequate to

describe the intricacies of the human experience of health and illness. Statistics was

limited to measures of central tendency, practically useless for anything other than

indicating that the presence of female nurses seemed to lead to generally better outcomes

on measures of morbidity and mortality as they were defined at the time. They could not

show what it was about nurses that affected patient outcomes. Physicians and hospital

administrators therefore only saw nurses in the context of physical care and record

keeping

Although the establishment of a collective autoplastic vision of nursing may have

arguably not progressed significantly since the period of interest to this paper, methods of

research have progressed a great deal. With a spectrum of quantitative and qualitative

methods accessible to the researcher, we are no longer limited to black box explanatory

models regarding nursing outcomes.

By logical extension, two tasks are identified: the first, to further explore non-

traditional views of nursing history that might give a more accurate picture of who Civil

War nurses were and what they did; the second, to reexamine what constitutes the central

phenomena of interest to nursing.

The roles of daily lives of nurses in the Civil War remains understudied. Nursing

history centers have been established at such institutes of higher learning as University of

Pennsylvania and University of Virginia. Data for historic research is more and more

available due to online archives such as the University of Virginia’s Valley of the

Shadow project. It is hoped that someday, standard undergraduate nursing history texts
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will present a more inclusive perspective generated by new research with a social history

approach.

Inquiry into the daily lives of Civil War nurses may also reveal further clues as to

the central clinical phenomena of the discipline. It is not surprising that the nurses in

Civil War hospitals found that this process of framing and reframing experience was one

of their most central tasks. Many of the patients were experiencing change along multiple

vectors; a young male who will return home with an alteration of the integrity of the body

also experienced changes in social and economic expectations. Reintegration not only

required a somatic healing, but a repatterning that allowed the patient to reconcile himself

to these alterations. All of this had to occur within the context of war and societal

upheaval. Although posttraumatic stress disorder would not be recognized as a clinical

entity until after Vietnam, Civil War nurses used experience, intuition, and inductive

reasoning to treat the psychological as well as the physical injuries of combat.

The ontology of nursing as possessing a unique approach to healing could not be

articulated by pre-modern or modern thinking about the body. Yet contemporary thinking

and methods of inquiry can potentially articulate this ontology. The subject is amenable

to research by utilizing developing methods in latent variable modeling. Both qualitative

and quantitative studies can be applied in studying the ways in which this most germinal

of nursing interventions can be used in the clinical setting. Moreover, although a strong

theory for practice has yet to materialize, the author feels that we can at least consider

gendered or innate trait explanations falsified.
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The role of cognitive repatterning as a predictor of patient outcome has yet to

build a usable body of research. The use of images and narratives in nursing has been

largely limited to short term cognitive behavioral therapies that often do not use images

from the patient’s semantic universe. The nature of mental imagery may be incidental to

process, but is closely related to the product.

Nursing praxis is highly contextual and vastly complex, but always involves a

process of actions that are thought to be generally beneficent as well as developmental

and sustaining (Reed, 1997, p. 76). It is the job of the nurse to monitor what is occuring

beneath the level of experience. Although much of the human pattern is not directly

accessible to the perceptual world, we may find that a portion of it bleeds through into

how patients frame the experience of illness. Whether that portion is significant or not

remains to be supported with research. We may find that it is not in highly abstract

concepts that life transitions exist in ways most relevant to patients, but rather in simpler

and familiar processes over which patients can exert a certain level of meaning and

conscious control of experience. The nursing interaction, based on therapeutic presence

coupled with symbolic tasks at the site of the body, is never passive, although it is always

receptive, and is the agent of chaos as well as order.

Change requires a repatterning and reordering of subjective experience. The ritual

of transcribing verbal speech into a letter frames and objectifies the content, and therefore

the images. Simultaneous events become narratives, easier to integrate and process. The

process of repatterning imposes a level of objectivity on subjective experience, and

disorder onto order. Disorder is by implication unlimited, no pattern has been realized in
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it, but its potential for patterning is indefinite. Reordering intrinsically implies restriction

and limitation. The process of change requires a limited selection from all possible

materials, and that from all possible relations a limited set has been used.

Nurses assist patients in translating the experiences of illness and trauma into an

integrated narrative in a way that integrates repatterning with the innate intelligence of

the body. Once again, we return to Nightingale’s seminal concept of the innate power of

the body to repair itself, and the nurse’s role in encouraging that reparation. This

ontology has been common to nursing since its inception. The action of nursing realizes

the potency of disorder (Douglas, 1978, p. 94). It is a venture into disordered patterns, an

active process of therapeutic presence. Nurses, as agents of change, are agents of chaos as

well as order. When nursing dissociates itself from liminality and becomes associated

with passivity, restriction, and order, it loses its ability for creative, healing interaction.

The inefficient social usefulness of nurses in the healthcare system persists. One

hopes that as we move through the tumultuous opening years of this new century, nursing

will finally come into its own as a clinical profession. In these uncertain economic times,

the drive to keep nursing underpaid, undereducated, and subordinate may be as strong as

it was during the era that the modern hospital system was organized. Nursing has a

unique contribution, one that has yet to be fully articulated as the core of practice. It is

time to look at what it is that we do, articulate it, and give it all the support it needs to

finally reach its potential.
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